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CHAPTER 4 

The Pastorals of Ambrose Philips 
and the 11 Modern;; bucolic 

From the very first direct discussion of the pastoral 

form~ it is obvious that the classical heritage 9 or to be 

more precise 9 Virgil's Eclogues 9 cast a long shadow. 
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Marco Girolamo Vida 1 s De Arte Poetica (1527) not only pro

jected the pastoral type 9 the lowest and most humble of the 

genres fit for a fledgeling poet~ but also the polish and 

elegance of the most authoritative pastoral poet: Virgil. 

Ostensibly Vida is advising the poet to strip the Ancients 

and turn all to one's advantage 9 but his partiality for 

Virgil produces a heavily selective image which leaves 

Theocritus out of account 1 . These are mere details in a 

wider scheme 9 but in Scaliger 1 s Ars Poetica (1561)~ the 

pastoral is given more space. Here, too 9 Virgil's example 

does much to consolidate a prescriptive notion of the pas-

toral, for he does 'not seem to have been taught by nature 9 

but to have vied with it, or even better to have given it 

laws ... We have not been able to get from nature a single 

pattern such as the ideas of Virgil can furnish us. 12 

Virgil's nature is regular and streamlined, a product not a 

process. Furthermore, the fundamental assumption of the 

treatise is that there is a standard of perfection for each 

genre,and this Aristotelian ideal is located in the Eclogues. 

1. The Art of Poetry~ translated by Christopher Pitt, 
edited by A.S. Cook (New York,l926), pp.53-55,132-37. 

2. Select Translations from Scaliger's Poetics, edited by 
Frederick Morgan Padelford (New York,l905), p.52. 
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Pope's view of such Renaissance criticism is revealing. 

The 1 barb 1 rous Age' (695) where 1 Much was Believ 1 d 9 but 

little understood' (689). in the Essay on Criticism (1711) 0 

is that of medievalo monastic scholasticism. 1 The re-birth 

of inspiration commences at Rome whose 'ancient Genius 0 

o'er its Ruins spread 9 / Shakes off the Dust 9 and rears his 

rev 1 rend Head! 1 (699-700). This is a time when 1 A Raphael 

painted 9 and a Vida sung!' (704). Pope's praise for 'Immor

tal Vida'. on whose honour 1 d Brow/ The Poet's Bays and 

Critick's ~grow:' (705-6) 9 is for a learned critic-poet 9 

one whose poetry reveals the critical ~ and range to 

institute a sounder basis for pleasure. Such appreciation for 

Virgil's example 9 however 9 is not free of a little anxiety. 

As W. Jackson Bate has pointed out 9 the advantage of enlis-

ting 9 by allusion or imitation 9 classical authority in a new 

work also proved a burdeno productive of a cramping sense of 

inferiority and derivativeness. 2 As Edward Young was to 

point out 9 in his Conjectures on Original Composition (1749), 

in imitating the Ancients, one imitated 1 not the Composition, 

but the Man. For may not this paradox pass into a maxim? 

viz. "The less we copy the renowned antients, we shall re-

semble them the more 111 (p.21). Although more commonly 

cited this sentiment is a mere restatement of Young's 

position in 1730 when prefacing his "Imperium Pelagi: a 

Naval Lyric, in Imitation of Pindar's Spirit.": 

We have many copies and translations 
that pass for originals. This ode I 
humbly conceive is an original, though 
it profess imitation. No man can be 

1. The full text can be found at TE, 1:239-326. 

2. The Burden of the Past and the English Poet (London, 
l97l)o especially pp.31-45. 



like Pindarv by imitating any of his 
particular works; ••o The genius and 
spirit of such great men must be col
lected from the whole; and when thus 
we are possessed of it 9 we must exert 
its energy in subjects and designs of 
our own o o o 1 

This sentiment is not as radical as might appear9 a clear 

polarization between Ancient traditions and Modern practice 

is acceptable in a broad view but 9 when more closely inspec-

ted. is less useful. Young upholds the right of new poets 

to find 'subjects and des~gn~' of their own (p.64). That is 

the crucial distinction. What Young does not advocate is a 
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thorough-going fundamentalism. Pindar's spirit should float 

free of his particular works. It can therefore be embodied 

afresh. but it is still Pindar's. It is servile copying 

that is the dangerous attractionv a stoking of embers that 

would long since have gone out. 

To some extent classical authority could be quoted to 

support unacknowledged appropriation of chosen models. By 

Vida's time this was almost a sanction for unabashed pla-

giarism. Swift 9 in his Battel of the Books (1704). has 

Scaliger say to his Modern counterpart. Bentley: '"Thy 

Learning makes thee more Barbarous. thy Study of Humanity. 

lo Edward Youn 's ''Con·ectures on Ori inal Comyosition". 
edited by Edith J. Morley Manchester 9 1918 • ppo63-64 

(Appendix C). Appendix B is.Young's essay "On Lyric 
Poetry" which prefaces his Ocean: an Ode (1728). In 
reviewing the power of the classical past 9 he concludes 
that: 'we should rather imitate their example in the 
general motives 9 and fundamental methods of their wor
kingv than in the works themselves ••o the first may 
make us their equals; the second must pronounce us 
their inferiors even in our utmost success' (pp.60-61). 
For a fuller account of this debate see Elizabeth Nitchie. 
"Longinus and the theory of Poetic Imitation in Seven
teenth and Eighteenth Century England". Studies in Phil
ology9 32 (1935)9 580-979 and Harold F. Brooksv "The 
1Imitation 1 in English Poetry 9 especially in formal 
Satire. before the Age of Pope 11

9 Review of English Studies 9 

25 (1949). 124-40o 



more Inhuman: Thy Converse amongst Poets more grovelig_g 9 

miryu and dull. 1111 Bentley's scholarly analysis of more 

Modern models had signalled, to Swift at least, a refusal 

to transmit the humane arts. 2 However 9 this amount of 
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plagiarism is never seriously advanced. "Longinus"v after 

all, had exhorted the writer to imitate past masters in 

order to emulate 9 if not surpass them. This was no plagiarism. 

Horace frequently stated that he was the follower of 

Lucilius, 3 but this did not imply an undue reliance on his 

very words - far from it, as there was a clear difference 

between a slavish translator and an imitator, between imi-

tation and the Imitation as an accredited poetic form. Pope 

had another passage in mind however when he advised the 

budding critic in his Essay on Criticism: 

Be Homer's Works your Study 9 and Delight, 
Read them by Day, and meditate by Night, 
Thence from your Judgment, thence your 

Maxims bring, 
And trace the Muses upward to their Spring. 

[ll.l24-2'f] 

A judgment formed on this degree of acquaintance with the 

Ancients is an alternative to Young's position. Pope early 

in his career tried to remedy the defects in his own 

writings and 1 mend [his] manner by copying good strokes 

from others' .4 This kind of emulation exists specifically, 

1. A Tale of a Tub, With other Early Worksp 1696-1707, 
edited by Herbert Davis (Oxford, 1939), p.l61. 

2. For a fuller survey of the elegiac bases for Augustan 
conservative thought, see Paul Fussell, The Rhetorical 
World of Augustan Humanism: Ethics and Imagery from 
Swift to Burke (Oxford,l965) 9 pp.283-305. 

3. See especially Satires, 1:10, 11.50-71. 

4. Joseph Spence, Observations? Anecdotes and Characters 
of Books and Men 0 edited by James M. Osborn, 2 vols. 
(Oxford,l966), 1:21. 



l as Henry Felton termed it 9 to form a 'just style'. It 

does not immediately idealize its models 9 but rather at-

tends to formal habits of expression which 9 much as Dryden 

discovered in his translation of Virgil 9 provided an 

authoritative voice. 

Thus 9 although there were marginal cases 9 the debate 

between the Ancients and Moderns did have some substance. 

To do the Ancient position full justice 9 howeverv it is 

necessary to stress how apparently congruent it might 

appear to the Modern. Pope's enthusiasm for Homer was by 

no means gratuitous 9 an unswerving adherence to a rigorous 

classi~ism. Homer's Sublime 9 for example 9 was a daring 

impulse: 'Virgil generally escapes the Censure of those 

Moderns who are shock'd with the bold Flights of Homer ... 

They think to depreciate Homer in extolling the Judgment 

of Virgil 9 who never shew 1 d it more than when he followed 

him in these Boldnesses. 12 Indeed 9 Homer's "natural" 
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style was often distinguished from a more ornate classicism.3 

l. A Dissertation on Readifr the Classics and Formin a 
Just Style London 9 l7l3 • 

2. TEP 7:3179 note to Iliad (l720L vp 1054. 

3. See Pope's "Postscript to the Odyss2.X"(l726): 'The sub-
lime style is more easily counterfeited than the natUral; 
something that passes for it 9 or sounds like it 9 is 
common in all false writers: But nature, purity 9 perspi
cuity9 and simplicity 9 never walk in the clouds; they 
are obvious to all capacities; and where they are not 
evident 9 they do not exist. 1 (TE 9 10:389). Indeed 9 
scholastic Classicism was reserved for the pedantry of 
a Theobald or Bentley and to be contrasted with this 
"newer" Classicism. See the satire on the 'Rules of the 
Ancients 9 for the generation of Children of Wit 19 and 
Martinus Scriblerus's playthings in Memoirs of the Extra
ordinar L·ife Works p and· Discoveries of Martinus Scriblerus 

1729 9 edited by Charles Kerby-Miller New Haven 9 1950 9 

pp.96-99 9 105-ll or Swift's distrust of the formulaic 
deployment of Ancient tropes in "Apollo's Edict" (1725) 9 
11.44-49 (although see also the irony at the expense of 
yhe 'S~mplicity' of 'The manners of the rural race 1 

~27-32); Jonathan Swift: The Complete Poemlj edited by 
Pat Rogers (Harmondsworth 9 1983)9 pp.229-3 . 
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The so-called Ancient prescriptiveness is by no means as 

monolithic as a differentiation from Modern tastes implies. 

What was most basic about the English form of the 

quarrel in the 1690s was the issue taken over the possi-

bility of progress in not only the Arts but human nature as 

well. Sir William Temple's An Essay upon the Ancient and 

Modern Learning (1690) is a powerful argument against sci-

entific optimism 9 especially if it spreads to the humani-

ties. He contrasts the legions of 'Scribblers .•. 9 that 

like Mushrooms or Flys are born and dye in small circles of 

time;' to those 1 Books 9 [whic~ like Proverbs 9 receive their 

Chief Value from the Stamp and Esteem of Ages through which 

l they have passed.' This tone is as important as its 

subject-matter 9 and takes its power from a notion of the 

High and the Low. The grub-like insignificance of contem-

porary imagination when compared with the achievements of 

the past is designed to evoke a conservative fear of falling 

standards or 9 worse 9 a conflation of them. This is the 

rhetoric of Swift's Battel 6f The Bnoks. The Ancients and 

Moderns are in ~ohflict 9 the Moderns stigmatized as envious 

pigmies 9 coveting the summit of Ancient Parnassus. Ambas-

sadors are sent to demand that either 'the Antients would 

please to remove themselves and their Effects down to the 

lower Summity •.. ; or else 9 that the said Antients will 

give leave to the Moderns to come with Shovels and Mattocks 9 

and level the said Hill 9 as low as they shall think it con-

venient. 1 These are levelling tendencies and futile ones 

1. Spingarnp 3:34. Temple's influence can be traced in 
Swift's Tale of a Tub (1704) 9 especially the "Dedication 
to PRINCE POSTERITY" (pp.l8-23). See also Fussell 9 pp.233-6l. 
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at that 0 as the demolition work would be undertaken on 

material as seamless as 'an entire Rock, which would break 

their Tools and Hearts 1 (pp.l42-43). Ancient example is 

effortlessly established and unitaryo unlike the myriad 

formlessness of Modernity. 

Temple's Olympian assurance 0 however, is at times 

given to a certain shaking of resolve 0 especially when he 

turns to the possibility of and motive for new works. Re-

signed to the weakness of contemporary languages which 

'change every Hundred Years 1
9 he fair-mindedly takes into account 

the possibility that 'the weight and number of so many other 

mens thoughts and notions 1 might not 1 suppress 1 or 1 hinder 1 

the free play of mind 'from which all Invention arises; As 

heaping on Wood 9 or too many Sticks, or too close together 9 

suppresses and sometimes quite extinguishes a little spark 

that would otherwise have grown up to a noble Flame 1 

(3:63, 48). This is, indeed, presented as an incipient 

weakness of Modernity but it is also acknowledged to be 

caused by a faulty recognition and use of classical know-

ledge, fuel sometimes too close-packed and numerous to do 

more than suffocate the present. This is given an explicit 

historical dimension by Dryden in his advice "To Mr. Congreve" 

(1694): 

Strong were our Syres; and as they Fought 
they Writ, 
Conqu'ring with force of Arms, and dint 

of Wit; 
Theirs was the Gyant Race, before the 

Flood; 
And thus 9 when Charles Return'd, our Empire 

stood ••. 



.•• Our Age was cultivated thus at length? 
But what we gain 1 d in skill we lost in 

strength. 
Our Builders were 9 with want of Genius 9 

curst; 
The second Temple was not like the first: 

[ll.3-6pll-14] 1 

Innate 9 primeval liberty establishes a strength of prece-

dent 9 knowledge of which circumscribes the freedom of 

later ages. All that is left is an improvement in skill. 

To characterize the Ancient position as merely the dead 
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hand of convention is far from the view of Dryden 9 Swift or 

Popep who all in their individual ways find such precedent 

a strength and powerp freed from the postlapsarian vapidity 

of sonnets or ballads or conceitful Metaphysical quibbles. 

Inevitablyp however 9 the classical past had carried 

associations of ideas that stifled the creation of new 

models. Felton 9 whose requirements of 'good style' seemed 

to derive from axiomatic criteria 9 held it a universal 

truth that 'There is a Chain of Relations in Nature 9 

which must not be broken 9 nor twisted 
with any other String: The whole World 
of Being 9 the Qualities 9 Properties 9 

Accidents and Affections of Things are 
distributed into proper Classesp as 
they are compatible or inconsistent 
with one another. Propriety of Thought 
therefore must arise from a competent 
knowledge of the Nature and Decency of 
Things. 1 [p. 64] 

This scala Naturaep or at least its reificationp was in-

creasingly challenged during the century. The decline of 

the classical pastoral is a symptom of this shift in taste 

and also of a new alignment of political and social opinion. 

1. 11 To my Dear Friend Mr. Congreve~ On His COMEDY 9 

call 1 d The Double-Dealer 11 p Poems 9 2:852-54. 
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As R.F, Jones has pointed out about the Modern position, 

its anti-authoritarianism not only attempted to invali-

date Ancient prescriptiveness, but also 'to attack a pre-

vailing theory of the Renaissance, which asserted that 

l modern times represented the old age of the world.' 

This pessimism was often confronted by an alternative not 

as Modern as the title suggests. but. as far as pastoral 

was concerned, often took the form of re-discovering the 

appeal either of the rugged Theocritean Doric or Spenser's 

anglicized equivalent. More pervasive, however, was the 

adoption of a form ripe for Modern appropriation: the 

Georgie, with a tincture of Horace's Beatus Ille sentiments. 2 

These are both time-honoured monuments to an enduring class±-

cism in one sense, but their application and the contem-

porary apology for their adoption at this time,and in 

English literature,pre-eminently both oppose the monolithic 

hegemony of the past. 

It is at first necessary to examine the two contras-

ting sets of pastorals in Jacob Tonson's 1709 Miscellany, 

one by Ambrose Philips, the other by Pope, to determine 

how each set diluted or adapted the classical images of 

the shepherd and his landscape. Only then is it fully 

comprehensible how the rustic was transformed from a 

quiescent, leisured Man of Feeling to an active, indus-

trious Husbandman. 

1. "The Background of the Attack on Science in the Age of 
Pope", in Pope and His ContemPoraries: Essa s Presented 
to George Sherburn (Oxford, 1949 , p.97. 

2. The Retirement poetic tradition is based on allusions to, 
or imitations of, Georgie 2.458-512 and Horace's Epode 2 
(minus the closing irony). See Mar.en~Sofie R¢stvig, 
The Happy Man: Studies in the Metamorphosis of a Classi-
cal Ideal,2 vols. (Oslo, 1954-58. 2nd ed., 1962-71) 
for a fuller history. 
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appeal either of the rugged Theocritean Doric or Spenser's 

anglicized equivalent. More pervasive 9 however 9 was the 

adoption of a form ripe for Modern appropriation: the 
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Ambrose Philips's Pastoral Simplicity 

The six pastorals that appeared in Tonson's Miscellany: 

the Sixth Part have often been consigned to the footnotes 

of literary study. Their context in the quarrel with Pope 

over the correct mode of bucolic has often stigmatized 

them unfairly. TonsonD himself 9 appears to have had some 

idea of this polarization as Philips's appear at the head 

and Pope's at the conclusion of the volume. Indeed 9 they 

appear almost as book-ends 9 one of Modern 9 the other of 

Ancient stamp. The poems themselves also seem to have gone 

through a slow process of maturation awaiting just such an 

opportunity as Tonson's interest for them both to emerge. 

Pope's work could have started in 1704 and been thence over-

seen by such as Walsh and Congreve. Tonson was certainly 

soliciting them for publication by April 1706. 1 Four of 

Philips 1 s 9 on the other hand 9 had in part been published 

already in Fenton's Oxford and Cambridge Miscellany Poems 

(1707/8). 

Philips's work is often presented as the result of a 

meagre talent rather than conscious artlessness. 

Eric Rothstein sees his Pastorals as a branch of retire-

ment poetry and tantalisingly suggests that their interest 

lies in his 'having revived an English (Spenserian) rather 

than Latin mode 9 and for their insistence 9 however awkward 

the results 9 on a somewhat more realistic treatment of 
Their 

Arcadians who were English.J [Philips's and Furney'~ new 

mode 9 dignifying the sincere feelings athrob in rustic 

1. See The CorrBs ondence of Alexander Po 
George Sherburn. 5 vols. Oxford 9 195 

e 9 edited by 
p 1:17. 
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hearts 9 also has ideological implications in the eighteenth 

1 century and beyond. 1 Even with this interest 9 Rothstein 

Qoes not develop the observation and detail just where such 

'ideological implications' lie 9 and he feels in duty bound 

to point out their comparative lack of 'skill'. It is the 

precise nature of this requisite of 'skill' that is 9 at 

least 9 problematic at this time. 

One account of the rivalry over the correct bucolic 

mode between Pope and Philips stresses their personal anta-

gonism. The popularity of Philips's work was fostered by 

those savfunts associated with Buttons coffee house and the 

Whig interest. The comparative neglect of Pope's efforts 

could have been no greater slight than Addison's particular 

desire to advance one of his little Senate 9 of which number 

most of Philips's earliest admirers could be counted: 

Tickell 9 Welsted and Steele 9 in particular. Pope's earliest 

advisers frequented Will's and counted among their number 

Wycherley 9 Congreve 9 Swift 9 Arbuthnot and Gay? all by 1712 

(and the large rift between the factions) sympathetic to 9 

if not abetting 9 Tory affairs. 2 Sheer political or personal 

differences do not account wholly for the manifestly alter

native forms of the two sets of pastorals neither do they 

obscure the differing ideologies 9 expressed in differing 

literary positionse that emerge from the quarrel. Not all 

is explained by biographical detail in support of party-lines. 

Initially 9 Philips's work was well received by both 

1. Res tor a tion and Eighteenth-century Poetry 9 1660-1780 
(London? 1981)9 p.46. 

2. For a fuller account see George Sherburn 9 The Early 
Career of Alexander Pope (Oxford 9 1934. Reprinted 9 1968) 9 

pp.ll4-48. 
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Swift and Pope. Swift was a regular correspondent of 

Philips's from 1708 to about 1709-10. On July 10,17089 

Swift is found writing about the victory 8t Oudenarde to 

Philips, expressing impeccable Whig sentiments~ 'I wish 

the victory we have got 9 and the scenes you pass through would 

put you into humour of writing a Pastoral to celebrate the 

D. of Marlborough 9 who 9 I hope, will soon be your General.' 

Perhaps more striking is the obvious intimacy Swift 

felt he enjoyed with both Addison and Steele at this time 9 

dubbing their association a 'Triumvirate': 'I often see 

each of them, and each of. them me and each other; and when 

I am of the number Justice is done you as you would desire 

That the link between Philips and the pastoral was 

no casual one is clearer from Swift's next letter 

(Sept. 14 9 1708). With a view to publicizing Philips to 

Addison 9 Swift d~sires the despatch of 'half a dozen 

Pastorals, tho' they were all made up of Complaints of 

your Mistress and of Fortune.' (1~99). Six months later 

and Swift informs Philips in Denmark that 'Your Pastorals 

will appear at the head of the new Miscellany in a month' 

(8 March,l708/9 (1:129)) and also indulges in some playful 

banter about composing poetry in northern climes: 'Your 

versifying in a Sledge seems somewhat parallell to sing-

ing a Psalm upon a ladder~ and when you tell me it was 

upon the Sea 9 I suppose it might be a Pastorall 9 and that 

you had got a Calenture, which makes men think they behold 

green Feelds 9 and Groves on the Ocean. I suppose the sub-

ject was love 1 (1:128). Here is no scruple at the 

1. The Correspondence of Jonathan Swift, edited by 
Harold Williams. 5 vols. (Oxford, 1963-65), 1:90-91. 
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lyrical pastoral and~ what is more 0 clear evidence that 

Swift's early Whig sympathies implied an amount of collusion 

with Philips. By October 8, Steele is surprising Swift with 

news of Philips's arrival back in Britain~ 'Mr. Philips 

din 1 d with me yesterday. He is still a Shepheard~ and walks 

very lonely through this unthinking Crowd in London' (1~151), 

even though there is evidence that Swift had received letters 

from Copenhagen on February 22~ end of May" August 16 and 

October 30 (1~152). Perhaps the friendship cooled rapidly 

after that together with Swift's lack of influence with 

Addison 9 especially in view tif his possible notoriety over 

his suspected authorship of a Letter on the Sacramental Test 

(December. 1708) which is a savage attack on the claims of 

the Irish Presbyterians for tolerance and inevitably an anti

Whig document. When the Whig ministry broke up in 1710 9 

Swift found it time to re-assert his Anglican beliefs espe

cially against tolerance and this meant a step into the Tory 

camp. Pope, however. whose intimacy with the Buttonians had 

never been intense. could write glowingly of Philips's 

talents in his letter to Henry Crpmwell (October 28 9 1710): 

'In the whole 9 I agree with the Tatler 9 that we have no 

better Eclogs in our language. This Gentleman" ••• is 

capable of writing very nobly •.• 1 In common with Addison" 

he also picks out Philips's ''Winter-Piece" for especial 

praise: 'Tis a very Lively Piece of Poetical Painting ... 1 

This fulsome praise is tempered somewhat by some astute 

criticism of the pastorals. Pope liked the first 'infinitely 

the best'. the second the ~orst, and was careful to note of 

the third that it was 'for the greatest part a Translation 

from Virgil's Daphnis 9 and I think a good one.' He reserves 



special praise for lines 83 to 88 of Pastoral 5~ 

Now 9 lightly skimming o'er the Strings 
they pass 9 

Like Winds, that gently brush the plying Grass 9 

And melting Airs arise at their Command: 
And now 9 laborious with a weighty Hand 
He sinks into the Cords with solemn Pacea 
And gives the swelling Tones a manly Grace. 

whilst worried that they are 'too lofty for Pastorall 9 

especially being put into the mouth of a Shepherd as they 

are here; In the Poets own person they had been more 
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proper.' There is also a back-handed compliment in assign-

ing to these verses a Virgilian rather than a Theocritean 

manner 9 'whom yet in the character of Pastoral he rather 

t .. t t ,l seems o 1m1 a e •.. This Virgilian/Wallerian sweetness 

is very much more Pope's own pastoral idiom 9 a style akin to 

that of Lobbin 1 s complaint in Pastoral 19 but most unlike 

the song-like repetitions and Creech-like simplicities of the 

Doric in the second. Pope here also starts to develop the 

point that such lyric grace is too unsuitable for gross 

shepherds. Decorum is not breached on the other hand if 

the Shepherd is a Poet. This distinction is not an idle 

one in reference to the differences between the two sets of 

eclogue. Pope 9 indeed 9 chose to omit this letter from his 

quarto and folio of 1?37. It was included in the octavo 

editions with several revisions and omissions 9 calculated 

to excise all praise of someone who had become a symbol of 

insipid vacuity. 

Philips's work 9 however 9 received long-lived and con-

sistent support from the S~ectator and its editors: Addison 

1. Correspondence 9 1:101. He is referring to Tatler 12 
(May 791709). 



and Steele. Both were almost Whig literary whips during 

the fiercest propaganda years of 1711-15. 1 Steele's 

The TaLler (1709-10) proclaimed that it would expose 1 the 

false arts of life9 pulling off the disguises of cunning 9 
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vanity 9 and affectationv and recommending a general simpli-

city in our dress 9 our discourse, and our behaviour 1 

(Tatler 89). 2 That it was Whig in its interpretation of 

such "simplicity" is obvious less from the avowed intentions 

of each number than the partisan Tory reaction the perio-

dical excited 9 notably in Swift 1 s The Examiner ( 172!.0-·ll) • 

However much the Spectator proclaimed its disinterested-

ness 9 the same collaboration from March 9 l7ll to December 9 l712 

was inevitably tainted by the charges of Whig hackery. In 

1712 9 Addison broke cover; on the death of Arthur Maynwaring 9 

he inherited the post of unofficial director of Whig propa-

ganda and took Steele with him. In the Englishman 9 Guardian 

and Freeholder 9 the Whig interest and_its literary tastes 

were sure to find a footing. There is evidence to suppose 

Philips was an irregular contributor and at the very least 

a fellow-travel-l-er. Both Steele's and Addison's corres-

pondence show that from about July 9 l7l2 9 Philips had 

assumed the post of secretary to the Hanover Club of hard

line Whiggish sentiments. 3 On December 27 Swift describes 

1. The background to this debate is analysed in detail in 
Bertrand Goldgar 9 The. Curse .of Party: Swift 1 s Relations 
With Addison and Steele (Lincoln, Na. 9 1961) 9 pp.80-l70, 
and J.A. Downie, Robert.Harley and the Press: Propaganda 
and ublic o in~orr in the a e of Swift and Defoe 

Cambridge,l979 , pp.l3l-48 9 l 2-83. 

2. November 3, 1709, Lucubrations, 2:211. 

3. The Correspondence of Richard Steele, edited by 
Rae Blanchard. (Oxford 9 l94l), pp.57 9 58 9 68,85,89; Letters 
of Joseph Addison, edited by Walter Grah~m (Oxford,l94l), 
p.282. 



to Stella a meeting with Addison and Philips: 1 I mett 

Mr Addison and pastorall Philips on the Mall todayp and 

took a Turn with them; But they both looked terrible dry 

and cold; a Curse of Party; and do you know that I have 

taken more pains to recommend the Whig Witts o o• than any 

1 other People.' That Philips's commitment went deeper than 

any hopes of future preferment is clear from his initiative 

in publishing The Freethinker from March 24pl718 to 

July 28 0 1721. Conceived at the suggestion of the Whig ad-
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ministrationp the paper had Philips as its editor and attrac-

ted contributions from such notables as Burnetp Bishop Boulter 

and Westo later Lord Chancellor of Ireland. What is clear 

from these associations is how inextricably political such 

periodical support for Philips's work would be regarded. 

Although not reducible to conformity to politically pure 

sentiments" the taste enforced by such writing was strongly 

Modern and passionate in its distrust of traditional Classi

cal influences. 2 

Addison's association with and influence on Philips 15 

literary development may indeed have commenced even earlier 

than in the heyday of political interest. Philips is likely 

to have shown him early drafts of the Pastorals as early as 

1704 or 1705. In a letter from Addison (March 10ol704)o 

Philips is complimented on his pastorals which are found to 

be conscious imitations of Spenser. Addison proceeds to 

la Journal to Stella 9 edited by Harold Williams" 2 vols. 
(Oxfordp l948)p 2:589. 

2. On Philips's involvement9 see Nicholas Joostp "The Author
ship of the Free-Thinke~'in Studies in the Early English 
Periodicalp edited by Richmond P. Bond (Chapel Hill, N.C.

0 

1957)9 pp.l03-34. 
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find Philips's little 'Essay on Pastoral' 'very Just in 

l the theory as well as in the practical part'. Tatler 10 

1'1 _ 3 ,r;nn\ 
\ l' ay . p ..L I u 7 I advertiGcc Tcnson's sixth Miscellany where 

Philips 9 but not Pope 9 is mentioned as one of its attrac-

t . 2 
lOllS. Steele is warmer two papers later (May 7) when 

praising Philips's "Winter-piece''v picking out its pain-

terly virtues of naturalistic detail. It is commended as 

being 

as fine a winter-piece as we have ever had 
from any of the schools of the most learned 
painters. Such images as these give a new 
pleasure in our sightp and fix upon our 
minds traces of reflection 9 which accompany 
us whenever the like objects occur. In short. 
excellent poetry and description dwell upon 
us so agreeably. that all the readers of them 
are made to think 1 if not write. like men of 
wit. 

To conclude the sectionp the poem is published in full and 

the 'excellent performance' highlighted as coming from the 

pen of 'Mr.Philips. the author of several choice poems in 

Mr. Tonson's new Miscellany 1 ( 1:43).A month earlier 

(April 5) 1 Addison had also praised the Winter-Piece in a 

letter to Philips. although he was not happy about its con-

elusion which needed some 'moral topicp or reflectionp or 

compliment. to Lord Dorset'. Addison. however. does not 

miss the more Modern interest in the affective potential 

of description for its own sake. advising Philips that he 

will easily find such a cohering narrative interest if it 

has some 'correspondence with the climate. as the poetry of 

that country 9 the language. the difference of manners in 

l. Letters of Addison. p.49. 

2. Lucubrations 2 1: 33o 
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the people It is no coincidence that at the same 

time as Philips is praised for his pastoral poetry he is also 

commended ror an achievement quite antithetical in theme and 

form from the classical pastoral 9 stressing precise topo-

graphical description. 

By August l2vl710v Addison is ready to lionize his 

proteg~v pointing out that although he has 1 an admirable 

hand at a Sheep-Crook'~ he might 'follow the example of ... 

Spencer and Virgil in making ~he] Pastorals the prelude of 

something greater 1 (p.230). Indeedv their first public 

commendation by Addison in his Spectator paper 223 

(November l5vl7ll) 9 yokes both the Winter-Piece and the 

Pastorals together and speaks of their creator as one whose 

reputation has already been established~ enthusing over 

their illustration of that 'Pathetick Simplicity which is so 

peculiar to him.' Offered as part illustration of this 

quality is Philips's own translation of Sappho's Hymn to 

Venus: 

0 Venus~ Beauty of the Skiesv 
To whom a thousand Temples rise~ 
Gayly false in gentle Smiles 9 

Full of Love-perplexing Wiles; 
0 Goddess! from my Heart remove 
The wasting Cares and Pains of Love. 

[ll.l-6] 

In praising the faithfulness of the translation 9 Addison is 

at pains to pick out the 'several harmonious Turns in the 

Words 1 which are not lost in the English. Indeed~ the ver-

sions presents the passion 'in its genuine and natural 

Beautyv without any foreign or affected Ornaments 9
1 a com-

1. Letters of Addison 9 p.l32 



mendation that was reserved for the anonymous singer of 

Chevy-Chase and The Babes in the Woodo 1 Addison returns 

to Philips's Pastorals in Spectator 523 (October 30 9 1712) 

as an example of the power of 1 nature 1 above the fictions 
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of poetical umachinery 1 and Classical Legendo He introduces 

the section by a dictum of Bouhours's~ 'No Thought is beau

tiful which is not just9 and no Thought can be just which 

is not founded in Truthv or at least in that which passes 

for such. 1 This innocent truism 9 given the cliches of the 

time 9 becomes much less conventional in its application. 

treating the Ancient mode as a whole as committed to empty 

formalism. The touchstone is the Pastorals: 'Ifany are of 

Opinion. th~t there is a necessity of admitting these Classi

cal legends into our Serious Compositions. in order to give 

them a more Poetical Turn; I would recommend to their Con-

sideration the Pastorals of Mr. Philips ' (4:362)~ This 

poetry is to be praised for dispensing with 'Fawns and 

Satyrs. Wood-Nymphs and Water-Nymphs. with all the Tribe of 

Rural Deities:' In its place there is a 'new Life. and a 

more natural Beauty' drawn mainly from the 'superstitious 

Mythology which prevails among the Shepherds of our own 

Country. 1 which supersedes such 'Antiquated Fables' (4:363). 

There is little doubt that such appreciation is not just 

derived from the pleasure of adding to the Little Senate. 

but rather part of a more general literary taste. 

In this strategy. Steele proved an invaluable accom

plice. Earlier in the year. Philips's work had provided 

evidence of another kind: to help advocate Steele's own 

1. Spectator. 2:367. 
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form of Sentimental writing. In Spectator 400 (June 9) 9 

he attempts to demonstrate a chaste style amenable to the 

increasing politeness of the age 9 a 'gentle Art ... made 

up of Complaisancev Courtship 9 and artful Conformity to the 

Modesty of a Woman's Manners. 1 The pattern might have ap-

peared clearer if this stand had led Steele to find fault 

with the hints of Doric found in Philips's bucolic charac-

ters 9 for he concludes in terms heavily reminiscent of Pope 

or Chetwood that 1 Rusticity 9 broad Expression 9 and forward 

Obtrusion, offend those of Education 9 and make the Trans-

gressors odious to all who have Merit enough to attract 

Regard.' Steele unexpectedly chooses an example from Dryden's 

heroic drama, not a normal 'gentle art' 9 in printing Antony's 

description of his first sighting of Cleopatra in All For 

Love (III.ivl62-66,168-79). Read purely from Steele's 

highly selective viewpoint, this gentle and 'beautifully 

ordered' description is chaste and decorous: 'Here the 

Imagination is warmed with all the Objects presented 9 and yet 

There is nothing that is luscious 9 or what raises any Idea 

more loose than that of a beautiful Woman set off to Advan-

tage.' The languid beauty of Antony's speech stems from 

the delicacy of witty compliment: 

Her Nymphs 9 like Nereids 9 round her Couch were 
plac 1 d 9 

Where she 9 another Sea-born Venus 9 lay. 
She lay, and lean'd her Cheek upon her Hand, 
And cast a Look so languishingly sweet, 
As if, secure of all Beholders Hearts, 
Neglecting she could take 1 em 

Here is no "Simplicity" as applauded by Addison which implied 

the removal of classical figures from poetry. It is apparent 
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from Steele's preamble that the imagination is excited by 

the object described in a fitting manner; the 'beautiful 

Wnman 1 as much as~ if not more than 9 the poetic style by 

which she is arrayedv creates the effect. Philipsvs 

Pastorals are taken to displayp compared with this passageD 

'a more delicate and careful Spirit of Modesty' and to 

underpin this assertion Hobbinolvs lament from Pastoral 6 

is chosen: 

Breathe soft ye Winds. ye Waters gently flow 9 

Shield her ye Trees 9 ye Flowers around her 
grow; 

Ye Swains 9 I beg you 9 pass in Silence by 9 

My Love in yonder Vale asleep does lie ..• 

111.61-64; 3:49i] 
1 

This melodious flow is supposed to be a literary equivalent 

of courtesy and the regulation of desire: VDesire is cor-

rected when there is a Tenderness or Admiration expressed 

which partakes the Passion. Licentious language has some-

thing brutal in it 9 which disgraces Humanity' (3:498). 

Steele might also have added that this pathos is aided by 

the lack of metaphor or other evidence of obvious artifice. 

Philips's sonority is really a construction of a succession 

of open vowel-sounds and an unexacting choice of rhyme-words 

or metre. These lyrical qualities owe little to the classi-

cal pastoral and more to the line of pastoral love-lyric. 

1. This chaste lyricism was seen by Steele as the charac
teristic of Philips's "she-tragedy": The Distrest Mother 
(1712) 9 an adaptation of Racine's Andromague and with 
more than passing allusions to Steele's own The Tender 
Husband (1705). Steele was to praise its style 'such 
as becomes those of the first Education ... It was a 
most exquisite Pleasure to me. to observe real Tears 
drop from the Eyes of those who had long made it their 
Profession to dissemble Affliction; ..• 1 (Spectator 290 9 

February 1 9 1712; 3:32). See also Addison's similar 
praise in Spectator 335 (March 25; 3:239-42). 
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Herep Steele is counting Philips's less Doric moments as 

a contribution to the literature of Sentiment" 

This chaste pathos is a challenge to Pope 1 ~ own rever

ence for classical example" Dressed in Whig coloursv 

Philips's bucolic muse is lent an anti-authoritarian bias 

and becomes a means of affording the urbanite an unruffled 

pleasure" Whilst recognizing a Spenserian influencep there 

is hardly a whole-hearted appreciation of the rugged awk

wardness and defiant provinciality of his Doric style" On 

the contrary 9 the Doric is much as Allan Ramsay found itp 

a branch of lyricp Modern in its freedom from allusive com

plexity.1 In the first revaluation of pastoral writing since 

Philips's own prefacep Tickell in his Guardian papers is 

quick to seize on the Modernity of such work" Most of his 

examples of simple shepherd expressions come from Philips. 

This simplicity is really a mark of inferiorityp an oppor

tunity for the literate urban reader to regard the "other'' 

rural hinterland as really distressed about unproblematic 

matters. Tickell compliments Philips in particular for the 

hints of religion or superstition that appear in such rus-

ics: 'For we find that those who have lived easy lives in 

the countryp and contemplate the works of naturep live in 

the greatest awe of their author. 1 This 'easiness' has 

given rise to the comforting reassurance of 'tales of gob

lins and fairies' which easily take the place of the 

heathen 1 fawnsp nymphs and satyrs' of antiquity. This 

superstition Tickell claims is an Ancient practice: 'Hence 

we find the works of Virgil and Theocritus sprinkled with 

1. See ppo41-44. 



left-handed ravens 9 blasted oakso witch-craftsp evil eyesp 

and the like.n 1 This superstitious machinery is far more 

the stock-in-trade of contemporary ballads and songs than 

the pastoral. Eclogues 1 and 9 provide withered oaks and 

portentous ravens 9 whereas the witch-craft stems directly 

from Idyll 2 and its Virgilian equivalent Eclogue 8. The 

oaks and ravens are by no means a major element even in 
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characterization whereas the spells of Simaetha or 

Alphesiboeus are part of an urban mime. Their inclusion in 

the more lyrical pastorals is not for realism's sake 9 but 

for a local colour that diminishes such believers. 

Later 9 in issue 30 9 T~ckell more directly attacks the 

Ancient models for pastoral 9 claiming that their influence 

breeds servile imitators 9 who dabble in 'occasional' Pas-

torals on a very consistent modelp that of Idyll 1 and 

Eclogues 1 and 5 whose elegiac flavour has comforted 'most 

of the noble families in Great Britain'. Philips is linked 

with Spenser in providing British bucolics 9 the North Euro

pean landscapes being ~hosen the better to 'deceive' the 

reader (April 159 1:121). 

Furney's approval in 1717 was fully alive to such 

patriotic ideals. The Full Enguiry quotes liberally from 

Philips to support the call for an English pastoral spirit. 

In thevProeme" 9 Cubbin 9 a 1 Kentish Swain 1
9 is visited by 

Sophy 9 1 a true-born Britton' who little admires the French 

and their undue reliance on the Ancients. Sophy instructs 

Cubbin in the correct pastoral spirit which aims at dis

covering a middle path between the 'Courtly and Florid' 

l. Guardian 23 (April 7pl713)p 1:94. 



desecration of the Sublime on the one hand and the 'bas-

tard and degenerate' style often dubbed the 1 Fine and 

agreeable' (but which is really a similar failure in the 

'truly Tender') on the other. Whilst dwelling carefully 

on Ruaeus 9 Dryden 9 Fontenelle and Rapinv Furney directs 

the reader especially to Tickell 1 s Guardian series on the 

pastoral where he 0will find the Criticism on Phillips 

extreamly Ingenious' (pp.l-5). The work is filled with 

references to Philips 9 almost without exception ostenta-
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tiously complimenting his correctness v images 9 · turns 9 simi-

les and language. Quite pointedly 9 there is not one 

.. tJl 

mention of Pope's Pastorals or the Discourse. Furney is 

decidedly unfavourable to the Theocritean spirit in favour 

of the amorous delicacy of Fontenelle. His .reason for this 

is based on the assumption that 9 in reading a pastoral, 

there is a desire for emulation and 'no one would desire to 

be one of Theocritus' Shepherds.' What is needed is an 

ingredient of the 1 soft 1 • 1 Our excellent Philips 1 is com-

mended for this innocence; his shepherds sing for 'Praise' 

rather than 'the Pouch and the Kid' 9 counter to the prece-

dent set by Thea cri tus and Virgil ( pp. 2 5-28 ). Indeed 9 

there is nowhere else so complete a rejection of the Ancient 

example and it is significant that Furney turns to Philips's 

work of eight or more years before for its illustration 

(pp.51-54). In the spirit of "Longinus 11
, the veneration 

for the vivid though irregular work in preference to the 

unimpeachably correct observance of the rule-book canon-

i~es those writers who are capable of exciting subjective 

responses analogous to those enjoyed experientially. A 

specifically "literary'' enjoyment at the signs of good 

11 writing 11 is foreign not only to this design, but, in its 
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primary sense~ alien to Englishness itself. Philips's work 

not only challenges Virgil's example but also the bases 

on which generic criteria are founded, for ignoring the 

deliberate hints of epic and local tragedy in Virgil and 

such levels of style that alternate constantly with the 

more bucolic touches 9 pastoral is polarized from the major 

genres. The 'busy, great 9 or pompous' state of life that 

occasions tragic or epic representations is psychologically 

antithetical to the 1 retir 1 d 9 soft 9 or easy' countryside. 

This does not prevent Furney tying the Modern pastoral to 

Aristotelian moorings and emphasising the necessity of a 

worthy fable, a moral 9 fully-drawn characters and decorous 

express ion ( pp. 18-20 ). What arbitrates the choice of these 

elements however is not the touchstone of tragic effects 

but the 'tender' found in Spenser 9 and the possible adoption 

of what had been hitherto "unliterary" forms such as the 

'inimitably pretty and delightful' tales like The Two 

Children In The Wood ( p. 72 ). Furney has the courage of 

his convictions in two logical extensions of some basic 

premises. Firstly 9 if the ttender' is unartificial, then 

Furney is brave enough to argue for an enervated diction 

and unheroic shepherds. The soft marries uneasily with 

his endorsement of Spenser's Anglo-Saxon archaisms only if 

the term may be taken to apply to the sound of the words; 

as it is, Furney is deliberately applying these prescrip-

tions to effect rather than form. Similarly 9 he adopts 

the Addisonian distinction between the sublime and the 

beautiful and borrows Dennis's suggestion that the sublime 

image and the sublime thought not only did not presuppose 

one another but could create alternative effects (p.4). 



Thereforep when Charles Gildon claims in his Complet~ Art 

of Poetr~ (1718) that Philips could stand as 'beyond Con

troversy the third at least' in the genrep above Spenser 9 

he is merely varnishing a reputation carefully created by 

specifically Whig writers or sympathizersv but for all 
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that a view to which many subscribed. In their favour 9 

such pastoral theorists could invoke "Nature" and carefully 

suggest a more realistic approach. This is only a sugges

tion for as both Fontenelle and Furney maintain 9 the dis

agreeable and mean would not please and therefore should 

be omitted. This tradition may not be dead for as recen

tly as 1935 and C.V. Deane's Aspects of Eighteenth Century 

Nature Poetr~ 9 Philips emerges as 'the first poet of the 

eighteenth century who thought of using the uniformly 

correct couplet for depicting unusual aspects of nature 

with precise observation' (p.ll7). In the classical 

tradition there is little point in such an emphasis. 

The Tender Pastorals of Ambrose Philip.£... 

In his Preface to the Tonson printing 9 Philips 

tussles with terminology. The epigraph for the collection 

lights on Virgil's defence of the bucolic at line 2 of 

Eclogue 6: 1 Nostra nee erubuit Silvas habitere Thalia' 

( 'Our Thalia [the Muse] does not blush to dwell in the 

woods~). Virgil is here offering an excuse to Varus
9 

his dedicatee 9 for providing what he might not have expec

ted: instead of constructing stories of grim war to 

honour him in an heroic manner 9 Virgil is content to accept 

inspiration from the agrestem Musam or rustic Muse and 

tune his song on the slender reed of a less prepossessing 
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tradition~ that of the Sicilian music of Theocrituso 

Virgil at this point directly associates the pastoral form 

with a rough-hewn provinciality that is as assumed a poetic 

voice as the epico Dryden's translation gives the epigraph 

its full context~ 

I First transferr'd to Rome Sicilian Strains: 
Nor blush'd the Dorick Muse to dwell on 

Mantuan Plains 9 

But when I try 1 d her tender Voice 9 too young; 
And fighting Kingsn and bloody Battels sung 9 

Apollo check'd my Pride; and bade me feed 
My fatning Flocks 9 nor dare beyond the Reedo 
Admonish 1 d thus 9 while every Pen prepares 
To writen thy Praises 9 Varus 9 and thy Wars 9 

My Past'ral Muse her humble Tribute brings; 

[ll 0 l-9] l 

This humility is not worn with embarrassment but is the 

result of a conscious acceptance that pastoral verse is an 

apprenticeship suitable to 'tender voices' 0 Therefore 9 

the rustic references are an integral part of that humble 

simplicity that contrasts so clearly with more exalted 

forms of addresso In invoking Virgil at this point 9 

Philips is aiming well 9 for it selectively represents the 

Virgilian bucolic tradition minus Golden Age references 

and is in support of a more realistic mannero 

This nervousness about the convention lies behind 

much of the debate of the Prefaceo Explaining that the 

pastoral had ~lways been accounted the most considerable 

of the smaller poems 1
9 Philips points out its traditional 

uses as a 'Prelude to Heroick Poetry' quoting Virgil and 

Spenser as his exampleso Indeed 9 Philips's closing com-

ments imply that he may be accounted part of that pantheon 

1. Poemsp 2:894 
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of taste~ 1 Theocritus 9 Virgil, and Spencer are the only 

Writers 9 that seem to have hit upon the true Nature of 

Pastoral Poems. So that it will be Honour sufficient for 

me? if I have not altogether fail'd in my Attempt.' Absent 

from this list are the French and Italians of the Renais-

sance who infused a more imposing spirit into pastoral 

verse. Philips proposes an alternative paths arguing that 

the pastoral poem 1 gives a sweet and gentle Composure to 

the Mind; 1 unlike the 'fighting kings and bloody battles 

of the Epic or Tragedy which puts the Spirits in too great 

a ferment by the Vehemence of their Motions. 1 This dis-

tinction is culled from the aesthetic pastoral theory of 

Fontenelle 9 a demarcation that leaves the pastoral a very 

private mode. Philips makes no mention of the Golden Age 

and 9 furthermore 9 seems bent on a complete rejection of 

such obvious fiction in favour of description: 

There is no Sort of Poetry 9 if well wrought 9 

but gives Delight: And the Pastoral perhaps 
may boast of this in a peculiar manner. For 9 

as in Painting 9 so I believe 9 in Poetry 9 the 
Country affords the most entertaining Scenes 9 

and most delightful Prospects. 

However 9 this description 9 although of the present 9 is 

not realistic. Part of the condition of the poem being 

'well wrought' seems to stem from the selection or extra-

polation of elements like enough to engage the attention 

yet selective enough to provide pleasure and delight super-

added to the sordid reality it keeps at bay. Given this 

covert duplicity 9 it seems ironic that Philips can promote 

the 'Innocency' of the pastoral subject 9 where shepherds 

imitate the artless strains of birdsong on account of its 

lack of 'Passion and Violence' and discover therein a 
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'natural Easiness' that aids 1 Contemplation 1 •
1 Nothing 

could separate Philips from Pope more than this. Philips's 

Shepherds should pipe like birds; Pope's like Poets. 

This aspiration to song is a literal reading of the 

piping of shepherds. In Pope. it ~mplies an artifice en-

hanced by a reading that notices its Art and literary quali-

ties. Later in his career. Philips was to extend these 

interests in oral literature in more obvious directions. 

His three-volume edition of old ballads (1723Pl725.1738) 

contained many examples of the "simplicity" that Addison 

found admirable in the form, including Chevy-Chase and 

The Children in the Wood. 2 Some of the claims for the 

respectability of ballads seem like deliberate provocation 

to those who had a more normal faith in Aristotelian norms 

of coherence. For example, Homer is found to be little 

more than 

a bl~nd Ballad-singer, who writ Songs of the 
Siege of Troy. and the Adventures of Ulysses; 
and playing the Tunes upon his Harp, sung 
from Door to Doorp till at his Death some
body thought fit to collect all his Ballads, 
and by a little connecting 1 emp gave us the 
Iliad and Odysses. 

[PP. iii- i v J 

This innocence of composition is free of presumably more 

corrupt modes involving writing and its textual fictions. 

1. Poemsp p.3. 

2. A Collection of Old Ballads - with an introduction 
and notes. Collected anonymously by Philips. For 
evidence of Philips's involvementp see Lillian dela Torre 
Bueno, "Was Ambrose Philips a Ballad Editor?", Angliap 
59 (1935), 252-70. Chevy-Chase (pp.l7-21) and The 
Children in the Wood (pp.42-47) are both in the 1723 
volume. 
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Consequently~ Philips prescribes the use of such ballads 

to interest children particularly. This concern had however 

shown itself much earlierD for in 1709 Philips's translation 

of Petis de la Croix's Contes Persanes (Persian Tales) 

appeared 0 full of the unlikely incidents and exotic back-

drop that could safely be said to characterize the Orient 

. t . . t. l ln con emporary lmaglna lons. Pope received a letter from 

Atterbury in 1720 who confessed he disliked them because 

they were 'writ with so Romantick an Air~ and allowing for 

the Difference of Eastern manners ... of so wild and absurd 

a Contrivance .•. •2 Martinus Scriblerus is schooled in the 

'Oriental Languages'. So apt is he for this study of the 

'Eastern way of writing' that he composes in imitation the 

'Persian Tales~ which have been since translated into several 

languages, and lately into our own with particular elegance, 

by Mr. Ambrose Philips. r 3 

The six pastorals that appeared at the head of Tonson's 

sixth Miscellany were the first to which Philips put his 

name. They also bear the mark of the patronage of the 

seventh Earl of Dorset, Lionel Cranfield Sackville, who 

although only twenty-one at the time, was already a notable 

patron of literature. Pastoral l commences with a short in-

vocation to Dorset's Varus- and Gallus-like presence: 

1. A Thousand and One Days: Pers~an Tales translated from 
the French by Ambrose Philips is the full title. 

2. Correspondence 9 2:56. 

3. Memoirs, p.l08. 



If wep 0 Dorsetp quit the City Throng 
To meditate in Shades the Rural Song 
By your Commands; be present: Andp 0 9 bring 
The Muse alongl The Muse to you shall sing. 

[ll.l-4] l 

This is the setting provided for the initial allusion to 

Spenser: 

A Shepherd Boy 9 one Ev 1 ning fair 
As Western Winds had cool 1 d the sultry Air 9 

When as his Sheep within their Fold were 
pent 

Thus plain'd him of his dreary Discontent; 

[11.5-8] 

The urbane apology of the opening lines has a counterpart 

in Eclogues 4 and 6 9 where Virgil hopes that the woodlands 

2 would be made worthy of both Pollio's and Varus's regard. 

The Spenserian content of the allusion is also a little 

vitiated by the clearly different course that Philips's 
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poem takes from "Januarye"p its model. Spenser's Colin Cloute 

complains of his love for Rosalinde 9 'with which strong 

affliction being very sore traveled 9 he compareth his care-

full case to the saddle season of the yeare 9 to the fros-

tie ground 9 to the frosen treesp and to his owne winter

beaten flocke. 13 The oppression of the elements and love's 

pangs lead him to break his pipe and forswear the 'unlucky 

Muse 9 that wontst to e~e I My musing mynd 9 yet canst not 9 

when thou should: ... 1 (69-70)o Disappointment in love is 

part of a wider continuum in the poem 9 a lyrical mani-

festation of the season 9 its universal inhospitality and 

its highldghting of the more perennial hardships for both 

l. Poems 9 pp.5-9-

2. See Eclogues 4.1-3 9 6.6-12. 

3. Poetical Works 9 p.42l. The full text can be found 
at pp.42l-23. 
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l flock and shepherd. This corporeal concern is not dis-

solved by song and transmuted to an artistic subject. This 

is apparent from the opening lines to which Philips's own 

allude~ 

A Shepeheards boye (no better doe him call) 
When Winters wastful spight was almost spentv 
All in a sunneshine dayv as did befall 9 

Led forth his flock 9 that had been long ypent. 
So faynt they waxe 9 and feeble in the folde 9 

That now unnethes their feete could them uphold. 

[ll 01- 6] 

This pithiness is a result of several associated corres-

pondences. The season of the year corresponds with the 

season in the life of the shepherd poet 9 who is shown as 

unhappy as the season and the landscape in which he ap-

pears. The depth of his forlorn condition is indeed 

realized by the landscape which provides a complete meta-

phor of his grief: 'Thou barrein ground 9 whome writers 

wrath hath wasted 9 I Art made a myrrhour 9 to behold my 

plight 1 ( 19-20 ). Object and image cast a reciprocal light 

on each other. Landscape-and-poet become a sign of the 

unassimilable 11 reality" that resists the 11 art". Paradoxi-

cally 9 this impression of "reality" is artfully wrought 9 

for it is also composed of antithesis: firstly 9 in the 

fact that the shepherd in his spring of life is likened to 

winter and secondly 9 that this January day 9 a 'sunneshine 

day' 9 promises recovery and renewal in opposition to 

Colin's hopeless position: 'And yet alas 9 but now my spring 

begonne 9 I And yet alas 9 yt is already donne ' (29-30~ 

l. This series of correspondences has been analysed in 
more detail by Patrick Cullen 9 Spensere Marvell and 
Renaissance Pastoral (Cambridge 9 Mass. 9 l970) 9 pp.l20-
48 9 and Haruhiko Fujug TimeD Landscape and the Ideal 
Life: Studies in the Pastoral Poetr of S enser and 
Milton Kyotopl974 9 pp.32-4l. 
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The poem's structure provides its concepts. 

This interdependence is very much an extension of the 

series of corre~pondences made possible by, indeed a reflex 

ofp an allegorical tradition. It is this convention that 

allows Spenser to imbue the pastoral form with a capacity 

for generalizations. The Calendar is not the relation of 

the traditional calendar with its miscellanea for each 

season but a poetic framework which lends significance to 

each detail in the individual poems. Consequentlyv each 

month is associated with the microcosm of human life - not 
1 

only in terms of a pathetic fallacy but as a very precon

dition of its selection and ordering. 1 This is not strictly 

an allegorical presentation, for there is no precise 

exegesis. Colin Clout could be Spenser but could also be 

a Pastoral Poet. The detailed historical allegory of 

these eclogues has often been the object of study as has 

the deeper patterns such as number symbolism, but in each 

case, unlike Petrarch or Mantuan, understanding is not ex-

2 elusively confined to the allegorical explanation. 

This coherence is never Philips's aim; on the other 

handv the Pastorals of 1709 achieve a lyrical mood which 

provides its own unity, and the precise references to 

Spenser's example are a form of appropriation rather than 

homage to his practice. Lobbin in Pastoral l compares his 

love for Lucy with Colin's for Rosalind: 'Had Rosalind 

l, This framework is noted by Paul E. McLane, Spenser's 
She heardes Calendar: A Stud in Elizabethan Alle 

Notre Dame 9 Ind.,l9 l ,pp.299~323. 

2. See McLane, pp.314~23 and Helen Cooper, Pastoral: 
Medieval into Renaissance (Ipswich, 1977), p.l54. 
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been Mistress of my Mind, / Tho 1 not so fair, she would 

have been more kind 1 (41-42). Pastoral 2 is a relation of 

iiFebruarie:: in Ghat Thenot appears in both. There is some 

point to the allusion 0 however" in that his role is differ

ent in each case. In "Februarie". 1 be is the butt of Cuddie 1 s 

youthful energy~ eBut my flowring youth is foe to frost 9 / 

My Shippe unwont in stormes to be tost 1 (31-32). but in 

Philips's version2 he is the wise comforter of Colinet 1 s 

disappointed ambition 9 an optimistic counterpart: 

Yetp tho' with Years my Body downwards tend 9 

As Trees beneath their Fruit in Autumn bend; 
My Mind a cheerful Temper still retainso 
Spite of my snowy Head and icy Veins. 

[11.17-2~ 

Spenser is commemorated alongside Virgil in the preamble 

of Pastoral 3 which Philips extends into a polite compli-

ment to and parallel with the time of Queen Anne. Spenser 

becomes a lyricist for the occasion 'when amid the rural 

Throng' (4) 9 and one who is remembered only on the strength 

of his praise of Elizabeth in 11 Aprill" 3 where he 

made ev 1 ry -sounding Wood 
With good Eliza's Name to ring around; 
Eliza's name on ev 1 ry Tree was found. 

[ll. 6-8] 

Philips takes upon himSelf such an obligation in his own 

time 0 hymning the new rural prosperity enjoyed in Anne's 

reigno seeing 1 our Cattle in full Pastures thrive' (10). 

l. Poetical Works 9 pp.423-27. 

2. Poems 9 pp.l0-16. 

3· Poet~cal Workso pp.43l-35. 
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Philips's Pastoral 4 includes Mica's elegy for Stella akin 

1 to Colin 1 s lament for Dido in 11 November 11 and, although the 

2 fifth is in direct imitation of a pastoral of Strada's , 

Philips cannot forbear praising Cuddy. the 1 perfecte paterne 

of a Poete 1 in Spenser 1 s 11 0ctober 113 and the 1 fresh and 

liefest boye' (192) of 11 August 114 , as well as Colin Clout, 

a latter-day Orpheus: 

When Shepherds flourish 1 d in Eliza's Reign, 
There liv 1 d in great Esteem a jolly Swain. 
Young Colin Clout; who well could pipe and 

sing, 
And by his Notes invite the lagging Spring. 

[11.19-22] 

H obbinol 9 the pupil of Colin Clout in 11 April 11 and inter-

locutor of Diggon Davie in 11 September'', is given fresh 

life in Pastoral 6 where the reign of Elizabeth is found 

to be 'Albion's Golden Days 1 (38) 5 . Nonetheless, under 

Dorset's patronage of the 'Country Muse' and 'While ANNA 

reigns' there is the prospect of bringing 'on Earth a 

Golden Age again., (42-45). This Modern optimism appro-

priates the non-Classical precedent of Spenser's Doric 

style and aims to re-fashion its nationalistic attractions, 

in the hope that the Elizabethan Golden Age might resemble 

the England of Queen Anne just as Spenser's pastorals 

might find an apt successor in Ambrose Philips's. This 

equation might suppose that the Pastorals of 1709 were 

1. Poems. pp.l7-21. 

2. Poems, pp.22-27. It is based ~n Strada's Pastoral 6 
in Famiani Stradae Romani Prolusiones Academicae, 
3 vols. (Oxford ,1621). 2:240. 

J. 11 Argument 11 , Poetical Works, p.456 

4. Poetical Works, pp.448-51. 

5. Poems, pp.32-36. 
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paying defiant homage to those of 1579. In practice~ how-

ever 9 this praise of a Modern Golden Age when 'Shepherds 

flourish'd' is heavily qualifiAd by the pious hope that the 

present itself is golden not only because of Dorset's 

patronage and Anne 1 s rule but because of its own pastoral 

Spenserian 11 voice 11
• 

This is clearly the case from several of the references 

to Colin Clout. In each example he is not just a veiled 

Edmund Spenser 9 but a synecdoche for an innocence and sim-

plicity thought to be a possession of a by-gone age. How-

ever praiseworthy this may have been and however reliable 

it could be as a model for pastoral poetry 9 the present caps 

it. When Menalcas 1 s skill is elegiacally praised by Moeris 

and Lycidas in Eclogue 9 (7-10955) and Colin Clout's by 

Hobbinoll and Th enot in 11 April 11 ( 21-28) 9 the loss of such 

skill is keenly felt. In Philips's equivalent homage to 

the past 9 the present is praised all the more. When 

Menalcas is mentioned 9 in Pastoral 2 9 it is not as one who 

has left his memory but not his talent behind. Menalcas 

is very much alive. Thenot is pleased that 

Menalcas 9 Lord of all the neighbouring Plains 9 

Preserves the Sheep 9 and o'er the Shepherds 
reigns. 

For him our yearly Wakes and Feasts we hold 9 

And chuse the fattest Firstling from the Fold. 
He, good to all 9 that good deserve 9 shall give 
Thy Flock to feed 9 and thee at Ease to live; ... 

[11.112 -17] 

It is his place to act rather as a patron not a poetic 

example to haunt the lesser talents of the present 9 to 

'curb the Malice of unbridled Tongues 9 / And with due 

Praise reward ~hei~ rural Songs 1 (118-19). The refer-

ence to Menalcas in Eclogue 9 is elegiac; in Pastoral 2 
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it confirms Modern pretensions. Cuddy's tale of 

Colin Clout's competition with the Nightingale in Pastoral 5 

is an opportunity both to demonstrate the melodiousness of 

the Doric 'rural Fife' (48) and the "natural" qualities of 

its 11 art 11 • Colin's triumph is recounted by Cuddy and it 

is this contemporary fame that concludes the poem: 'Thus 

ended Cuddy with the setting Sun 9 I And by his Tale unen-

vy 1 d Praises won 1 
( 117-18 ). Colin 1 s tender grief is not 

Spenserian anyway. It is neither the Colin Clout of 

"Januarye" who felt 'rage as winters' reign in his heart 

and his 'life bloud' freeze 'with unkindly cold ... 1 (25-26) 

nor the indignant Colin of "June" who 'wote my rymes bene 

rough 9 and rudely drest: I The fytter they? my carefull 

case to frame: ... 1 (77-78)
0 

Most obviously it is not the 

Colin Clout of Colin Clouts Come Home Againe (1595) whose 

taste of English courtly life is a bitter one: 

Where each one seeks with malice and with 
strife 9 

To thrust downe other into foule disgrace 9 

Himself to raise 

[11. 690-92] l 

Compared to this power 9 Philips's Spenserian references 

bring to mind a quiescent lyricism constructed out of nos-

talgic nationalistic ideologies. Absent are the allusions 

to the 'Morall' eclogues which,as "E.K." holds, are those 

'mixed with some Satyrical bitternesse' (p.419). This 

reading of Spenser's pastorals emphasizes his lyrical 

"voice" and also posits a new Renaissance in the England 

1. Poetical Works, pp.535-45. 
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of Queen Anne. This excludes the harshness of contemporary 

satire in favour of an optimistic advertisement for the 

present~ An example of this is clearly seen in thA 

contest between Hobbinol and Lanquet in Pastoral 6. 

Hobbinol as 1 eldest 1 begins the competition and Lanquet 1 s 

'Under-Song by Turns' responds (7-8). In several ways 9 

the poem resembles a series of amoebaen contests. Geron 9 

as judge 9 sets a scene similar to the calm sea-shore of 

Eclogue 9 and offers a prize of 'A boxen Haut-boy ... / ... 

with brazen Ringlets boun~' (111-12 ) that is reminiscent of 

the crook with even knots and ring of bronze that Mopsus 

presents to Menalcas at the end of Eclogue 5 (90). Virgil's 

prize is part of a ritual exchange of gifts wherein Menalcas 

also gives Mopsus his frail reed. Philips's allusion goes 

no deeper than a display of acceptable pastoral gestures. 

The rustic Haut-boy offers no obvious symbolism but casts 

an air of British folkishness. Its decorative function is 

apparent from Geron's adjudication which ends the 'pleasing 

Strife 1 (109). Two of such prizes are suddenly produced and 

given to both competitors 9 which lends emphasis to 

Hobbinol 1 s earlier claim that both he and Lanquet sing for 

'Praise' not gain (11). Indeed 9 Geron shows becoming pride 

in his prize: No small Reward 9 / If with our usual 

Country Pipes compar 1 d 9
1 (19-20) which stands in stark 

contrast to the exchange of Eclogue 5 where the fragili 

... cicuta is as acceptable a stake as the grander notes 

betokened by the curiously-wrought crook. 

The Modern appropriation of Spenser is an acknowledged 

strategy of Philips's. The various themes expressed by 
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Hobbinol are answered by Lanquet in an increasing series 

of modifications of the original desire or statement. 

Therefore~ whilst Hobbinol can take his inspiration from 

1 Albion 1 s Golden Days': 1 Then gentle Sidney liv 1 d 9 the 

Shepherds Friend: /Eternal Blessings on his Shade attend!' 

(39-40)9 this is only one half of a melodic unit that 

shifts the emphasis onto the prosperity of the present: 

LAN: Thrice happy Shepherds now: For Dorset 
loves 

The Country Muse~ and our delightful 
groves; 

While ANNA reigns. 0 ever may she reign! 
And bring on Earth a Golden Age again. 

[11.41-44] 

A similar attempt to use the admiration for an Elizabethan 

Golden Age (not that evoked by Eclogue 4) only to cap it 

is obvious from the concluding and climactic songs of the 

contest. Hobbinol professes his knowledge of 'The Force 

of healing Herbso and where they grow ... 1 (94) in terms 

reminiscent of Simaetha of Idyll 2 and Alphesiboeus of 

1 
Eclogue s~. Lanquet responds with a confidence in his com-

mand over specifically native superstitions and spirits 

quite foreign to the classical pastoral: 

What profits me 9 that I in Charms have Skill 9 

And Ghosts and Goblins order as I will; 
Yet have 9 with all my Charms 9 no Pow 1 r to lay 
The Sprite 9 that breaks my Quiet Night 

and Day. 

[11 0 97 -100] 

This as yet faint contrast between classical and Modern 

pastoral models grows in intensity during the next part-

lo See especially Idyll 2:32-40 and Eclogue 8:64-679 95-99. 
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songo Hobbinol wishes for Colin~s 'Skill in Rhymes~ / To 

purchase Credit with succeeding Times! 1 (101-2) whereas 

Lanquct desires the Voice of 'Wrenock' which has power 1 To 

free the clisping Moon at Midnight Hour' and summon Fairies 

and their Queen to trip 1 o 0 er the Green' (105-8)0 The 

exact identity of this 1 Wrenock 1 is not obvious from the 

text but its significance is best suggested by the emen

dation Philips introduces here for the 1748 edition of his 

work where 'Merlin' is allowed the same powero Once again 

a native traditional alternative is offered to even the 

Spenserian precedent and the more orthodox classical works 

are ignoredo The strength of the allusions to The Shepheardes 

Calendar is therefore never completely to witness Spenser's 

continuing influenceo They are frequently sufficient only 

to paint an Anglo-Saxon landscape and to establish Philips's 

pastoral heritageo Substituting for some of the satire and 

Doric roughnessp however 9 is little of the melancholy of 

Spenser's 'sweetness'. This tenderness appears more in the 

purling delicacy of Philips's rhythms where plosive or den

tal consonants are few and far between. This enervated 

diction is claimed as a distinct advantage by Furney in 

1717p and 9 considering some of the more robust styles that 

Philips could deploy P vide his "Winter-Piece'~ the selection 

of such delicately chaste sentiments is no limitation im

posed by innate weakness but a conscious effect. Furney's 

comments on Philips appear most directly in his chapter on 

Pastoral language (Part IV9 Chapter l) (pp.59-63). In the 

preceding paragraphs 9 Furney chooses Philips to demonstrate 

the possibility of progress in poetryo If the budding poet 
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will trust to his own 1 Genius 1
9 then it is to be hoped that 

Pastoral will 9 one Day 9 arrive at it~ utmost perfection, 

which if Writers pretend to eo no further than the first 

who undertook it (I mean THEOCRITUS) it never can do c (p.58). 

This is presumably Lanquet's perspective. 

This progress is one where successive generations of 

pastoral poets have striven to attain a specifically pas

toral music free of epic or ''low" satirical imports. In 

this 'weakening and enervating' of the 'Dialect' both 

Spenser and Philips have sacrificed strength for 1 a Ten

derness and Simplicity of Expression' which 'must supply 

its Place 9 or else 1 tis only bald and low 9 instead of Soft 

and Sweet. 1 This emphasis leads Furney to advance the 

claim that Spenser's language 'is what supports his Pastor

als' in that he has not taken 'above one Sentiment in fif

teen but is either false 9 or taken from the Antients .•. 1 

This revealing association of language with 'Sentiment' 

and falsity with 1 Antient 1 modes places a great premium on 

originality and a directness of relation between the spea

king voice 9 probability (English folklore), and an un

adorned vocabulary. Spenser's 'promiscuous' use of 

archaisms tended to obscure a smooth and agreeable vein 

that he shared with Philips. Furney finds Philips's 

diction far more acceptable: 'They are used where our 

common Words were infinitely more Soft and Musical .. o
1 

(pp.61-62) . This "commonness" of vocabulary is as conven

tional in effect as Spenser's but it stands as distinct 

from the specifically literary accents of the classical 

pastoral and as similar to what was acceptable as realistic. 

The illusion 9 so the theory ran 9 lay in the lacunae of the 
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textp its nabsences 11 • One of the clearest unmimetic facets 

of the tender pastoral was its absence of this lower stra

tum of despair or melancholy that lent much-needed shade to 

what was otherwise garish colouring. This 11 simplicity'' has 

precedentsv in Purney 1 s viewv in Creech's Theocritus as well 

as Spenserv and the examples quoted frequently exhibit little 

or no poetic diction but are manifestly poetic orv to be 

more accuratev melodious purely from metre and sound. To 

Purney 9 the true content of the correct pastoral was a form. 

In order for this to have the desired effect on the 

readerv the metre and sentiments must not produce a distur

bing complexity of description or characterizationv a pas

sion or syntax that would project a shepherd 9 textual or 

otherwisev as if he were distinct from the urban nostalgia 

that motivates much pastoral poetry. If he is as conducive 

to illusion as the other substantiating circumstances such 

as his flock or the sunset that brings a nnaturaln close 

to most of the pastoralsv then he is not so much a figure 

in the landscape as a figure of the landscape: an unprob

lematic locus for simplified emotions and absurd sensi

tivity. Within the conventions of the Modern pastoralv 

howeverv this nnaturaln lack of polished and strategic 

artifice is the true and exclusive pastoral "voice". Purney 

has the courage of his convictions by insisting on this 

enervation of style. He is also consistent enough to 

recognize that this demands 'thoughts' that run the risk 

of ridicule to more prosaic spirits: 1 Again 9 if a Writer 

has a Genius for Pastoral he will have some Thoughts occur 

so inimitably Simplev that they would appear ridiculous in 

the Common Language; and 'tis necessary that the Language 
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should answer to the Thought" These are the finest Thoughts 

of all for Pastoral 1 (po63). It is with the positive addi-

tion of 1 Simplicity and Softness 1 to the reduced state of 

the style after the courtly and Epic gestures have been 

omitted that Purney 1 s interest grows for otherwise the 

rural scene would be realistically stupid and dull. "Sim-

plicity" is therefore a rhetorical not a naturalistic 

quantity" 

The prominence of these Modern apologies for pastoral 

poetry is really guaranteed by the ease with which they can 

accommodate the lyrical end of the spectrum" Philips fits 

Furney's pastoral "voice'' in his condern for the undramatic 

and soothing cadences of ballad metres" However~ unlike 

many ballads 9 the prospect of eventual tragedy is never 

seriously entertained" It is really only in Pastoral 2 

that the darker side of rural existence is allowed a hearing 9 

where references to thwarted desires are not deflected from 

serious consideration by the decorously appropriate gesture. 

This has even been recently described by one Pope critic as 

l . t• l rea lS lC. Thenot comes across Colinet in tears and at-

tempts to sustain him with wholesome advice. Colinet had 

ventured 1 To drive my pining Flock athwart the Plain / To 

distant Cam 1 (82-83) 9 and had fallen prey to slander and 

ill-nature 9 yet through the notice of 'Menalcas 1
9 possibly 

Dorset 9 'Nor Night 9 nor Day 9 shall my rude Musick cease; 

(110) 0 Thenot concludes the poem by offering the grate-

ful yet chastened Colinet a night's shelter and some food. 

1. G"S" Fraser 9 Alexander Pope (Londonp 1978)9 pp.3l-32. 
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The model for the poem is Virgil's Ecl9gue 1 9 where the 

fortunate Tityrus is sharply contrasted with the dispossessed 

Meliboeus. The similarities are obvious enough to be clear 

allusions. Tityrus has occasion to praise the iuvenis 

whose intervention has secured his land just as Colinet has 

cause to thank Menalcas for securing him the opportunity to 

practise his art. There are oaks struck from heaven in 

both poems. Tityrus 1 s Rome becomes Colinet's Cambridge. 

Lastly 0 Philips attempts to capture the conciliatory tone 

of Tityrus's magnanimous gesture in Thenot 1 s offer. Never

theless, there are clear dissimilarities which are only to 

be expected when allegory gives place to lyric. Philips 

depoliticizes his model and, by the way, softens the drama

tic chiaroscuro between the smug Tityrus and the self

pitying Meliboeus. At the poem's conclusion both Philips's 

shepherds will unquestioningly perpetuate a rural oasis 

full of vicarious freedom from care for the reader. Virgil's 

poem leaves only a tenuous and transitory peace, for 

Meliboeus is due to leave his homeland for the less than 

ideal exile that a Roman political decision has visited on 

him. There is still a sufficient portion of the Virgilian 

encounter left to provide a pleasingly melancholic (yet 

still melancholic) tinge to the poem. 

The tenderness sterns from two major areas. Firstly 

there is the habitual likening of human to sub-human fig

ures or natural appearances, Thenot describes Colinet's 

demeanour as 'cloudy' (1), about to melt in tears and 

Colinet thinks of these as increasing the 'falling Dew' (12). 

Thenot's bent, aged body is likened to Trees 'beneath their 

Fruit in Autumn' (18); he possesses a 'snowy Head and icy 



Veinsr (20). Secondly 0 at moments of greatest stress 9 

there is a simple repetition of key words: 

Ah me the while! Ah me the luckless Day~ 
Ah luckless lad! the rather might I say. 
Unhappy Hour! when first, in youthful BudD 
I left the fair Sabrina 1 s Silver Flood: 
Ah silly I! more silly than my Sheepp 
Which on thy flow 1 ry Banks I once did keep. 

[ll 0 57-62] 

The proliferation of regularly stressed monosyllables has 
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a predictability that takes the threat out of the complaint. 

This is a common tactic of Philips's but it is not totally 

representative of the canon. In Pastoral 2 Philips rein-

forces a common sense perspective alongside the defence-

lessly pathetic. Thenot is apt to introduce specific exam-

ples or rural misfortune to counterpoint Colinet's more 

consistently emotive delivery: 

Sure thou in some ill-chosen Hour was born~ 
When blighting Mil-dews spoil the rising 

corn •.. 
Nor Wolf, nor Fox~ nor Rot amongst our Sheep; 
From these the Shepherd's Care his Flock may 

keep: ..• 

[11 o 4 7 - 4 8 D 53 - 5 4] 

He is also apt to indulge in sub-Hesiodic home-spun wisdom: 

Against ill Luck all cunning Foresight fails; 
Whether we sleep or wakeD it naught avails 
A rolling Stone is ever bare of Moss; 
Andg to their Costp green Years old 

Proverbs cross •.. 

[ll.55-56p79-80] 

This characterizes Thenot and highlights the more expan-

sive symptoms of Colinet 1 s regretp especially in his tale 

of the visit to 'distant Cam'. The memory of Menalcas 1 s 

steadfast protection to 'curb the Malice of unbridled 

Tongues •.. 1 p however~ occurs early enough in the poem to 



dispel the clo~ds of past adventuring. It is also an 

example by which both singers are united 0 so that the corn-

plaint of Colinet and the kindly sagacity of Thcnot blend 

into a hymn to Menalcas. The better to emphasise this 

soothing reconcilement Philips includes an extra speech of 

Colinet 1 s in the 1709 version which repeats once againv 

quite superfluously, Menalcas 1 s praises (120-24). This 

functions as a rather premature slackening of the tension 

that had gripped Tityrus's last speech in Eclogue 1. 

Philips's version illustrates the Modern pastoral at its 

most Virgilian: 

This Night thy Cares with me forget; and fold 
Thy Flock with mine, to ward th 1 injurious Cold. 
Sweet Milk and clouted Cream, soft Cheese and 

Curd, 
With some remaining Fruit of last Year's Hoard, 
Shall be our Ev 1 ning Fare: And for the Night, 
Sweet Herbs and Moss, that gentle Sleep invite. 
And now behold the Sun's departing Ray 
O'er yonder Hill, the Sign of ebbing Day. 
With Songs the jovial Hinds return from Plow, 
And unyoak 1 d Heifers, pacing homeward, low. 

[11.124-33] 

This 1 folding 1 of both shepherds and their flocks against 

the 'injurious Cold' of ill fortune is, in small, the 

experience of the whole poem. The sensory delight offer-

ed by the healthy dairy produce of lines 126 and 127 is 

rustic and yet 'Sweet' and 'soft'. The night is inviting 

too, leading both shepherds to 'gentle Sleep'. There-

fore, the sunset bodes no evil for it allows songs for 

those released from work. Similarly, the heifers are in 

an 1 unyoaked 1 condition and, at their leisure, join with 

human song as they pace towards their homes. Tityrus's 

epilogue, as translated by Dryden, might lie behind these 

lines but Philips has transformed their full context: 
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This Nightv at leastp with me forget your 
Care 9 

Chestnuts and Curds and Cream shall be 
your fare: 

The Carpet-ground shall be with Leaves 
o'respread~ 

And Boughs shall weave a Covering for your 
Head. 

For see you sunny Hill the Shade extends; 
And curling Smoke from Cottages ascends. 

[11.113-l~ l 

These lines are even cosier than Virgil's own which do 

not include the sheltering foliage thoughtfully provided 

by Nature and are certainly less positive in the offer of 

hospitality. Philips's lines demonstrate some of the 

strength of the "tender 11 pastoral 9 but also some of its 

weakness in avoiding or expelling the non-rhapsodic and 

threatening. 

This removal of threat is a factor that accompanies 

the 'enervated' style. Lobbin gains eleventh-hour relief 

from a Nightingale's song 'Pleas'd with so sweet a Part-

ner in his Grief' (98) and is thus invited to sleep. 

Palin and Angelot do not compete in song for Philips indi-

cates as early as line 17 that they have been 1 In Friend-

ship's mutual Bonds united long 9
1 • Pastoral 3 obeys the 

principle of its model: Eclogue 5 9 and dispels the mourn-

ful notes at Albino's death by dwelling on the rustic fes-

tivities that his death will occasion. Colinet's grief at 

Stella's death is heard at second-hand in Pastoral 4. 

Mica's 'Soft Numbers' lead Argol to exclaim: '09 Colinetp 

how sweet thy Grief to hear! I How does thy Verse subdue 

the list 1 ning Ear! ( 10 5- 6 ) . In Pastoral 5 Cuddy tells 

L Poems 9 2:877. 
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of Colin's 1 loud 1 grief over the death of a nightingale" 

and Pastoral 6 concludes with the offer of a prize to both 

Hobbinol and Lanquet. In none of the poems is there any 

attempt 9 above the token gesture 9 to provide a metaphori-

cal framework for the poetry. In its place there is a 

lyrical coherence of form composed of melodic cadences 

which do not require conceptual significance. 

Such lyricism, however, is no isolated example. 

Philips's novelty lies in its degree of "tenderness" not 

its technical innovation. With the disappearance of the 

polemical or autobiographical pastoral, some of the most 

valued characteristics of the pastoral form fell into dis-

use, namely the power of the eclogue to represent rural 

conditions antipathetic to shepherd culture and the faci-

lity to comment on the historical forces that threaten to 

limit human desire and its Arcadias. Bereft of the power 

to qualify and question the terms of its illusionistic 

Golden Age or beautified Kent 9 the Pastoral, Ancient or 

Modern, is a form of lyric. M.K. Bragg judges the state 

of tb.e genre most succflictly:- -

••• for, based as it is upon literary 
convention rather than objective truth 
to Nature, it is particularly open to 
influence, and indeed in the early eight
eenth century is scarcely more than a 
group of rather artificial devices asso
ciated under a single term and sanctioned 
by tradition. 1 

Indeed, it is very frequently only through a "senti-

mental" association of these 'artificial devices' that 

l. The Formal- Eclogue in Eighteenth-Century England, 
(Orono, Maine, 1926), p. 22o 



coherence of an Aristotelian order can be found. What is 

implicit in this pastoral debate is a host of interlaced 

Ancient or Modern assumptions about literaturev especially 

in the case of the valuev or otherwisev of literary imi

tationp and the continuity of a particular brand of nliter-

arinessn. "Imitation" in Ancient rhetoric meant a demon-

stration of an education in the normative forms and styles 

of literary ''good taste" by deliberately alluding to them 

in the creation of a new work. In the Poetics Aristotle 

had defined poetry as an imitationp or mimesis 9 whereby an 

observed type of human action is re-presented in a new 

11 medium" or material - that of words. 1 What Abrams 9 in 

The Mirror And The Lampo maps out is the location of that 

"natural" yardstick in the poet's feelings not in his dis

play of craft. 2 The lyric modes proscribe extended narra

tives and curtail the multi-lateral "voices" on v.rhich the 

classical pastoral had thrived. The better to represent 

a state of mind or a process of thought and feelingp the 

lyrical pastoral must concentrate the reader's mind on the 

pQem as an expeK~en~e of shared emotion between the protag-

onists in the work or, preferably 9 between a single "voice" 

musing in solitude and the reader's empathy. In this both 

Pope and Philips seem similar. The crucial difference is 

in the degree of lyrical autonomy the pastoral should 

enjoy 9 and its potential to universalize. The period 

grew increasingly to accept the sentiments of Bragg's 

1. Poetics, I.6-9. 

2, See especially pp.21-26 9 103-14. 
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pessimistic pronouncement" There is a clear difference 

between the occasional pastoral lyric and the clearly 

defined pastoral programme of a set of such poems" The 

former can use pastoral trappings for lyrical ends where-

as the latter is more committed to modifyingp or testi-

fying tov the extant pastoral models. One is truly a lyric 

and the other more exclusively a pastoral poem~ yet the 

ease with which such divisions became normal in the period 

bears witness to the decline in the epic ''voice" or the 

mimetic motive in pastoral poetry. 

The Ancient Objection to Philips's Pastorals 

Philips's "Whiggism" may perhaps be a contribution to 

political discourse but it never appears as such in his 

creative work. The PaBtorals exude an optimistic nationa-

lism which demonstratesa consciously deployed transparency 

of sentiment and style. They often aspire to song and for-

sake some of the narratorial objectivity that tends to a 

reader's detachment. In Pope's first pe jorative remarks 
- - - --- -~ - -

on them~ in Guardian 40 (April 27 9 1713) 9 it is the criter-

ion of a "correct'' style that is most active. Philips 

had felt his bucolic "correctness" established by impec-

cable examples: Theocritus 9 Virgil and Spenser~ even if 

his practice had made use of the Elizabethan as opposed to 

the glassical Golden Age. In the Spring of 1713 9 Tickell 

had placed him alongside Spenser in Guardian 30 in pro-

viding a pastoral norm and~ even more extravagantly in 

issue 32 9 as an heir to Theocritus and Virgil. Pope's 

Guardian essay is an attempt to counteract such misplaced 

admiration. 
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The epigraph promises a piece of personal polemic. It 

is taken from the opening and closing lines of Eclogue 7 

together with Dryden 1 s translation: 

Compulerantque greges Corydon et Thyrsis 
in unum. (2) 

Ex illo Corydon, Corydon est tempore nobis.(70) 

("Their sheep and goats together graz 1 d the 
plains -

Since when? 1 tis Corydon among the Swains~ 
Young Corydon without a rival reigns.") ~ 

The two shepherd-poets 9 although appearing together in 

Tonson 1 s Miscellany, had had disproportionate fortunes. The 

paper 9 pretending to pass judgement on the as yet largely 

ignored Pastorals of Pope, in effect takes Philips 1 s work 

under review. By ironically instituting it as the cor-

rect touchstone of pastoral "simplicity", Pope manages both 

to ridicule it and also distance his own work from its 

style. 

The first paragraph begins in a disarmingly calm 

manner, promising that there will be observations on Pope's 

work 'written in the free spirit of criticism and without 

apprehension of offending that gentleman, 'whose character 

it is that he takes the greatest care of his works before 

they are published ... 1 This would seem to commend to the 

reader's notice constant correction 9 as opposed to span-

taneous creation. The next paragraph rehearses the argu-

ment that none of the classical pastorals seems to fit a 

norm that could easily represent the genre. Only two 

eclogues of Virgil and less than eleven of Theocritus 1 s 

Idylls are left if Tickell 1 s earlier formula is rigidly 

lo Ault 9 p.97. 
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upheldp namely that the idea of the pastoral ushould be 

taken from the manners of the Golden Age and the moral 

formed upon the representation of innocence.' Here there 

is an early crossroadsv for a 'moral' of innocence is near 

to a contradiction in terms. Pope is convicted along with 

Virgil by the ''simplicity" that both Theocritus and Spenser 

display: 

As Simplicity is the distinguishing Character
istick of Pastoral 9 Virgil hath been thought 
guilty of too Courtly a stile; his Language 
is perfectly pure 9 and he often forgets he is 
among Peasants ... 

Mr Pope hath fallen into the same Error with 
Virgil. His Clowns do not converse in all the 
Simplicity proper to the Country ..• 

[p. 98] 

Indeed 9 "Tickell" taxes Pope with impropriety by intro-

ducing Daphnis 9 Alexis and Thyrsis onto British plains 

'whereas Philips 0 who hath the strictest Regard to Pro-

priety, makes a choice of Names peculiar to the Country 9 

and more agreeable to a Reader of Delicacy; such as 

Hobbinol 9 IPbbin 9 Cuddy 9 and Colin Clout 1 (p.99). Pope 

is here en_g~r1eering the debate in the hope that the in-

delicacy of such native rustic names will be obvious 9 even 

if more decorous 9 more "realistic". Implicit in this open-

ing is Pope's distrust of the "true" pastoral voice that 

Philips claimed to be imitating. The 'Simplicity proper 

to the Country' is not the literary "simplicity" that is 

the 'Error' of both Pope and Virgil. 

As an answer not only to Tickell but also Philips 9 it 

is necessary that the "innocent" pastoral style and its 

apologists be exposed as clumsy and unskilled. Tickell 1 s 

"simplicity" included no reference to the Golden Age. He 
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needed no such mythv for 1 Before mankind was formed into 

large societies 9 or cities were builtv and commerce estab-

lished, the wealth of the world consisted chiefly in flocks 

and herds. The tending of these 9 we find to have been the 

employment of the first princes, whose subjects were sheep 

and oxen ••. 1 (1:89). This rural dominion is a token ack-

nowledgement of primeval nobility 9 for the exemplary status 

of such shepherds is a by-product of the need to provide 

pleasing images 9 the transport that fills the reader by the 

'kind of Fairy-land, where our ears are soothed with the 

melody of birds, bleating flocks, and purling streams •.. 

It is a dream 9 it is a vision 9 which we wish may be realv 

and we believe that it is true 1 ( 1:88) . This is a Golden 

Age of the present and does not need a noble but rather a 

melodious shepherd. Tickell 1 s "simplicity" is built on a 

reader's vicarious experience of a freedom from care or 

competition created by urban or courtly stress. This "sim-

plicity" is not learnt but innate: 'This is the reason 

why we are so much charmed with the pretty prattle of chil-

dren 9 and even the expressions of pleasure or uneasiness 

in some part of the brute creation. They are without arti

fice or malice ..• ' ( 1:91) 0 This rosy vision is only pass i-

ble if some disagreeable aspects are disguised or censored. 

"Shepherds" are of minimal significance as herders of 

sheep, but as contributors to pleasing delusion they are 

invaluable. 

Pope's targets are all embodied in the stylistic 

principle of "simplicity" as defined by Philips and Tickell. 

He observes how indebted Philips's Pastoral 3 is to Virgil's 

Eclogue 5v and 1 how judiciously' he has 'reduced Virgil's 
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Thoughts to the Standard of Pastoral 1 (p.99). Philips 

also betrays a lack of knowledge about English landscape 

as he is taxed with having introduced wolves into England 

in Pastoral 1 where none still existed and 'by a Poetical 

Creation' culled rosesp lilies and daffodils to form the 

same flower~bed irrespective of the varied season in which 

each grows (p.lOO). This lack of learning renders the 

writing unpoetic. The compassion that is intended as the 

correct response to the alternate song of Hobbinoll and 

Lanquet in Pastoral 6 is a "simplicity" that it is not 

poetry's province to indulge. Pope compares lines 93 to 100 

of that poem with lines 77 to 84 of his own "Spring''· Al

though he concedes that the thought might be the same 9 his 

own expression is not only better in degree than Philips's 

but in deviating 'into downright poetry 1
9 it is of a diff

erent quality altogether. This perspective is a consistent 

factor throughout. When quoting Colinet 1 s 'dirge' of 

Pastoral 2 (57-~ 9 61-62)9 Pope damns it on several counts: 

'How he still Charms the Ear with these artful Repetitions 

of the E.p_ithe_ts; _and how signif_icant is the last V_erse! 

I defy the most common Reader to repeat them 9 without feel

ing some Motions of Compassion ' (p.l03). The empty delight 

of verbal music 9 the lack of art in repetition without 

variation and its appeal to the 1 most common' faculty of a 

reader are all contrived effects on Philips's part and also 

causes of Pope's distaste. This theme is most strongly 

enunciated in the 'P~storal Ballad' which 'for its Nature 

and Simplicity may •.• be allowed a Perfect Pastoral.' 

Using a 'Somersetshire Dialect' and names 'proper to the 

Country People' 9 Pope stresses his earlier objections to 



the 11 naturalistic 11 pastoral 9 whichv as Pope acknowledges 

pace Addison 9 can dispense with the beauties of nymphs or 

naiads (p.l04). It may be that Pope's whole opinion of 

pastoral work was at best equivocal. He studiously avoids 

mention of Theocritus as a model for his own work 9 perhaps 
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remembering Tickell 1 s relish for his soul 'more softly and 

tenderly inclined to ~he Dori~ than Virgilv whose genius 

led him naturally to sublimity .•. ' (1:112). On the contrary 9 

Pope dissociates himself from such 11 tenderness 11 : 

After all that hath been said 9 I hope none 
can think it any Injustice to Mr. Pope 9 

that I forbore to mention him as a Pastoral 
Writer; since upon the whole 9 he is of the 
same Class with Moschus and Bion ... ; and 
of whose Eclogues 9 as well as-80me of Virgil's 
it may be said 9 that according to the Des
cription we have given of this sort of Poetryp 
they are by no means Pastoralsv but something 
Better. 

[P. 106] 

This 'something Better' is Virgilian in spirit and classi-

cal in temper 9 notwithstanding Theocritus's example. As 

such the more it demonstrates a continuity 9 albeit modified 

according to the dictates of contemporary life 9 with a set 

that it is "poetic". In demonstrating a liberty from such 

traditions 9 Philips's Pastorals had·forfeited the right to 

be taken seriously. 

Philips 9 indeed 9 had become a symbol for Pope of phil-

istine populism. He emerges consistently as a synecdoche 

for the current malaise in writing. Certainlyp the high 

summer of Scriblerian activity in 1714 saw Philips pro-

posed several times as a vulnerable hack. Coinciding with 

Gay's The Shepherd's Week 9 published April 15~ Lord Oxford's 

acceptance on the lOth,of an invitation to a Scriblerian 



meeting provides evidence of a ~apid distaste for his 

style: 

filld with 
You merry five who ful 
Can Philips sing as Homer 
I wil attend to hear your 
And wish your merits meet 

of Blisful nectar 
Chanted Hector 
tuneful Lays 
with one who pays - 1 

Not only is Philips's bathos highlighted by the comparison 

with Homer's fire, but there is also a veiled reference to 

the grievance nursed by Pope that, in his stewardship of 

the Hanover Club~ Philips had withheld Iliad subscriptions 

from him in favour of the rival translation of the first 

book by Tickell. 2 By December 1725, Philips had become a 

symbol for childish insignificance. Pope and Bolingbroke, 
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in writing to Swift on the 14th, mention Gay's work on some 

'Tales for Prince William', namely his first series of 

Fables (1727) and continue: 'I suppose Philips will take 

this very ill, for two reasons; one, that he thinks all 

childish things belong to him; and the other, because he's 

take it ill to be taught, that one may write things to a 

Child, without being childish. 13 Running parallel to this 

Whiggism. Pope confesses as much to Caryll on June 8,1714, 

defending himself against a slander of Philips's that he 

'was entered into a Cabal with Dean Swift and others to 

write against the Whig-Interest, and in particular to 

undermine his own reputation, and that of his friends Steel 

and Addison ,4. However, the retention of subscription-

1. Memoirs, p.354. 

2. For a fuller account see Sherburn, pp.ll5-21. 

3. Correspondence (Swift) , 3: 120-21. 

4· Correspondence (Pope), 1:229. 
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money and its Whig source proves a sore point and Pope 

concludes that it was 'to this management of Philips 9 that 

the world owes Mr. Gay's Pastorals.' Pope was to return to 

Philips's example in the early stages of the writing of the 

Dunciad. In October 9 l725 9 Pope writes to Swift about 1 the 

conclusion of one of my Satires 9 wherev having endeavoured 

to correct the taste of the town in wit and criticism 9 I 

end thus: 

But what avails to lay down rules for sense? 
In George's reign these fruitless lines were 

writ9 
When Ambrose Philips was preferred for wit!'l 

These lines were not wasted for they find their way into 

the third book (322) of the Variorum edition (1729) where 

he is known as 1 Namby Pamby'. Pope's note to the line is 

more revealing. He identifies Ambrose Philips as 1 Namby 

Pamby' on account of his 'Infantine stile' and derides him 

for his 'constant cry' that 'Mr. f. was an Enemy to the 

government; and in particular he was the avowed author of 

a report very industriously spread 9 that he had a hand in 

a Party-paper call'd the Examiner' • 2 There is little doubt 

that political animus lay behind the feud even if it was 

one-sided. Pope's neutrality was an effective satirical 

position 9 one which disguised the frequency with which the 

Buttonians were pilloried in Pope's later satires. The 

Whig administration 9 nurtured by Hanoverian favour 9 ensured 

the perpetuation of tastes that could elevate Eusden to the 

Laureateship. George I becomes 'Th 1Augustus born to bring 

Saturnian times ••• 1 (III.318) in the Variorum where the 

1. Correspondence (Swift)v 3:107. 

2· TED 5:188. 
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reference to 1 Namby-Pamby 1 takes on a resonance that sounds 

clearer and less strident than it might if seen merely as 

the effect of personal dislj.ke. If not directly the con-

elusion to the Variorump this passage forms part of the 

pessimistic panorama of the new age of lead that Pope saw 

as Georgian England: 

This~ this is Hev foretold by ancient rhymes, 
Th 1 Augustus born to bring Saturnian times: 
Beneath his reign 9 Shall Eusden wear the baysv 
Gibber preside Lord-Chancellor of Playsp 
B ~nso~ sole Judge of Architecture sit 9 

And Namby Pamby be prefer'd for Wit! 

[11.317-22] 

Benson counterpoints the 'united labours' of Inigo Jones 

and Burlington in architectural mattersp whereas Eusden 0 

Gibber and Philips form a Georgian triumvirate to match 

Gay 1 un-pension 1 d with a hundred friends' (326)p Swift: 

'Hibernian Politicks ••. thy doom' (327) 0 and Pope himself 

who had just been condemned to three years translation-work. 

Philips becomes in the Variorum a symptom of a widespread 

disease where true artistic talent is unrewarded andv in 

a frantic inversion 9 lack of it gains not only popular 

accolades but courtly preferment too. 

Pope did not spare Philips in more specific satires as 

well. His pastoral style forms the subject of The Three 

Gentle Shepherds (written c.l713; published (piratically) 

~726): 

Of gentle Ph~lips. will I ever singp 
With gentle Philips shall the Vallies ring 
Oh! may all gentle Bards together place yeo 
Men of good Hearts 9 and Men of Delicacy. l 

[ll.l-2 9 7-8] 

Together with Budgell and Carey 9 Philips's gentleness is 

l. TEP 6:112-13. 
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emotional and delicate but slow and dull. Pope's satire 

was not necessarily consistent in its attack ort the Butta-

nian school's "simplicity". In To Eustace Budgell~Esg o On 

his Translation of the Characters of Theophrastus (1714)~ 

each type of character-sketch is provided with a key chosen 

from Addison's circle. 1 Philips fits the 'Rustic Lout so 

like a Brute' (25). This is the alternative unacceptable 

face of Philips's pastoral style. Its tender Doric could 

be regarded as working against itself. Pope's own Theo

phrastan imitations included Macer (written c.l715) first 

published in the Pope-Swift Miscellanies for l7282 ; a 

clear reference to Philips. 'Simple Macer 9 now of high 

Renown' (l) deals in 1 borrow 1 d 1 plays and translations and 

is likened to 'some coarse Country Wench' who is at first 

'Thought wond 1 rous honest 9 tho' of mean Degreep/ And strangely 

lik 1 d for her Simplicity 1 (l9-20)o However 9 in time 9 this 

Muse becomes used and corrupt. Pope is irritated by Philips's 

fame but even more by the fact that such fame is bestowed 

on such lack of artistry. 

T4~~-F9int is a Scriblerian one 9 too. In The Art of 

Sinking in PoBtry (1728) 9 Philips is most quoted in the 

section on 'The Infantine 1 which is a state 'when a Poet 

grows so very simple 9 as to think and talk like a Child 

(p.55) o Indeed 9 Philips is mentioned by name in The 

Memoirs of Martinus Scr~blerus (1729) 9 a work originally 

motivated by a desire to highlight the 'Works of the Un-

learned 1· as Pope proposes in his letter to Spectator 457 

(August 14 9 1712): 'Several late Productions of my own 

Country-menD who many of them make a very Eminent Figure 

1. TEP 6:123 
2. TEP 6:137-39. 



in the Illiterate World 9 encourage me in this Undertaking.' 

(4:114). Parnell's The Book-Worm (1721) and Swift's 

Apollo's Edict make similar comments. 1 His The Distrest 

Mother met with two notable burlesques in Gay's The What-
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D1 Ye-Call-It (1715) and Fielding's The Covent-Garden Tragedy 

(1732) 9 each sceptical about the existence of such chaste 

sentiments as Philips cherishes in the play and by burles-

quing his delicacies of style implicitly emphasising its 

bloodless attitudinizing. 

To some extent 9 Philips courted such divisiveness. The 

lachrymose insistence on emotional involvement with his sub-

ject, especially in his several Epistles 9 is quite unHora

tian. The Lament for Queen Mary (1695)
2 

is certainly 

a 1 doleful Elegy': '(If Sobbing will permit thy Verse to 

flow) 1 (23-24). The late Queen is not however transfigured 

by memory and deified. Furthermore 9 she is praised for her 

unregal virtues: 

Her Crown She wore with no Affected State; 
Nor did Her Great Perfections Pride create: 
She'd condescend 9 yet lose no Majesty 9 

And be Majestick with Humility; 
-Fami--1-iaT,--y-et--n-o-t -F-onEl. ;----fr-ee -of -A-c-ce-s-sr
But yet not Mean for all her Easiness •.. 

[11. 40-45] 

1. Parnell hunts a virulent devourer of his library: a 
'ravening Beast of Prey 9

1 (2). He picks out an exclu
sive collection that should be rid of the pest, those 
'Bards of antient Time' (12): 

Bring Homer, Vi,E.gil, Tasso near, 
To pile a sacred Altar here; 
Hold 9 Boy, thy Hand out-run thy Wit, 
You reach 1 d. the Plays that D (enni] s writ; 
You reach 1 d me Ph [ilips 1] s rustick Strain; 
Pray take your mortal Bards again. [ll. 43 _48J 

(Poems on Several Occasions, (London,l721), pp.l35-36). 
Swift's poem pillories the 'guides to true Simplicity' 
(32): Theocritus and Philips. 

2. Poems 9 pp.82-84. 



The poem itself demonstrates how 1 free of Access 1 she could 

have been in poetic terms. In comparing Philips's elegy 

with Congreve 1 s Mourning Muse of Alexis (1695) the differ-

ence emphasises how intimate and Modern Philips is attempt

ing to be. 1 Congreve 1 s pastoral graces the occasion with 

impersonal conventions. Alexis mourns with Menalcas in 

attendance and the grief can easily modulate into grander 

notes that sound louder and more imposing than the single 

poetic "voice" that Philips uses. Philips needs near-

Gothic ornaments to elevate his lyric opening: 

See Phoebus now (as once for Phaeton) 
Has mask'd his Face 9 and put deep Mourning on; 
Dark Clouds his sable Chariot do surround~ 
And the dull Steeds Stalk o 1 re the Melancholy Round. 

[11 0 66-69] 

This is the same strategy of intimate familiarity that is 

found in "To A Friend who Desired me to Write on the Death 

of King William" (1702) 2 • There the humble and plain 

persona pleads sincerity by deliberately avoiding the 

allusive and imitative conventions that he would have had 

to have incorporated in the memorial if a formal elegy had 
--- ---- -~- -- - --- - - - -

been attempted: 'My sighs I to myself in silence keep 9 / 

And inwardly 9 with secret anguish 9 weep 1 (ll-l2).By keep-

ing the poetic anthem private Philips adopts a casual 

1. "The Mourning Muse of Alexis. A Pastoral. Lamenting the 
Death of our late Gracious Queeh Ma£Y of ever Blessed 
Memory. 11

9 Complete Works edited·by Montague Summers 9 

4 vols. 9 (New YorkP1964)p 4:39-44. Congrevep though in
voking both the 'Sicilian Bard 9 or Mantuan Swain' (20) 
and 'the British Colin's mourning Muse' (22) 9 really 
imitates classical pastoral gestures 9 especially those 
of Eclogue 9. See especially 11.193-210. 

2. Poems 9 pp.85-86. 
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approach to the subjectv even to the effacement of William 

altogether. The poem instead adumbrates his personal 

poetic manifesto of the 'artless Idiotp not a study 1 d fool 1 

(46). This is a consistent motif. In To Lord CartBretp 

departing from Dublin (1726) 1 v the departing politician is 

asked to accept the poem as a token of good will~ 'The 

voice of naturev undebas 1 d by skillv ••• 1 (46). Even when 

adopting the Pindaric manner in his Qde To the Right 

. 2 Honourable William Pulteneyp Esq.p (1723) • Philips digres-

sively interpolates a short apology for the habit of Ode-

writing: 

What laws shall o 1 er the Ode preside? 
In vain would art presume to guide 

The chariot-wheels of praise. 
When fancy, driving, ranges free, 
Fresh flowers selecting like the bee, 

And regularly strays, 
While nature does 9 disdaining aids of 

skillp 
The mind with thought, the ears with 

numbers, fill. 

[11. 41-48] 

It was this open refusal to accept the aids of inherited 

skills that brought down on Philips's head Pope's charges 
----
of clumsiness ___ aii-d iii.s ipidTt_y_ in--Uie-variorum;-- --

The sobriquet of Namby-Pamby, however, was earnt by 

a style closer in development from the Pastorals of 1709. 

In a series of tender Odes written between 1724 and 1727, 

Philips extended in a logical direction the stylistic 

requirements of artlessness and sympathetic involvement. 

In To Miss Charlotte Pulteney 9 in her Mother's Arms (1724) 3 , 

the infant becomes th~ non plus ultra of unpremeditated 

emotion: 

1. Poems 9 pp.l02-3. 

2. Poems, pp.l20-22. 

3· Poemsp p.l23. 



Sleeping9 waking 9 still at easeD 
Pleasing 9 without skill to please, 
Little gossip, blithe and hale 9 

Tatling many a broken tale, ... 

[11 0 5-8] 

This 'Simple maiden 9 void of art 9 I Babbling out the very 

heart 1 (11-12) can be a May-day linnet 'Flitting to each 

bloomy spray 1 (22). This transparent simplicity of style 

and sentiment actually imitates the lisping of the child 

and surrenders the artifices of "improving" art to des-

cribe sincerity and innocence. It is indicative of 

Philips's opinion of the pastoral form that such charm is 

best described in terms of the "tender'' pastoraL This is 

the same in To the Honourable Miss Carteret (1725) 1 which 

praises the immature virginal beauty of the child in terms 

of Maytime: 

By the next-returning Spring, 
When again the linnets sing 9 

When again the lambkins play, 
Pretty sportlings full of Mayo 
When the meadows next are seen 9 

Sweet enamel! white and green, •.. 

[11.17-22] 

specimens of nursery verse. However 9 Philips also wrote 

Odes celebrating less amenable subjects in the same style. 
. 2 

To Signora Cuzzoni (1724) addresses the ·'Little Siren of 

the Stage 9 I Charmer of an idle age 9 ••• 
1 (1-2) and goes 

on to describe her in terms that given any other context 

would have been most offensive: 'Empty warbler, breathing 

lyre, I Wanton gale of fond desire 1 (3-4). To the Right 

Honourable Robert Walpole Esq.(l724) 3 is an even less fit-

1. Poems, pp.l09-12. 

2. Poems 9 p.l07. 
3. Poems 9 pp.l24-26. 
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ting vehicle for tender verses 9 who despite being 1 

to publick zeal 9 / Minister of England!s weal 9 
1 (l-2) is 

greeted with defiantly private bonhomie: 

Have you leisure for a song 9 

Tripping lightly o 1 er the tongue, 
Swift and sweet in every measure 9 

Tell me 9 Walpole 9 have you leisure? 
Something 9 rather 9 sing with ease 9 

Simply elegant to please. 

[11 . 3-6 9 9 -1 o] 

These Whig families are not addressed by chance. Philips 

went to Denmark in January 9 l708/9 to be Daniel Pulteney 9 

the British Envoy 1 s 9 secretary. His first cousin, 

William Pulteneyp to whose family some of these poems are 

addressed was made Secretary-at-War on George I's acces-

sion. Lord Carteret was related to the Pulteneys by 

marriage and was to form a powerful rival to Walpole in 

the Whig cabinet from 1725 on. Carteret was the new 

Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland, appointed just two months 

before the first poem to his daughter and his .first act 
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on taking the post was to publish a proclamation offering a 

reward of £300 for the discovery of the writer of the anony-
- -------~- -- -- . __ .......,: ___ ---

of Ireland'. The writer was Swift 9 and 9 although both men 

regained some measure of friendship later9 there is little 

doubt that Carteret 9 as both Walpole and Pulteney 9 not 

only linked Philips's name to the Whig cause 9 but enlis-

ted the active dislike of Swift. 

Although there are pastoral references in these chil-

dren 1 s verses 9 it could be claimed that they are not 

designed to reflect any particular pastoral theory at all. 

The same metre 9 howeverp is found in The Stray Nymph, 

counted as a pastoral by Philips in his 1748 collection. 1 

L Poems p p. 77. 
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The poem with slight differences had appeared in The Free-

(December 19~1718) and there called 1 A Pastoral 

Idyllium'~ which reinforces the Theocritean associations 

of brevity and "simplicity 11 •
1 The Strax..._Ny_mph shows a 

striking resemblance to Signora Cuzzoni and the young 

Miss Pulteney. She has the freshness of spring-buds 1 And 

her breath~ Oh 1 tis a gale/ Passing o 1 er a fragrant vale 9
1 

(13-14). Philips searches for her in shepherd's garb: 

Every thicketo every grove 9 

Have I ranged 9 to find my love: 
A kidv a lambo my flockv I give 0 

Tell me only doth she live. 

[11. 3-6] 

To the classical reader~ the· persona best fits the forlorn 

goatherd of Idyll 3 or the pathetic Cyclops of Idyll llo 

lovers that Theocritus invites the reader to despise for 

their weakness as well as feel for their distress. 

The parodic chorus that greeted these sentimental 

displays of intimacy with Whig families has been well docu-

mented. What added to the political force of these juve

nile verses was the fact that Philips~ probably with 
~- ------ ----~ 

Addis on Is help 9 had for a time been --tutor--fo-creorge-1'8- ---- ----
grandchildren in 1714 9 a post dignified by the title of 

sub-preceptor. It would have been impossible not to have 

associated Philips's brand of pastoral "simplicity" with 

a bourgeois Whig taste 0 a dereliction of a poet's duty 

to honour the past and ensure the transmission of its 

values to the present. M.G. Segar puts the matter in 

some kind of perspective in his edition of Philips's 

poetry when he claims that 'The hostility of Swift and 

Pope •.• did not alter the fact that Philips was surely 

lo The Free-thinker 9 1:41. 



building up for himself the sort of position of secu

rity that usually rewards loyal and consistent adherence 

to a dominant political cause. 1 ( p. x lvii) . "Pastoral 11 

Philips had perhaps not produced poems for posterity but 
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for gaining a place~ however humblev in the Whig juris

diction and gaining a popular audience in his own generationp 

they were successful. In reinforcing and accelerating the 

drift of the whole pastoral genre from classical models to 

11 modern 11 lyric formsp they stand as a convenient and influ

ential example. 



CHAPTER 5 

The Significar.ce of the Cl~ssical Imit&tion ~d Pope's Pastorals 

In tl:e oiddle of Tonso:.1' s I'liscc:::..la.."1:V~ t1:10 poems D.ppeD.Z' i""~ prcisc: 

of Pope 0 s Pastoralso The Bore notable is Hychcrley 0 s 0 To my F:ricnd 9 

1 
r.:ro POPE 9 on his Pastoralso n So pleased must Pope hevc bc~n to rec-

eive such public praise that the poem survives in his Works (1717)o 

Hycherley 0 s praise highlights an image of Pope as craftsman deploying 

his reading with such art thnt it appears Natureo Pope is presented 

as 0 Young 9 yet Judicious; in your Verse are found/ Art strengthening 

Nature 9 Sense improv 0 d by Sound 0 (5-6) a contrast i!Jith those Uits 

0whose Numbers glide along/ So smooth 9 no Thought e 9 er interrupts the 

Song; 0 (7-8)0 This vapid formalism addresses itself 0 not to the Head 9 

but to the Ear; 0 (10) and concludes in being 'most Musically dull 0 (12)o 

This satiric barb does not strike Philips directly but 9 in rctrospect 9 

seems close enough in spirit to the Pope of Guardian 4o and the Dunciad 9 

especially in the hint of moral condemnation of such t·JOrd=music: 0 As 

smoothest Speech is most deceitful found 9 / The smoothest Humbers oft 

are empty Sound 9 oo 0 (15-16)0 Pope 9 by cornparison 9 unites both 9 Wit and 

Judgernent 0
, and 9 in terms reminiscent of Pope 0 s own in his Essay on 

Criticism 0 this alloy is due to his acknowledgement that contemporary 

poetry is indelibly marked by a classical tradition: 

Your strains are Regularly Bold 0 and please 
With unforc 0 d Care 9 and unaffected Ease 9 

With proper Thoughts 9 and lively Images: 
Such 9 as by Nature to the Ancients sho~m 9 
Fancy improves 9 and Judgement makes your o1:m; 
For great Men 1 s Fashions to be follow 0 d are 9 

Altho 0 disgraceful 0 tis their Clothes to wearo [11o 20=26] 

1o Poetical Miscellanies: the Sixth Part (1709), ppo 253-56o 



Uycl'J.erl..ey: s prc.ise defc;.:ds t~1e ::?astore_ls from those c~et:ractors 1.-Jho 

'lcJOuld find their subject matter 11lotJ11 and therefore dist&stefulo He 

grounds this apology on the fact that the poems arc not miGetic in 

the strictest sense, that is 9 that they o.fford a reade:r kno1:1ledgo of 

rural lifeo FaT from oeing lli~ imitatio~ cf Nature~ tho Pastorals a:re 

nnatu.raln Imitc.:tions of traclition&l pastoral moclelso It is or:ly by 

adopting these 0 great ~en°s Fashio~s 0 that a me~~ is to be found bet~ 

vreen the polished style 1c1here' Arcadia speaks the Language of the Mall 0 

(28) and a mode thut is fashioned 'More nicely than the Common S'\"Jain°s 1 

(37) o Allusions to the "unchangingn canons of literature 1r1ere a 1r1ay 9 

Wycherley explains 9 of allowing the work to overcome its material and 

lift its style out of the contingencies and expediencies that specif

ically form the accents of the beau monde or alter the habits of the 

0 common swain'o However 9 this does not prevent Wycherley involving the 

argument in a certain contradiction 9 a doubt introduced by the very 

fact of "ne1rJ'' Pastorals being 1r1ritten at allo It 1rJOuld seem more con

sistent if the nature discovered in the past 1<1ere merely translated 
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as Dryden had done in 1697o To attempt new pastoral poetry would involve 

an assumption that a net-J age needed its Ol-In bucolics to reflect ne1:r 

~~_rq_11ms:t__ai1c~~-9 -~-~P~9ially as lr-J;y_~herle~ claim_~ th~t 0-"-"--"--~-h~ t_r~e Measure 

of the Shepherd's Wit/ Shou'd 9 like his garb 9 be for the Country fit;' 

(34-35)0 This parallel between the decorum exacted by 'the Country' 

and the pastoral style that would best fit it only works if 0 the Country' 

is seen as a literary institution not a reality open to transformation 

by the vagaries of economic lifeo In this case it could be seen as 

unchanging because it was Art 9 an Art that 9 in the midst of much change 9 

would still stress continuity and the permanent Platonic Ideas that 

determine changeso This is why Wycherley seems to be driven to a desper

ately artificial conclusion: that the "common mJain ° s" 0 pure and 
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t,~Do.ffccted thoue;ht c oust be ar.tif:Lc:i.ally elevated ebove the :real 

vocabulary end style of co~tempore.ry shepherds: 9 So 9 ~ith becoming 

Art~ the Players dress?/ In Silks 9 the Shepherd and the Shepherdess;ooo 0 

(38=39)0 This cor.scious concealcent serves an institution tha~ does 

not reflect :political o:r histo:ricol development but rescu~s the p2.st: 

Yet still unch2ng 0 d t:'le Form 2nd Hade remain~ 
She:p ~ d like the homely Russet of the S1:1aino 
Your rural I1usc appee.rs to justify 
The long-lost Graces of Simplicity; 
So Rural Beeuties captivate our Sense 
Hith Virgin Charms 9 and Nature 0 s Excellenceo [11o 4o-45] 

This is ,a careful piece of Ancient vJritingo Literary forms are frozen 

in the interests of an individual truth and are likened to an essent-

ially permanent 0home:y Russet 0 which is subject to no tides of taste 

or fashiono Therefore 9 Pope 9 s 9 rural Huse' must recover the 0 long-

lost 0 Graces that cannot now be "natural11 and actually exist but can 

only be created by Arto It is in this sense 9 this retrospective 

creation9 that the initial sensuous enjoyment of 'Rural Beauties 0 and 

their virginal allurements can be preservedo Wycherley closes the poem 

by anticipating a new Virgil who might 'soon take a higher Flight 9 (53) 

and p~esumebly attempt the F.pico 

The anonymous contributor of To Mro Popeo By another Hand (po 257) 

that immediately follows Wycherley 9 s advertisement is little different 

in sentimento As one of the earliest critical analyses of the poems 9 

it reads as little more than their author 0 s own prefaceo It rightly 

identifies the wider implications of the seasonal framework 9 apprec-

iating the successive ages of Man in °Spring of Youth 9
9 'ripen 9 d Man° 9 

'glowing Flame 9 damp 9 d with Autumnal Stormsoo 9 and the 'lost Hopes 9 

departed love 9 and endless Tears 0 of Winter (1-4)o Indeed 9 there are 

many of Pope 9 s own ideas in the descriptiono The proper pastoral style 

is where 'the just Thoughts 0 that are supplied by the ~~ylvan Muse 0 

should 9 sink 111ithout creeping 9 l'ITithout soaring Rise' (7-8L Indeedv 



the style should not axci te sens'.lally o The o:rigim:l pasto:ral poet is 

a latte:r=day Apollo born to subdue the 'rough Deucalion~Race 0 of the 

Countryside and inntil the cuse of Ree.son° by fixine thR Em:pi:r.e there 

of 0 the Poet 0 s Art 0 (~1=12)o This dowicion is not established by 

native ui t or the lig..'1.t of pe::-soncl rc.sson for this Apollo-like state 

is a recall of Ancient example to aid the present: 

Such first uere Poets~ such the Ancient Hit; 
Thus Maro 9 and the soft Sicilian urit; 
Thy early Guides, uho tun°d thy Infant Voice 9 

Refin°d thy Numbers first, and fixed thy Choice 9 

VJith Art like theirs 9 thy humble Subject 0 s 1rrrought 9 

So smooth the flo'l:ring Verse 9 so tun ° d the beauteous Thought o 
[11 0 21-26] 

Vith two such introductory poems 9 it could be argued that Pope needed 

no "Discourse'1 to preface his Pastorals o 

The "correctness11 of such 0 Ancient Vli t 1 Pope may have learnt 9 on 

the other hand 9 from influences nearer to his oun timeo William Walsh 

had provided the most recent series of self-defined pastorals before 

1709 in his Pastoral Eclogues from his collected Letters and Poems~ 

1 
Amorous and Gallant (1692). These were reprinted in the Annual Mis-

cellany for 1694 9 on their o1:m in 1708 and then in Tonson's Miscellan~ 

the Fourth Part in 1716. Walsh is significant in any review of the 

pastoral ·tradition--and--its transmission--:from- the- -Resto!'ation .to- the.- . 

eighteenth century not only in his popular influence but also in his 

friendship with Dryden and Pope during the crucial years when Dryden 

translated Virgil and Pope wrote his pastorals. Johnson 9 indeed, believed 

that 'l<ialsh (instead of Cheh.rood) 2 had contributed the Life of Virgil 

and Preface to the Pastorals which precede Dryden's translation. Dryden 

1. pp. 110-24 (Eclogue I : pp. 110-139 Eclogue 2 
3 : PP• 117-209 Eclogue 4 : ppo 120-24)o 

ppo 113-16 9 Eclogue 

2o Lives of the English Poets, edited by George Birkbeck Hill 9 3 vols. 
10xford 9 1905) 9 1 : 329. Johnson also claimed that 1ilalsh 9 °hO\"Jever 
studiedooodiscovers some ignorance of the laws of French versific
ation. 0 
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c2.lled l"I2.lsn ~1:Jitho11t flo.ttoTy ••• the best critic of ouzo m.1tior;. 0 in his 

Pcstscri2t to the translation of the Aencis (1697)
1 

and Pope dedicated 

his Essa~_op Crjticism (1711) to him: 0 
••• the Muses 0 Judge w~d Friend 9 

t·fuo justly kncu to bla:J:le or to collliilond; o o. 
0 (729-30) o Such pivotal 

influcr;.co on both Dryden ° s ViTgil a;.:.d Pope 0 s first published tjork 

inexo::-2.bly helped Cllter the app:-eciation of the bucolic t:-2.ditiono 

Just as Steele and Addison fostered the climate of critical opinion 

that embraced PhiliPi s tJork 9 1:Jalsh tms among those 9 including 'I'rU8bull 9 

Garth 9 Uycherley and Congreve 9 at Hill 0 s Coffee House toJho performed 

the same service for Pope. Amongst that set Dryden stood pre-eminent 9 

so if only on autobiographical evidence alone there is clearly a trad-

itional line of pastoral poetry. 

If the accuracy of Pope 0 s chronology is to be believed 9 there is 

evidence from Pope 0 s O'i'Jn letters that Walsh may have seen first drafts 

of the Pastorals as early as April 1706 9 tlith the possible exception 

2 of "Autumn". Walsh 1r1as also of some political prominence as a l!'Jhig 

member of Parliament and gentleman of the horse to Queen Anne. Pope 

was perhaps aided practically in the printing of the poems by his 

influence with Tonson. Much of the summer of 1707 Pope spent at Walsh 0 s 

.. home--at-Abberley_9 .the last summer .before the latter 0.s death_ next March. 

Sherburn ventures the idea that not only the Pastorals but also the 

Essay on Critic ism t'lTas discussed there) The precise nature of 1rJalsh 9 s 

advice is well recorded. Pope told Spence that Walsh used 0 to encourage 

me much 9 a.."ld-used to tell me that there '..ras one ~Jay left of excelling 9 

for though t'.le had had several great poets 9 we never had any one great 

poet that 1r1as correct - and he desired me to make that my study and 

1. Essays9 2 : 246. 

2. SeeJacob Tonson 1 s letter to Pope (April 20 9 1706) 9 Correspondence 9 

1 : 17. 
3· This is certainly Sherburn's view in The Early Career 9 pp. 51-57· 



could escape from the immense shad.o':J cast by the past o Courthope; s 

explanation of this term as 'propriety of design and justice of thought 

2 
a~d t&ste 9 Sherb~rn interprets as just plain propriety or decorumo 

Certainly ;1co:rrectness 11 involved cool-hec:.ded revision and a frcwdom 

fro~ rhnpsodic frenzyo Thet Pope was not a servile student is obvious 

froo his letter to Valsh on July 2v 1706: 

I am convinced as well as you 9 that one may correct 
too much; for in Poetry as in Painting 9 a M~• may lay 
Colours one upon another 9 till they Stiffen and deaden· 
the Pieceo Besides to bestow heightning on every part 
is monstrous: Some parts 9ught to be lower than the rest; 
and nothing looks more ridiculousv than a Hork 9 where 
the Thoughts 9 hmJever different in their 011111 nature 9 

seem all on a level: o o o [1 : 18~ 19} 

Too much decorum and too much notice of generic models 9 Pope felt 9 lead 

to monotonyo Indeed 9 Pope proceeds to demonstrate the more "natural" 

and spontaneous side of his writing by believing that 9 sometimes our 

first Thoughts are the best as the first squeezing of the Grapes makes 

the finest and richest Wine 9 (1 : 19)o Even this Grape-juice needs to 

ferment 9 h01;1ever 9 before fine tJine can be made o Pope is obviously 

t11orried about the indebtedness 1r1hich such imitation ~~onl d v:i.sH the 

poet t·rith 9 as he immediately queries the 'liberty of Borro'I:Jing 9 by 

claiming that 'A mutual commerce makes Poetry flourish; but then Poets 

like Merchants 9 shou 9 d repay with something of their own what they take 

from others; not like Pyrates 9 make prize of all they meet' (1 : 20), 

Even at this early point 9 Pope's refusal to endorse the rigid pastoral 

coherence of the lyric is obvious o Some lines should be lm.-Jer than 

1o Anecdotes 9 I : 32o 

2o The Early Career 9 po 57o 



the rest to iatroduco climactic or surprising effects 9 ~~d 9 altho~gh 

literal imitation is dull and mindless 9 the recognition of past masters 

is necessary fo:r poetry to 11 flourish 11 o 1rJalsh then assures his neH 

protege that the 11ru.les11 are ruere guides: 0 o o o a r-~~'"1 oc.y correct his 

Ve?ses till he tcl{es s~&y the true Spirit of tte~; especially if he 

submits to the correction of some vho pass for great Critics 9 by 

mechanical Rules 9 and never enter into the true Design and Ge~ius of 

an Authoro 11 The critical term here is that of 0 Author 0
9 taken here 

to mea.."l a 11creator11 o 1rJalsh 0 s 11correctnessn 9 therefore 9 Has not totally 

to Pope 0 s taste as lacking in invention 9 and 9 if adopted literally 9 

conducive also to the writing of a regular pastoral but a very dull 

oneo 
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In turning to Walsh 1 s Preface of 1692 9 this 11correctness" is not 

quite that of the syllable counter of Pope's correspondenceo The terms 

of reference are classical but with the passionate force of the grander 

lyrico In granting that most of his poetry is 0 Amorous Verses 9
9 he draws 

a crucial distinction betHeen the Ancients and Moderns in this respect 9 

awarding the palm of 0nature 9 to the former for including sentiments 

0 as are natural for every Man in love to thinko' The Moderns may be 

·surprising- and--gl.-i-tter-ing--but-never-- 0 tender 9 passionate __ or __ nat.ural_' o. _ 

By Moderns here 9 Walsh is by no means anticipating Philips; rather 9 

he is shunning the 1 forc 0 d Conceits 9 far-fetch'd Similes 9 and shining 

Points 0 (po vi) more discernible in Petrarch and Donneo Sincerity is 

a major critorion9 for whilst granting the individual brilliance of 

Donne 9 Waller 9 Suckling and Cowley 9 'Softness 9 Tenderness 9 and Violence 

of Passion° - the spirit of Catullus 9 Tibullus 9 Propertius or Ovid ~ 

is missingo 

This antipathy to excessive artifice only just squares with the 

homiles to correctness that Pope records if such 11 correctness11 is seen 

1o Correspondence 9 1 21 (Septa 9 9 1706)o 
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as n :rendition of sue~ nnatu:raln~ z.nd therefo:re unive::sal 9 sentililcnts 

as are read in the t:Jorks of the Ancientso This same 11passionate'? 

theo~y of clasGic&l ~ppreci~ticn is evident from his p8R8ages on the 

pasto:ral 9 '~:Jhich ciongside elegies o:...1d 0 L_yrick Ve:rses 0 (that is 9 ° ~ong§_0 

Ode__§,9 S()r:.r.-,ets 0 r:1acl:rigals and Sta:1zas 0 ) seem most sui. table for the 

discussion of loveo This does not mean that erotic verses are 0high 0 

poetry for it is exactly because pastoral is considered the 0 lovest 0 

that it is accounted 0most proper for Loveo 0 It is strangely separated 

from the elegy in that it iS 0 l00Ser and not SO SOnOrOUSooothe ThoughtS 

more simple 0 more easy and more humble 0 (po vii)o Considering the 

frequency of elegiac sentiments in classical pastoral this marks a 

particularly Modern reading 9 which does not add to the reputation of 

pastoral poetry at allo The main cause of this demarcation stems 

directly from the impoverished subject mattero Elegies are considered 

courtly as no real rustic would deserve such praise and regreto The 

0 smooth 0 clear 9 tender 0 and passionate' fits country amours far more 

exactly 9 yet it should also give rise to an endorsement of 0 the Truth 9 

Sincerity 9 and Innocence that accompanies that sort of Life 0 (po viii)o 

Hence it is lodged uneasily betv1een elegy and lyric o tlhilst an elegy 

upon the other 0
9 the lyric may 0 consist of many parts that are entire 

of themselveso 0 This is classical in conception 0 but 9 in demanding 

an emotional decorUm due to contemporary 9 not Golden Age 9 shepherds 9 

it has a strong Modern elemento 

The series of Pastoral Eclogues which derive so much disproport-

ionate comment in \.AJalsh 0 s Preface plus the elegiac "Delia lamenting 

1 
The Death of Mrso Tempest 9 who Died Upon the Day of the Great Storm" 9 

1o First published in Dryden's Poetical Miscellanies 9 the Fifth Part 
(1704)0 PPo 609~16o 
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the inspiratio;:1 for Pope c s -=Uinter 11 ~ do not comprise all of his I:Jorlc 

in the genre. The Golden Age Restored 2 1702 demonstrates hew Eclogue 

4 could still embody political polemic.
1 

The heav-y irony CJith ;,;hich 

t"!alsh greets an incoming Tory admi:r.istration shOt·Js no hint of the 

erotic dem~"ds of Ancient pastoral vhich crenders the Soul soft ~Ld 

humble 1 
• The 1 Setu.rnic.n age of gold 0 no1:1 brought to pass is a High 

Church creation funded by French gold: iFrance 9 thnt this happy Change 

so wisely has bcgun 9 /Sh&ll bless the Great Design 9 and bid it smoothly 

run 1 (69-70). The Pollio is obviously considered unpastoral 9 unfit 

because too imposing to sound a shepherd 0 s woodnotes wild. This may 

be deduced from the slight epigraph Paulo majora canamus: ('Let us 

sing a somewhat loftier strain' ) 9 which implies that the ~ 0 low 10 bucolic 

references should be severed from the greater world of public life. 

This attenuation of the full range of pastoral poetry compresses most 

of the available classical themes into a compass that comprises just 

the lyric 9 with faint additions of the elegy. Eclogue 1 announces 

itself as inspired by the Sicilian Muse. This is certainly true of 

some ingredients chosen from 1£yll 1 in the adoption of the motif of 

love 0 s suffering. However 9 in Damon 1 s song 9 there is more of the 

Just as Walsh has removed the heroic characteristics of Idyll 1 9 he 

has likewise excised the wry amusement of lQyll 3. Virgilia Eclogue 8 

to which both of these models contribute is a more likely presence. 

Damon there sings a song of tht·Jarted love and yet in the s·elf-absorption 

that such a refusal has induced and the goatherd 0 s unglamorous appear-

ance imported from !9.yll 11 as 1:rell as Liyll 3 9 there is a detachment 

1. Poems on Affairs of State: Au stan Satirical 
volume 6 edited by Frank H. Ellis New Haven 9 

vols. 9 
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qui ~a fo:re5..gn to the ly:::iccl tr:Jatment ·chcc :·:alsh cr:ginee:rs o ':'his is 

clearer in his Eclogue 3 l:!hich he acknouledges to have been u Taken from 

the Eie;hth Er.ln~ of Vir~ril 0 ? uhich reads as a scarcely modified 

translationo Fs~=o~~e 2 is a distant relation of ~y:l 11 9 uherc the 

Cyclops 9 Polyphesus 9 ludicrously sues for Galatea 0 s loveo Lycan is 

perhaps brought in from Eclogue 5 as advisor and the eviden~c of 

pastor&l neglect suggested by Bucaeus 0 s situation in ~yll ~0 vivifies 

the suggestions that Polyphemus is similarly distractedo The clearest 

debt is to Eclogue 2 uhere Corydon°s homosexual passion for Alexis 

sooth.oo itself in the duration of the song? Although these are clear 

signals that l<Jalsh 0 s models are 11correct 11 ~ there is little doubt that 

his interpretation of propriety is very much more straitened than the 
I 

classicalo Firstly 9 Eclogue 2 is uttered by Thyrsis 0 the gaiest one 

of all the Swains 9 ~Iho fed their Flocks upon th 0 Arcadian Plains 0 (1-2)0 

This does not stop his cellars being stocked 1:1i th 0 The richest I:Jines 

of Greece' (65)~ Absent is the hint of homosexuality abhorred in the 

"Preface" and also the incongruity of his pretensions to Galatea 0 s favour 

culminating in the fruitless suicidal gesture at the poem's closeo 

These uncommon details would have nullified any attempt at presenting 

-the--pastoral- as-typical-9-and-have ~al.l.o1rJed--them-to--appear.......more __ as....a__ _ _ ________ _ 

dramatic spectacleo Eclogue 4 shows Walsh turning his hand to an amoebean 

pastoral between Strephon and Damon with Lycan as judgeo There is a 

little of Virgil 0 s Eclogue 3 about the contesto The phrase 0 Alternate 

Verse delights the rural Muse 0 (3) is related to Palae~on°o 6 olternis 

dicetis; amant alterna Camenae 0 (59) ('In turns shall you sing; alternate 

songs the Muses Loveo0
) There is no stake~ however 9 and little cutting 

edge to the contesto Furthermore 0 there are chance details culled from 



a less spacific classical flavour to the pastoTals and yet there is 

obviously an avocation of its authority for the opening lir.es locate 

the herdsmen ~:Jell ui thin the Virgil ian pattern: 0 Stephan and De.rnon ° s 

flocks togethe:r fed 0 jr;:w cha:Trning S1·Jains c:s e 0 cr Arcadia bred; 0 
( 1=2) o 

Both singers are typical in their freshness and prime condition 9 hou-

ever much they may complain of love 0 s injusticea Arcadia for Gallus 

in Eclo~ 10 was a cruel contrast \'lith his o1;m care-uorn conditiono 

Strephon and Damon \'lear their cares for the duration of the contest 

and then discard thema 

In 11Delia11 
9 ivalsh 0 s adapt ion of gyll 1 and Eclogue 5 breaks new 

ground in two directions o Firstly 9 the t_enderness of Halsh 1 s l&l'llent 

is assured by substituting 0Delia 9 the queen of beauty' (8) for Daphnis 

the man the Nymphs had cherisheda In place of the powerful and controlled 

grief of the whole countryside 9 Delia is mourned by just one 'tuneful 

Swain °: 

Clasp 1 d to my glowing Breast 9 thou may'st revive 9 

I 0 ll breathe such tender Sighs shall make thee live; 
Or 9 if severer Fates that Aid deny 9 

If thou canst not revive~ yet I may dieo [11o 97-100] 

Secondly 9 it is the chastity of Delia that is her most valued asset 9 

and it is this quality which 9 if any 9 is singled out for praise: 

0 9 early lost~ 0 9 fitter to be led 
In cheerful Splendour to the Bridal Bed 9 

Than thus conducted to th 0 untimely Tomb 9 

A spotless Virgin in her Beauty's Bloom~ [11o 87-90] 

Considering that the nominal recipient of this accolade is the memory 

of a wife 9 Mrso Tempest 9 then Walsh 0 s special pleading is all the more 

exceptionala Daphnis could not have summoned such tenderness or have 

symboliZed purity or beautyo 

Walsh's 01i!!l Eclogues merely quote Theocritus or Virgil as impecc-

able references rather than attempt variations and extend their modelso 



'Ib.e rec.l inspiration is thG Rostcratior. song uherG tho address is 

s>:Jeetened and the loved one p12rified by pastoral ingredientso Uithout 

~~y ballast of intellectual interest~ the form may recognize other 

traditions but in reality censors themo Eclo~c 1 offers the pitiful 

scer.e of D~"Jon biddir.g faxeuell to Daphneo ':he .::J.Gcessa:ry inte:rcst is 

supplied by Daphne's most unpastoral observation~ 

Had you amon thG rest at first assail'd 
Ny Hea:rt~ tJhen free 9 you had 9 perhaps 9 prevaiPdo 
Now if you blame 9 Oh blame not me 9 but Fate 9 

That never brought you till hras gro1:m too late o [: "J; 23~26] 

Even this has a dr~uatic complication that is untraceable in Philip's 

uorko What is more familiar is the tender pathos of the closing lines 9 

culminating in 1Grief stops my Tongue 9 and Tears overflow my Eyes 9 (62). 

Here is no vespertinal gentleness where man and nature at sunset seem 

to be in accord 9 but an abrupt full-stop imposed by no internal logico 

In Eclogue 4 9 two further non-classical elements are in evidenceo 

Firstly 9 the reciprocation of statement and response that implies true 

skill and craftsmanlike concentration 9 in short 9 the admirable virtuoso 

performances of Eclogue 3 or lQyll 4 9 provide no basis for the part-

song of Damon and Strephon where 9 No Passions discom~ose thei~ Souls" 

but Love. 9 (6). They both strive to obtain 'the Prize of Beautyv not 

'the Merit of their tuneful Lays v (17~ Therefore 9 it is as lovers 

and not poets that these shepherds appear in the poemo Secondly 9 Walsh 

cannot so simplify his pastorals that urbane uit is displacedo Lycon 

dubs their efforts v amorous I:Jar 1 
9 and describe's the objects of their 

love in terms of erotic advice: 

Flavia deserves more Pains than she 1rrill cost; 
As easily got 9 were she not easily losto 
~ylvia is much more difficult to gain; 
But 9 once possessvd 9 uill well reward the Paino 
11Je 1r1ish them Flavias all 9 when first 'lrJe burn; 
But 9 once possess v d 9 \·Jish they 'lrJould Byl vias turn o [ 1 't_o 73-78] 

No Arcadian shepherd would treat his Flavia as a possession or be so 



·u·cntono Jn the ether her.d 9 t}H~ coarseness of Battus alld Corydon in 

Idyll 4 \'Jants such lightness of touch and 1:1orldly uisdomo Ualsh' s 

Eclogues show a robuster attitude to love than Philip 0 s but this does 

nor derive from classical models at allo For all his insistence on 

imitat~on 9 he c&A ha=dly be said to have i~itated in a ~cprcsentative 

fc:shiono Such 1;correctnessc1 stefils from a desire to create a pathetic 

landscape out of suitably delicate rustics 9 yet with a graceful urber.ity 

reinforced by classical allusiono 

This is not quite the pastoral view of Pope's worko It is sig~ 

nificant that Walsh's practical example and his own definition of 

"correctness" should have influenced Pope only marginallyo The earliest 

comments on the Pastorals are fulsome in their praiseo George Granville 9 

later Lord LB}lsdo\-Jne 9 \rJrote to one "Harry" (co 1705 or 1706) claiming 

that 'If Pope goes on as he has begun 9 in the Pastoral way 9 as 

Virgil 9 first try'd his Strength 9 we may hope to see English Poetry 

vie with the Roman and this Swan of Windsor sing as sweetly as the 

1 Mantuano 1 Walsh himself confessed to Wycherley (April 20 9 1705) that 

·~ tl the 1 Pl"oface 1 he had seen 9 presumably a first draft of the viscou:r;§e, 

~as 'very judicious and very learned 0 and yet the 0 Verses 1 were 0very 

were even in the early drafts: 'He has taken very freely from the 

Ancients 9 but what he has mixt of his own with theirs 9 is no way 

inferior to what he has taken from themo 'Tis no flattery at all to 

2 say 9 that Virgil had written nothing so good at his Ageo 0 This promise 

is of no small order; Pope 9 s appearance as the English Virgil 9 with 

1o Reprinted in Pope: The Critical Heritage 9 edited by John Barnard 
(London 9 1973) 9 po 59o 

2o Critical Heritage 9 ppo 59-60o 



foot on tt.e fiZ'st ste"J of tl1e S?eo'l.1s Rd P~:?.?:casst;_m smacks of a .... ~~..,-: -==--~ 

vocational desire to emulate Ancient example and canonize the learned 

pastoral in the face of a frequent aversion to the form as 11lou10 and 

easyo 

This judgement is only emphasised the more Pope himself chose a 

sui table shot-rcase for his first printed uorko In 1717 ~ at the prccoc~ 

ious age of 29 9 he oversavr the publication of his Horkso It is here 

that thenDiscourse"is seen for the first time 9 and some exten.sive 

annotation added to the main texta If the 1709 appearance in Tonson°s 

JVIiscellan;y, had been a carefully contrived entrance on the literary 

scene of a "correct" and learned craftsman 9 the 1717 edition has a 

rather different significanceo Primarily 9 the h'orks is a gesture of 

self-confidence and maturity 9 and given the recent altercation with 

those at Button~s 9 a vindication of a taste in poetry not just past~ 

oralsaThis is spelt out in the "Preface .. to the volume a rlhilst admitting 

that the 'Ancients (to say the least of them) had as much Genius as 

we 0 , Pope also allows that, with more pains and time 9 contemporary 

authors 'cannot fail to produce more complete piecesa 12 This sounds 

like fence-sitting 9 but as the ... ~r~f,~ce_''continues 9 it becomes obvious 

--·that .. the.authentic .. touchstones.for. .excellence . ..are __ An.cien_Lones--.andso ___ _ 

when ~e claims that 9 with time and energy 9 Modern authors might surpass 

them 9 their modernity is a purely nominal possession, for they would 

need to out-Virgil Virgil to create a more acceptable Aeneida This is 

underpinned by the lament 9 often made at this time 9 that as the class-

ical languages had survived so long 9 they had become a literary lingua 

franca 9 thus ensuring their transmission from age to ageo This prag-

1o See Wycherley 0 s fulsome praise in his letter to Pope dated May 17 9 

1709 (Correspondencc 9 1 : 58-59)0 

2o TE9 1 : 6o 



me.tic cpology fo:;_n the Ancients b:o:ir:t:s fo:rth a z-Hu.c.u }lumili ty i:c. Pope~ 

c ooothe utcost t-Ie c~ hopeQ is but to be ree-d in one Island 9 and to 

be thrown aside at the end of one Age 7 {1 : 7)0 

Pope then passes to an ur:cquivocnl statcocnt of his poetic phil~ 

osophy o :::n the midst of his first mc.jor classical trB.J.!slation~ the 

Iliad 9 Pope ~rites e.s one who can testify to the effice.cy and survival 

of traditional literary values 9 not only as a practitioner but also 

as a reader too: 1 I fairly confess that I have servQd myself all I 

could by reading: that I made use of the judgement of authors dead and 

livingo 1 "Correctness11 mcists in reading properly as \:-Jell as profiting 

by it in t,Jriting creatively oneself o Therefore 7 it comes as no surprise 

that Pope almost forces an institutional appreciation on the reader: 

'In this office of collecting my pieces 7 I am altogether uncertain 7 

whether to look upon myself as a man building a monument 9 or burying 

the dead?' (1 : 9). Posterity is the goal and craft is the meanso 

Tradition is a means of expressing the individual talent not stifling 

it~ 

All that is left us is to recommend our productions 
by the imitation of the Ancients: and it Hill be fotmd 
true 7 that in every age 7 the highest character for 
sense and learning has been obtain'd by those who have 

_l:L~eJ!.. most _indebt~ci__tQ_ them_o __ For __ to say __ tr_uth 9. _~;rhate~er. ___ _ 
is very good sense must have been common sense in all 
times; and what we call learning 7 is but the knowledge 
of the sense of our predecessorso Therefore those 1:1ho say 
our thoughts are not our own because they resemble the 
Ancients 9 may as well say our faces are not our own 9 

because they are like our fathers:ooo [1 : 7] 

The individual work is not autonomous, but is rather the nodal point 

of a cultural idealo Its virtues include the illustration of contin~ 

uity 7 and also the exclusion of marginal genres (such as ballad or 

lyric) or the attempts to include them in the accepted canono Most 

striking is its implicit recognition that Walsh's sentimental pastoral 

is not Ancient enougho In the Pastorals of 1709 9 even more in their 

L:-07 
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appec:rance in ~717 9 Popa c.dmiZ'es Uc;:ls~1 out has signific~::ntly chosen 

to do othenJise o 

"A " Discourse on Pa§tora]. Poetry seems to present little diffic-

1 
ulty given the manifesto outlined aboveo As a critical docurnent 9 

it is an eclectic a@alg£m of much received opinion about the forma 

Failing a classical treatise on the pastoral 9 Pope turns most to 

both Rapin and Fontanelle and attempts to harmonize them and so syn-

thesize a theory that 9 although familiar in spirit 9 is perhaps original 

in applicationo Audra and Williams 9 appreciating Congleton 9 s bipartite 

division bet\-Jeen the 0 rational 1 (Fontanelle) and -~neo-classic 0 (Rapin) 9 

are highly complimentary 9 regarding it as 0 the culminating statement 

of "neo-classic" theory a o a The "neo-classic" position. b.o.s grave t'!Teak-

nesses 9 it should be admitted 9 yet it is to Pope's Discourse that one 

must look for the most flexible 9 balanced 9 and polished statement of 
~ 

that position. ( 1 : 20) o This may be so if the ''Discourse" is accepted 

as a piece of genre-based consolidation 9 a summary of the influences 

Pope had admiredo There are particular problems 9 on the other hand 9 

if it is read as a philosophically coherent document 9 for the balance 

· · -sought--between- -the"~Go];den-Age--o-f- Rap in--and .. the .. rur.al . ..tr.anq.uili.ty_of .. 

Fontanelle is at best an uneasy compromise rather than a new synthesise 

Pope states that his design is to 0 comprizeooothe substance of those 

numerous dissertations that Criticks have made on the subject 9 without 

omitting any of their rUles in his o1rm favour v ( 1 : 23). According 

to his footnotes 9 he explicitly drav!s on the \'!FOrk of Heinsius 9 Fontenelle 9 

Chetwood 9 Dryden and 9 mostly 9 Rapino In his major conclusions 9 however 9 

he takes note of Rapin above allo 

1o The full text is in TE 9 ~ 23-33o 



Rspin' s tuo main premises state that all contemporary pastors:::. 

poetry imitates the practice of Theocritus 9 and 9 especially 9 Virgil 9 

ru1d that thereby it dczcribes life as lived in the Golden Ageo
1 

This 

is Pope 0 s o~~ conclusion if notice is only taken of certain pessageso 

He recsons thnt 

since the instructions given for any art are to be 
deliver'd as thnt art is in perfection 9 they must of 
necessity be deriv 0 d from those in uhom it is ac:mo\·J= 
ledg'd so to beo 'Tis therefore from the practice of 
Theocritus and Virgil 0 (the only undisputed authors 
of Pastoral) that the Cri ticks have dracm the fore-
going notions o o o .[ '1 : 29] 

The Spenserian strain of bucolic is not expressly included and even 

Theocritus sins against the modesty of the genreo Virgil is most 

commended for his judgement and regularity 9 although it is admitted 

that he might be criticized for a certain pastoral indecorum and a 

lack of Theocritean simplicityo Theocritus might have ~~itten better 

pastorals yet the Eclogues seem better poemso In following Virgil 0 s 

example 9 therefore 9 Pope sails close to surpassing the pastoral genre 

altogethero This is a mere hint for Pope more consistently treats 

L:-09 

Ancient example as an abstract pattern 9 a homogeneous statement of the 

"natural" facet of poetic composition called Pastoral not a series of 

who have most endeavour 9 d to make these ancients their pattern 1 
( 1 : 30). 

Pope then yokes the literary convention of the Golden Age with the 

Ancient pastoralo This is by no means an accurate association; Cos and 

Arcadia were forms of this ideal but these places are not only myth-

ologicalo Only in Eclogue 4 is the Golden Age mentioned explicitly and 

then it is only as a future stateo It is in Rapin that Pope recognizes 

the usefulness of the myth:'Pastorals were the invention of the simp-

1 o See pp o 25 -31 o 
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l.icity and. innocence of that Golden Age 9 if the:::-e t!as over any such~ 

or certainly of that time t-Jhich succeeded the beginning of the Uorldo 01 

By 1717 the hesitancy has disappeared: 

If ue \·Jould copy Nature 9 it may be useful to tClke this 
coz:sid.erc.tio::J. 2lo:.1g tJith \:S 9 thc;.t P2storel is an iLJ.s.ge 
of tJhat they ccll the Golden age a So that t!e 2re not 
to dcsc~ibe o~r shepherds as shepherds at th~s cloy really 
~e 9 but as they may be conceiv 0 d then to have b0en; 
1:1hen a notion of quality ~:ras annex 0 d to that name 9 

and the best of men follou 0 d the employmento [~ : 25] 

Pastorals 9 for Pope 9 are not mimetic of anything other than a partie= 

ular literary ideala They are not validated by perceptual reality but 

rather by the skill with which the Ancient pastoral is imitatedo The 

addition of the Golden Age ensures that the less corporeal ~ylls and 

Eclogues drop out of viev1 a 2 'Ihis non-mimetic apology vJould have been 

sufficiento Notwithstanding this 9 Pope attempts to incorporate some 

of the modern sentiments of Fontenelle who had expressly required 

the only imitation to be of nature 9 even if a little beautifiedo The 

concept of the classical imitation and the Golden Age is refuted by 

Fontenelle so the mixture of ideas has to be particularly 1r1ell assortedo 

Pope is at some pains to credit his sourceso Fontenelle is the 

first authority quoted and occurs in his notes once morea Rapin's 

_tre.atise . is .. only_cited....once.o- Fontenelle 1 -S--in.f-1-uence .... can on-l-y be-seen-- --· 

exclusively in two passageso The first is in the second paragraph of 

the'Discourse~ Fontenelle accounts for the first appearance of the 

genre by claiming that the 'primitive Shepherds 9 amidst the Tranquility 

and Leisure which they enjoy'd, bethought themselves of singing their 

Pleasures and their Loveso 13 As the keeping of flocks was probably 

1o Treatise 9 po 14a 

2a Rapin~s view.is unremittingly idealistic: 'Pastoral belongs properly 
to the Golden Age 0 because 0 Poetry fashions its subject as ~-ien imagine 
it should be 9 and not as really it iSooo 1 (po 37)o 

3o Of Pastorals 9 po 277a 



the first occupation 9 therefore 9 the form is not sanctioned by litersry 

originality but a logical supposition based on naturalistic assumptionso 

Pope~ o version follm.Js Fontcnelle closely: c 'l'he or:i ginal of Poetry is 

ascribed to that age ~trhich succeeded the creation of the 1rrorld: And 

as the keeping of flocks seems to have been the first employment of 

1.:·11 

mankind 9 the most ancient sort of poetry vJas proba·oly pastoral c ( 1 23) o 

It is therefore "natural" that the pastoral Nas the product of their 

leisure-hours o Pope has hJo directions open to him at this point 9 for 

the fascination and pleasure from reading these early songs could on 

the one hand derive from a sympathetic involvement with their as yet 

uncorrupted state or a more intellectual appreciation of the artistic 

commemoration of a cultural idealo Pope weights the balance in favour 

of the lattero In tracing the development of the form 9 he recognizes 

that it has now been 'improv'd to a perfect image of that happy time; 

which by giving us an esteem for the virtues of a former age 9 might 

recommend them to the present 1 
( 1 24)o This is no Modern conclusion 

based on Fontenelle's treatise but an ingredient which mitigates some 

of its radical idealso Firstly 9 it produces a pastoral that has 

already achieved its perfection of form and therefore does not allow 

pr6gressi-orf or development o Secondly 9- the Anc-ients have- handed down 

to contemporary poets an °image 1 of happiness not a series of rhetor-

ical traps to excite a sensual reading" Lastly, this 'image' is not 

composed by culling suitable details from observation but is an 

exempl&ry one 9 instilling 1 esteem' for the pasta Far from balancing 

both Rapin and Fontenelle 9 as Pope appears to 9 this is really Fontenelle 

in the service of Rapine Indeed 9 many of the 'foregoing notions' that 

critics have deduced to form a perfect idea of the pastoral form, are 

these neo-classical opinions which pose as "innocent" facts of literary 

lifeo 
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Pope is mora respectful of Fonte~1e:::..1e in the sacor:d passage uhich 

ft " bears the signs of Modern influenceo The whole Discourse betrays a 

certain nervousmlbS about the pdcnt nrtificiality of R&p-in' s Golden 

Age o The possibility that this '\"IOlJ.ld mea..t"'"l that pastoral poetry uas a 

mere formalistic exercis2 "t·Jas a very real possibili tyo Even so~ Pope; s 

unsvJerving allegience to the value of ::_mi tat ion could have supplied 

a value even for this artifice o Ho1:iever 9 an unnecessary literal-

mindedness is evident in the middle passageso In confirming the trad-

itional brevity of the Idyll or Eclogue 9 there is no hint that there 

is any aesthetic advantage from it: 'we cannot suppose Poetry in those 

days to have been the business of the ancient shepherds 9 but their 

recreation at vacant hours 1 (1 26). This reasonable conjecture 

would be superfluous if it were admitted that these 'ancient shepherds' 

were inhabitants of the Golden Age and just part of the imaginative 

fabric of the myths that all true pastoralists shareo Pope desires 

more and wishes to render this poetry "naturally11 o It is clear that 

this "nature" stems not so much from the carefully-\vrought form as from 

the plausibility of the participants depicted 9 that is 9 by a non-artistic 

yardstick: 'But with a respect to the present age 1 nothing more conduces 

to me.Ke these-· composures natural-9 than v.Jhen-·some- Knowledge in -rural 

affairs is discover'do This may be made to appear rather done by chance 

than on design 9 and sometimes is best shown by inference; lest by too 

much study to seem natural 9 we destroy the delight- 1 (1 : 26-27). 

The morality is a form of circumstantial plausibility 9 an aid not only 

to a measure of verisimilitude but a supply of delight in itselfo This 

small section is a bridge to the interpolation of some acknowledged 

Fontenellian material which introduces the possibility that a sensitive 

reading might also have to 1 observe 1 as well as read about the count-

ryside: 'For what is inviting in this sort of poetry (as Fontenelle 



observes) proceeds not so much from the Idea of a Count:ry life itself? 

as from that of its Tranquilityo 0 This perception is heavily censored 

iu the interests of e. pl el'lsurable impression of "natural" form - rural 

life 'Iilith the 1:1ork token ouL Pope 9 hct-Jever 9 is quite uorkmanlike in 

recognizing the inevitability of fiction: q-Jc must therei'ore use son:e 

illusion to render a Pastoral delightful; and this consists in expos-

ing the best side only of a Shepherd 0 s life 9 and in concealing its 

miseries 0 ( 1 : 27)¢ What is more Pope cites this thought as Fontenelle 0 s 

in the notes 9 therefore publicizing the Modern side to the argumento 

The esteem for past virtue must also be pleasurable and so must 

involve a 0 design 1 d scene or prospect' ( 1: 28) which 9 to avoid the 

monotony of a moral that is too plain 9 must also be introduced with 

a certain varietyo If it was only Golden Age Shepherds that Pope 

described, the illusion 1:1ould not be necessary and their misery neg-

ligible as earlier he had the 0 ancient shepherds' celebrating their 

own °felicity 0 in their leisure-hourso 

The second Modern passage Pope incorporates is rather indigest-

ible materialo Its consistent creed is nee-Aristotelian in that coherent 

form is of prime importanceo The pastoral form should be clearly 

separated from- the "l-ower'!... species .. of .song 01:' ev:en th:e er()tie past-

orals of Fontenelle and given its classical statuso This "gentrific-

ation" of the genre is, in effect, the reinstatement of the knowledge-

" 1\ able poet to the \..rorld of letterso Although the Discou:rse appears as 

Pope's first finished critical piece., there is evidence from his 

letters and the Essay on Criticism (1711) that it is not so much the 

rules that mattered as the classical reverence for form and clear, 

simple but varied, expressiono This is why he distrusted Halsh's 

advice to cultivate correctness alone which he felt was too near to 

an admiration for purely 'mechanical Rules 0 and which prevented the 



'L aspiring artist entering into ~the true Design anc.l. Genius of an Authoro' 

A reconciliation between the life and vigour of genius and the econ-

om:.cal simplicity of true design \10U:i.d entail cm"eful <..;;ork c..."l.d ';Jould 

be the distinguish~.ng max-k of a poet as opposed to a mere versifier o 

This principle can be traced in his dislike for Crashat·J 9 u 'i:Jhose c:Jorks 

may just deserve reading"~ 

All that regards Design 9 Form 9 Fable 9 (which is 
the Soul of Poetry) all that concerns exactness 9 or 
consent of parts 9 ( irJhich is the body) 11ill probably be 
wanting; only pretty conceptions, fine metaphors 9 

glitt'ring expressions 9 and something of a neat cast 
of Verse 9 (which are properly the dress 9 gems 9 or loose 
ornaments of poetry) may be found in these versesooo 
These Authors who write 'for diversion only' shou'd 
be consider2d as Versifiers and witty Men 9 rather than 
as Poetso 

The substantial skills are those which involve a concentration of att-

ention and a degree of interrelatedness and which disregard the 'loose 

ornaments 0 of poetryo Ornamentation itself and the 9 Rapture and fire 0 

of Homer 9 for example, are 9 on the other hand, necessary 0 but only so 

in the cultivation of a plan or designo 0 3 Similarly 9 in discussing his 

own correction of Hycherley 1 s poems 9 his central concern is to achieve 
h 

concentration, force and simplicity o · 'I'his is not to say that Pope 

despised tec@ica1_:Q~~fection; his mm discussion of versification 

displays his respect for necessary 0 rules 0
o These 1rules' however were 

only a means to an endo In his letter to Cromwell of May 7 9 1709 9 Pope 

agrees with his friend 0 s advice against the hiatus but is hesitant about 

its prescriptive force: 0 I thought your Observation true enough to 

1 o Correspondence 9 1 

2o Correspondence 9 1 

3o See his letter to Ralph Bridges (April 5 9 1708) 9 Correspondence 9 1 44o 

4o Correspondence 9 1 : 16 o 



be past into & Rulc 9 but not a Rv.lc ~-ri....,.thout Exceptions, no:::- that 

ever it had been reduc'd to Practise ' ( 1 : 57). This pragmatism lies 

behind Pope;s long letLer on v2rsificotion to Cromwell of 25 November 9 

W~Oo "lli..~len 7 clearly demands a recognition of the part the subject 

matter has to play in determining style~ that is 9 the poet should 

not attempt a modish elegance in every composition but develop a 

variety of styles to be deployed according to the context: 0 (7) It is 

not enough that nothing offends the Ear 9 that the Verse beoooCoulante; 

but a good Poet uill adapt the very Sounds 9 as t.Jell as \"lords 9 to the 

Things he treats ofo So that there iSoooa Style of SoundoooThis is 

evident ev 0 ry i:Jhere in Homer and Virgillo o o 1 
( 1 : 107)0 The "Souln of 

poetry is near to the Aristotelian concept of "action": a central axis 

round which the wit of the creator provides pleasing variety 9 always 

tempered by a judicial talent for recognising what is relevant to 

the main designo Charles Sanders'.,s 1:1ork on Essay on Criticism corroborates 

this evidence of Pope 9 s early poetic theorieso
1 

In drawing several 

comparisons between Pope's Essa~ and similar work by George Granville 

(Lord Lansdmme) 9 Roscommon and Mulgrave 9 Sanders discovers a Pope 

peculiarly alive to very recent readings of Homer and Vida, and willing 

to create -a 'new syrithe-sis out. of by no means complementary: theses_o Just 

as Pope attempts to imitate Rapin, Fontenelle 9 Chetwood and Dryden in 

t4 1l 

his Dis_cou:rse_9 Sanders illustrates his attempt to alloy the varied 

conclusions of several earlier verse-essayists and concludes that Pope 0 s 

"Nature" is both ideal and created 9 and not assembled empirically: 

Comparable to marriage or managing the Muse 9 s steed 9 

Nature is an ideal state involving two agents: Judge
ment, sagacious without frigidity 9 simple Hithout 

1 o " 1 First Follm11 Nature 0 

289-302o 
An Annotation11

9 English Studies 9 49 (1968), 



vulga:rity~ _profound 1:Jithout o·osc-writy; anC. \jit 9 or 
imagination 9 conceding that exemplary fls.1:Jless 0 grace 
beyond the reach of art 0

9 all the more effective in 
conjunction ~;nth its 0 antithesis 0 o [p. 302]-

To ioi tate is to attempt to find those authors trho 9 by standing the 

test of time 9 can tr~ly be said to have had access to Truth. Their 

survival testifies to that fact. The _poet must~ ttcrefcrc 9 embody 

their design and spiriL 11Nature 11 is no relaxation of o.rtistic control 

in contradistinction T:Jith "Art 11
9 but rather a mean 1r1hich sets limits 

and outlines the possible and trueo As Pope has it in the Essay on 

Criticism 1 °Naturc to all things fix 0 d the Limits fit 0 (52) and is 

herself 0 restrained/ By the same laws which first herself ordain°d 0 

(90-91). It is Nature 9 not Homer or Virgil alone 9 that ordains law. 

Therefore 9 it is really Nature 9 embodied in the Ancients 9 that deserves 

emulation 9 the spirit not the letter that breathes life into the 

"rules". 

Pope 0 s Artifice in his Pastorals 

It is only recently that Pope's Pastorals have been read as 

more than a rococo piece of decorationo As Audra and Williams explain 9 

'criticism of the Pastorals has tended frow the beginning to prize the 

cr~f~s~an~hj.p revealed in their verse and to minimize the 1rJorth of 

their substance 1 (1 : 50). This has often led critics to suppose 

that their artifice is exclusive of a serious commitment to anything 

other than a self-regarding hubris. Bonamy Dobree voices this dispar-

agement in terms that expect instant acquiescence: 

Artificial? Why 9 of courseo vfuat else should they be? 
They were precisely the same sort of thing as Dryden's 
Shepherds and Shepherdesses. On those terms we can like 
themo •• Serious and passionate? Why no; not with respect 
to the life supposedly represented, 1but with respect to 
the poetry 9 a thousand times yeso 

1. Alexander Pope (London 9 1952) 9 po 23o 

L:-16 



( 'I'he life supposedly represented' :Dobre"e \·Jishes to C:.ivorce fran; 

the 'poetry' o This distinction is only 1:Jorth1:Jhile if the reader 

expects h.is pastoral poetry to be the songs of shepherds and not 

poetso Recent critical interest has not been so concerned vith the 

'l 
Pastorals' mimetic validityo · Indeed it is only by starting from 

Pope 1 s o1:m assumption that their formal qualities uere significant 

'-:·17 

in their Ol·m right that a serious reading can be recovered o The prob-

ability is that the melancholy loves of Hylas and Aegon or the parched 

Alexis uere considered an adequate expression of the formal 9 imitative 

techniques of the poetry? not vice versao The "reality11 is the forma 
,. \\ 

The Dis~oursc has much to say that is not deliberately imitative 

about matters of designo Indeed 9 as Pope dismisses Cra,sha\"1 9 so he 

wishes to state his own definition of what trully constitutes pastoral 

poetry; 'There are not, I believe 9 a greater number of any sort of 

verses than of those which are called Pastorals 9 nor a smaller, than 

of those which are trully so,u (1 : 23) is the first sentenceo This 

sorting is often carried out using criteria of coherent design and 

1 o See especially Reuben BrovJer 9 Alexander Pope : Poet of Alluoic111 
(Oxford, 1959) 9 ppo 15-34; Thomas Ro Ed'vrards 9 Jr o 9 This Dark Estate: 

.A Reading of Pope (B~:r;~el,~y 9 _Cao 9 1963) 9 ppo 12-22; Martin Co Battestin 9 

"The Transforming Power : Nature ·a.nd- Arl._in1'ojfe.'s· Pastorals'\---Eight-
eenth-Century Studies, 2 (1969), 183-204; Elizabeth Gurr 9 Pope 
(Edinburgh, 1971), ppo 7-11; David Durant, "Man and Nature in 
Alexander Pope's Pastorals", Studies in English Literature 9 11 (1971), 
. . 469~85; Pat Rogers, "Rhythm and Recoil in Pope us Pastorals" 9 

Eighteenth-Century Studies, 14 (1980-81), 1-17o Brower identifies 
the 'sheer delightfulness of sound for its own sake 9 an English 
equivalent for Theocritean sweetness' (po 23), and Edwards adopts 
Empson's term to describe Pope's shepherds: the 'pastoral of 
innocence' or an °image of perfect humanity' (po 19)o This formal 
expertise has been selected to prove Pope's desire for a chaste, 
eternal sphere over against the temporal, yet natural (Battestin) 
or alternatively to illustrate the dissatisfaction he felt with 
such an artificial form (Durant)o Pat Rogers has demonstrated the 
almost Renaissance fascination Hith the conceit of the music of timeo 
Pope's choice of form and its supposed innate derivativeness is the 
central conclusion of Foster Provost, Pope's Pastorals : An Exercise 
in Poetical Technigue (Baton Rouge, Lao 9 1954) and Leonard Moskovit, 
"Pope and the Tradition of the Neoclassical Imitation", Studies in 
English Literature, 8 (1968), 445-62a 
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compact thougl1t o Poems &re? as a uhole? images of the Golder:. Age. I1:. 

e&ch poem ia designid scene or prospect is to be presented to our 

should be iproperly of the heroic messurei? although 

also striving to be s~ooth and ithe most easy and flouing imaginable 0 

( 1: 28-29). ~~eocritus is criticised for descriptions that axe too 

long such as that of the Cup in Idyll 1. 0 Rogul&rity and brevity 0 a=e 

Virgilian virtues tlhereas Spenser 0 s Eclogues do not have that con~ 

centratedi spare quality. He is also 0 too allegorical 0 and 0 not concise 

enough 0
• However? Spenser is to be praised for his advance in formal 

matters~ na'I!ely the inclusion of the Calendar-motif \·Jhereby 1 he compares 

human life to the several seasons? and at once exposes to his readers 

a vie1r1 of the great and little ;.,_rorlds 9 in their various changes and 

aspects 0 (1 32). He therefore contains change in a cyclical structure; 

human life~ as Pope himself realized by the inclusion of thed
1
Messiah

1
: 

may have its rebirths as vJell as Nature. The "allegorical11 is dis-

trusted both for its loose "action" and the frequency 1.1i th 1.o.1hich it 

implied the proximity of an uncreated public 11\"Jorld 11
• This might 

be the motive behind Pope 1 s distrust of Spenser 1 s example. The Calendar 

afforded too many similar divisions which led to a certain redundancy 

ordescription-- 11trhencG" i-t comes- to-pass that s_ome of his Eclogues (as 
-- ---- ----- --

the sixth~ eighth~ and tenth~ for example) have nothing but their titles 

to distinguish them'. Pope's alternative is a gain in compressed sig-

nificance 9 for the year has not that variety in it to furnish every 

month with a particular doocription 9 as it may every season' (1-: 32). 

It is then that Pope proceeds to outline his own design 1 claiming 

that he has only admitted those themes suitable for a true pastoralo 

This emphasis on orderly material and the correct imitation of those 

past examples tV'hich embody pastoral "nature" is a gesture of praise 

for the virtues of continuity and transcendence. The poems both 



demonstrate & self-consciously ordained classicism c:.:nd a.r.""l ideali2ad 

t-Ji thdral'ml from the contingent and historical o 

TI1e Pastorals arc an imitation not of a particular model but of 

Pope 0 s o"l!'m conception of the Pastoral tradition o It is as an &bstract 

order 9 cleared of the mitigations of contact uith anarchic reality 

that the Pastoral is imitatedo In Essay on Criticism? he imagines 

Virgil 1 s consultation of Homer 1 s 1 bold design 1 (136) to be both a 

lesson in the rules and also 1 Nature 0 s fountains' (133)o This is 

consistent vJith the claim in his Guardian paper 173 (SepL 29 1 1713) 

that his own taste for 0 the amiable Simplicity of unadorned Nature 0 

in gardens was in effect 'the Taste of the Ancientso 11 In an earlier 

Guardian contribution (12 1 March 25 1 1713) he analyses the pleasure 

that a reading of imitations produceso In terms that point forward 

to the "Preface" to his ~Jorks ( 1717) 9 the influence of classical culture 

is reified by recourse to the image of heredity: the new imitation 

is a copy in the same sense as a child bears the marks of family 

resemblance: 'Such Copyingsooogive that kind of double Delight which 

we perceive when we look upon the Children of a beautiful Couple; 

where the Eye is not more charm'd with the Symmetry of the Parts 1 

than -fl:le li/Jind -by observing--the- Resembl-ance--transmitted-from_Parents 

to their Offspring 1 and the mingled Features of the Father and the 

Mother~ This pleasureis a 'superaddition' in that the prime requisite 

is still mimetic in a more direct sense: 'But over and above a just 

Painting of Nature 1 a learned Reader will find a new Beauty superadded 

in a happy Imitation of some famous Ancient, as it revives in his 

Mind the Pleasure he took in his first reading such an Authoro 12 

1o Prose Works, po 145o 

2o Prose Works,ppo 90-91o 
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Popo' s highly imitat:'.ve Pastorals &:re m: attempt to u!'ite "natu::::'c.llyn 

in a pastoral mode 9 \'.fearing the traces of influence boldly to add not 

only Quthority but also ~~ extra sourcP. of pleasureo In ~erforming 

this 9 there tJas a greater chance that such pastorals 1:1ould be coherent 

and concentratedo 

Even before Pope 1 s annotations were introduced in 1736 9 the 

Pastorals were obviously testimonies to a time-honoured literary trad-

itiono The very first lines of "Spring11 place Pope in relation to his 

sources of inspiration: 

First in these Fields I try the Sylvan Strains 0 

Nor blush to sport on 11/indsor' s blissful Plains: 
Fair Thames floc1 gently from thy sacred Spring 9 

Whilst on thy Banks Sicilian Muses sing; 
Let Vernal Airs thro' trembling Osiers play 9 

And Albion 1 s Cliffs resound the Rural layo [11" 1-6] 

The most ancient springs of pastoral influence ('Sicilian Muses 0
) are 

to water 0 Windsor 1 s blissful Plains 0
9 not merely any generalized 

native image but specifically Pope himself 9 fresh from his years of 

reading near Windsoro The references to the Thames and Windsor are 

not really an attempt to naturalize the form at all; a 1 sacred spring' 

flo1:Js into the Trlctme.s :c-eclolent of Sicilyo Pope may commence by announcing 

that he is to 1 try 1 the 'Rural lay' specifically in 1 these' Windsor 

fields and yet 9 as Pope himself noted in 1736 9 this is an imitation 

of the opening lines of Eclogue 6o The opening couplet is thus an explan-

ation of 111hy Pope will not 'blush' to visit 'Sylvan strains' on the 

'blissful' plains of Windsoro Windsor loses its localized signif-

icance and becomes as emblematic as'Albion's Cliffs' 9 more akin to 

the 'green Retreats 9 / At once the Monarch's and the Muse's Seats' which 

can embody Edenic splendour found in Windsor Forest (1713)o As Pope 

claimed that the first part relating to the country was written at the 

same time as the Pastorals 9 the "1:Jindsors11 may not be so dissimilar o 

In any case 9 the opening couplet also suggests not just Virgilian 



Ro~e Sicilian Strains:/ Nor blush 1 d the Derick Muse to dwell on 

H:mtua..l'l l?lains 1 (1-2); The command to the Tharnes (3) is even an 

allusion to Spenser 1 s Prothalamion: c Stmete Themmes runne softly 9 till 

.,.. d s ' 2 ... en my ong. · Uindsor is looking 1 g.ree:'l :..n description 1 and. y2t 

for all that 9 for all the 11n&tural1 Vernal Airs that rustle the Osiers 9 

it is an emblem of Varus 1 s/Trumbull 1 s retreat from public aff&irs. 

There are similar openings to the remaining three seasons. Pope 

l11as clear in his intentions in the note of 1736. The opening lines of 

"Summer" were to recall Spenser 1 s "Januarye" 9 "Autumn11 to recall 

Eclogue 1 and "l.r>Jinter" 1_~yll 1. This scheme may have been sl01rJ in 

maturing. Although Pope is canvassing Walsh's opinion on the eventual 

opening lines of "Summer17 in 1706, the version of 1709 and 1717 is 

quite different: 

A Faithful Swain 9 whom love had taught to sing, 
Bewail 1 d his Fate beside a silver Spring; 
vfuere gentle Thames his winding Waters leads 

3 Thro 1 verdant Forests, and thro' flow'ry Meads. 

Spenser is only rehabilitated in 1736. The technique is then seen to 

be col;.sistcnt. Pcpc ic C'l:::tnifestly errmle.ti ng :r~st examples and re-

asserting those themes that are most fit for Pastoral. His choice is 
---

not surprising. Audra and vJilliams claim that 6Pope 1 s Pastorals 

follow the general patterns of classical pastorals o o.' tvhich is only 

partially accurate as there is no representative of either Theocritean 

ba1r1dy or Vigil ian interest in politics ( 1 : 42). Given this reduced 

1. Eclogue 6, Poems, 2 : 894. 

2. Poetical Works, ppo 601-2. 

3. This version and the history of the early drafts can be found at 
TE, 1 : 71, 477-82o 
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range~ Pope do::::s introduce so:ne populcrr types" "SpTing;; is a;.1 .s.GoGbo.e an 

eclogue as is 11Autumnn 9 the one based on competition the other nota 

nsumme:cn is a love~compl~int 9 and il1:Jinterr1 An elegy in memory of a 

d~ad shephcrdesso These conventions suggest the continuity of certain 

pastoral attitude so Houever 9 the basic frc.me1:;ork of each of ?o:pe 1 s 

eclogues is not formed on the pattern of any one poemo As Hith the 

"Disco_urse'; Pope 0 s procedure is rather more eclectic than in the 

imitation strictly interpretedo 11Spring" promises Pope's version of 

Silenus's song 9 but turns out to be less ambitious material 9 resembling 

the contests of Eclogues 3 and 7 and 9 indirectly 9 Idylls 4 and 5o 

T'.ne tradition of melancholic love-complaints is evoked by "Summcr11
9 

which 9 despite the revised opening 9 is really a series of appropriate 

allusions to not only Spenser's 11Januarye" but also Idyll 11 and 

Eclogue 2o Although Pope claimed in 1736 that "Autumn" was 0 like 

the 8tho of Virgil 1
9 it is also a near relation to both ~ylls 2 and 

3o The sources of "Hinter" are a little more diverseo 1£,yll 1 prov-

ided Virgil's ground-work for Eclogue 5 in its lament for Daphnis 9 

the inventor of bucolic songo To these obvious sources 9 Pope added 

Oldham's translations of Bion and Moschus and 9 in a gracious gesture 9 

-a series- of- overt allusions to--Walsh-1-s--Deliao 

This range of allusions is not merely scholarly ingenuity but 

part of a concerted effort to tap the energy of an unlocalized 

pastoral spirito In suggesting the continuity of a whole tradition 9 

it was necessary to avoid adapting one particular poem or one special 

master 9 and although that spirit is apparently classical 9 it does not 

exclude more recent pastoral ~·IOrko This mixture has appeared an aesthetic 

mistake, ever since Joseph Warton: 9 A MIXTURE of British and Grecian 

ideas may justly be deemed a blemisha 11 This impropriety can only be 

1a An Essay on the Hritings and Genius of Pope 9 volume 1 (1756) 9 reprinted 
in Pope : The Critical Heritage 9 po 384o 



felt i.n a reac~ing antc:gonistic to clasaical inflv.encGs and the desire 

to :-cevalue it in relation to the present. Hore serious is Johnson's 

chc.rge that the Pastorals \-.Jan ted inYention; 'The :imitations are so 

ambitiously frequent that the 't<rri ter evidently means rather to sho1;1 

his li teratui~e than his ui t. 1 
1 

·rn:.at remains is musical versification 

and an ear for harmony. 

l'I'nat has not often been granted is the extent to t-Jhich Pope 

can actually distance and extend his inheritance. In the commendatory 

verses that preface his 1:Jorks~ Pope is fulsomely praised~ none more 

so than by Thomas Parnell. In "To Mr. POPE11 , he pits Virgil and his 

fellow Scriblerian: 

How might he tune th'alternate reed with thee, 
Perhaps a Strephon thou, a Dauhnis he; ••• 
Smile, all ye valleys, in eternal spring, 
Be hushed, ye winds~ while Pope and Virgil sing. [11. 33-349 45-46] 2 

There is no hint here of the Eclogues combining with or effacing the 

new 'Sylvan Strains' o Parnell 1 s admiration, as \·Jycherley 1 s 9 stems from 

Pope's capacity to rival Virgil not publicize him. There is therefore 

a sense of a positive modification 1;1hich is the possible advantage 

that the iruitatio<'l -~Jill enjoy ovor tho irni tnted o 

Part of Harton's objection had been to Pope's lack of originality 

in rural description, the lack of a 1 single rural image that is new.' 

This had accompanied a manifest lack of sympathy with, and inaccuracy 

in understanding 9 the Golden Age metaphor :'That the design of pastoral 

poesy is, to represent the undisturbed felicity of the golden age, is 

an empty notion, which, though supported by a Rapin and a Fontenelle 9 

I think 9 all rational critics have agreed to exstirpate and explodeo 13 

1. Lives of the Poets, 3 : 224. 

2. Poems on Several Occasions, ppo 107-8. 

3· Pope : the Critical Heritage 9 p. 383. 



He bases thiG an tho c.ssumption that Theocritus hc.d actual:J..y p::-csented 

a faithful version of Mediterranean beauty. Pope did not believe this 

nor did he alloH the Golden Age or 'Tranquility' motif as much prom-

~i 'I inence as it assumes in the Discourse. Alexis is parched by unrel-

enting sun c.s 1:Jcll as m:requited love. Aegon is threat to commit 

suicide is not dismissed as melodraoatic attitudinizingv and ~<yrsis 

feels 0 Sharp Borec.s' blow and all Nature decay in the clutches of 

time. In all the poems except possibly 17Spring~ 1 there is an attempt 

to confront the gesture of 1:1i thdra\·Jal from the public ~:rorld t-Ji th 

the threat that all sublunary security is temporary. 

Part of this withdrawal is undertaken by alluding to the classical 

past. "Spring" contains echoes of the contests beb-Jeen Damoetas and 

Henalcas of Eclogue 3 and behreen Corydon and Thyrsis of Eclogue 7. 

From Eclogue 3 there is taken the decorative details of Daphnis's bowl 

and his own ignorance of its figures 9 Delia's flirting with Strephon 

and the riddles that close the responses. From Eclogue 7, besides 

the several stylistic arrangements, there is the regenerative force 

heralded by Delia 1 s smile. "Summer" gestures t01.11ards the self -absorption 

of the Cyclops and Corydon and especially their alienation from the 

natural -processes- that bring--!!e-1-ief. ~'Autumn!' is a -mo:I!e-direct re-

modelling of the concerns of Eclogue 8: Damon's despair at Nysa's 

betrothal to Mopsus and Alphesiboeus 0 s success in securing Daphnis. 

The elegiac design of "Winter" carries echoes of the mourning flocks 

and eventual transcendence that is the lot of Daphnis in Eclogue 5. 

However, more striking is the number of more mqdernv even contemp-

crary, influences not credited by Pope in 1736, especially Dryden's 

translationsv Congreve 1 s The •rears of Amaryllis and, in "Winter", 

'irlalsh' s Delia. This is to say nothing of the compliment to lrlaller 

and Granville in "Spring" (46). Certainly, Pope's study had not 

convinced him that the spirit of the lyrical Virgil had died. 



in the boldness of their design and the refusal to allm-J the individual 

image to detract from the more abstract frameworko The ~Jickenham 

editors observe that the scenery gathers 0 man and his concerns into 

the larger harconies of Nature 0 (1 ~ 54)o It can only suggest this 

if the 1-JOrk tr~mscends its influences that uould tie it to other 

aimso Ho1-1ever 9 Pope needed to suggest the presence of classical 

culture by certain external allusions~ an achievement highlighted 

by the eventual annotation that accompanied the poetryo His variations 

from Ancient examples stressed that it engaged a later age in a living 

contact, not as a dead letter 9 yet the similarities suggested just 

enough that it lofas still a source of strength and authorityo 

This symbiotic relationship is best illustrated in practiceo It 

is possible that Pope's own definition of 11correctness 11 lay in matters 

of versificationo 
1 

The laboured mctrics of the Pastorals t-Jould seem 

to suggest an author anxious to please in his first published pieceo 

On the other hand 9 this studied grace of expression has a signif~ 

icance beyond its formalistic gestureso Virgil was admired for his 

compression of meaning and harmonious styleo If English was to aspire 

__ t_o the_ timel.ess __ condition_of the-Latin .tongue~ it -1:-JOuld-have--to 

imitate these qualities 9 even with its lack of inflection and its 

frequency of auxiliary wordso Warton had been irritated by the liter~ 

ariness of this mode of imitation 'rrhere Pactolus and Thames, IPJindsor 

and Hybla jostle each other in a pastiche of 'blemished' and obviously 

artificial descriptions: 

It is somewhat strange that in the pastorals of a 
young poet there should not be found a single rural 
image that is new 9 oooThe ideas of Theocritus, Virgil, 

1o See especially the central passage in the Essay on Criticism 9 11o 
337-83 9 and Geoffrey Tillotson, On the Poetry of Pope (Oxford, 1938o 
2ndo edo 9 Oxford, 1950), ppa 17-260 



and Spenser arc indeed\) he:ce cxhibi ted in language 
equally mellifluous ~~d pure 9 but the descriptions 
and sentiments are trite and common ••• 

The 'correct and musical versification 1 signified 0 harmony 0 and earned 

Uarton°s qualified praise for the lengthening of the 1 abruptness 0 of 

Ualle:L' and cl.so contracting the 0 ex.ubcrc:!_Ce; 1 
of Dryden. This ne~ 

pastoral idior;: uas deliberately a rlli terary" ins:piration 9 not an 

aid to observation. 

Pope alters his source material as it passes into the Pastorals. 

The modernization is only to be e"~ected of any imitation but in this 

case 9 there are several instances where the desire to update the orig-

inal is not the only one. In "Spring11
9 the full range of subjects that 

arise in Eclogues 3 and 7 are not represented. The pre~contest banter 

of Menalcas and Damoetas does not remain 9 the duo pocula become the 

heavily emblematic bowl (35ff.) and the contest is due to artistic 

pride rather than po"\oJerful emotions. In short 9 Daphnis and Strephon 

are much more the youthful Arcadians 9 Corydon and Thyrsis 9 of Eclogue 

7 9 but without the former's decisive victory. Pope has retained 

many of the Golden Age details and dropped the counterbalancing 

reminders that the singers work. The same principle of selection 

return of sanity as Polyphemus or Corydon do in Idyll 11 and Eclogue 

2 and "Winter" is too eclectic a construction of elegiac beauties to 

bear the mark of Eclogue 5 or 1£¥11 1 for long. Pope has streamlined 

Virgil and Theocritus 9 and imitated in the main the content of the 

songs in the contests or displays not the framing devices that offset 

such lyricism. 

This appropriation of classical models is in the service of a less 

1. Pope The Critical Heritage 9 pp. 383 9 386-87. 



.specific ioi ta·cio;:~ 'l::ut rather on behS:f of t?le :practicz of imitation 

in generalo T.~is is true even of the pastoral motifs such as the path-

et:i.c f::>llacy Q Its occurence is typical enough to t-.rarrant only the 

slightest suggestion of tradition to make the point forcibly enough 

thot such 1:JTi ting hcd the strength of the pc:st behind ito In •:summer"? 

Alexiscs passion is expressed by the heat of the sun and his misery 

by his surroundings~ 

Ye shady Beeches 9 and ye cooling Streams 9 

Defence from Phoebus, not from Cupid 9 s Beams; 
To you I mourn; nor to the Deaf I sing 9 

The Woods shall answer 9 and their Echo ringo 
Ev 9 n Hills and Rocks attend my doleful lay 9 

\if.hy art thou prouder and more hard than they? 
The bleating Sheep tlith my Complaints agree, 
They parch 9 d t·li th Heat 9 and I in flam ad by thee o 
The sultry Sirius burns the thirsty Plains 9 

I:Jhile in thy Heart Eternal V.Jinter reigns a [11 o 13~22] 

The syntactical compactness t1hich the heroic couplet enforces on the 

material is frequently antitheticalo Here the contrast between the 

shade offered by "nature" and the unnatural heat still felt within 

and toJi th t>Ihich sheep sympathize 9 and betNeen the Summer 1 s fire and 

the loved one 1 s wintry heart seems specifically to be reminiscent 

or Lobbin's plaint of Pastoral 1o The nearest contemporary model 9 

however 9 is Walsh's Eclogue 2 9 a similar mixture of Eclogue 2 and 

Idyll 11: 

Now while the Flocks and Herds to Shades retire 9 

V.fuile the fierce Sun sets all the World on Fire; 
Through burning Fields 9 through rugged Brakes I rove, 
P~d to the Hilla and Woods declare my Lovev 
How small's the Heat~ how easy is the Pain 1 
I feel 11>1ithout 9 to 1:1hat I feel within~ [11o 11-16] 

Not only are Pope's antitheses more prolonged and numerous, but they 

are deliberately studded with allusions" It has often been remarked 

1o Letters and Poems, po 113-14o 
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the.t Pope is directly r::::prasented by the Alexis of nsum:-J.ar 11
? u:1o in 

Eclogue 2 is the object of love 1 s pain not its subject. This identif-

ication 9 h01:-Jever 9 is not in order to impersonate a deGpa.iring lover 

entirely 9 for :nuch of the poem reflexively expresses the difficulties 

inherer.t in poetic creation 1:1i thin a daunting tradition. Alexis is 

to receive the 1 Flute ••• 1.-jhich Colin 1 s tuneful Breath/Inspir'd uhen 

living 9 and bequeath 0 d in Death 0 (39~40). far from inspiring the 

recipient uith confidence as it had done.with Philips 9 the gift may 

now lie for ever silent due to love's reverses (44) 9 and yet many of 

the aspirations of Alexis are literary rather than purely amorous 

ones. "Summer" contains no mention of the beloved and yet Walsh called 

his Eclogue 2 after Galatea and Dryden's Eclogue 2 is entitled "Alexis". 

There is little doubt that Pope's main emphases are on the Art that 

such amorous intrigue calls forth rather than its dramatic interest. 

There is one section that bears a consistent resemblance to 

Eclogue 2 and that is the closing eight lines: 

But see 9 the Shepherds shun the Noon-day Heat 9 

The lowing Herds to murm'ring Brooks retreat 9 

To closer Shades the panting Flocks remove 9 

Ye Gods~ and i.s theJ"e no Relief for Lo•1a? 
But soon the Sun with milder Rays descends 
To the cool Ocean 9 where his Journey ends; 

_ On_me_ Love_'_s_fierc.er __ Flames .for ev.er prey-9--

By Night he scorches 9 as he burns by Day. [11. 85-92]. 

Once again 9 Pope's modernization leaves much of the original on the 

cutting-room floor. Eclogue 2 concludes with the evening mildness 

that allows Corydon to adopt a less fixated view and so place the 

dementia into which he has descended in a wider perspective~ 

11semiputata tibi frondosa vitis in ulmo est. 
quin tu aliquid saltern potius 9 quorum indiget usus 9 

viminibus mollique paras detexere iunco 
invenies alium 9 site hie fastidit 9 Alexim." [11. 70-73]

1 

1. 'Your vine is but half-pruned on the leafy elm. So 9 why not at least 
set about plaiting something you need 9 111i th twigs and pliant rushes? 
You will find another Alexis 9 if you're scorned by this one.' 



No s;;.ch p&rsllc:. bcb-Jeen the lover sud his surZ'oundings :;;~C)mnins in 

11Sullli!ler'1 o Instead Pope has amplified~ perhaps ui th Dryden ° s help~ 

line 68 and placed such desperation at the end~ 

1 
me t~en urit smor; quis enim modus adsit amori? 

D:ryden uas C.: so attrncted by the rac~3d lover~ to the extent th;::.t 

his Corydon is given a defiance he sha:res 1:Jith Pope's 11Alexis11 o 

Cool Breezes now the raging Heats remove; 
Ah 9 cruel Heaven~ that made no Cure for Love~ 
I t·Jish for balmy Sleep 9 but \·rish in vain: 
Love has no bounds in Pleasure 9 or in Paino [11o 99-102]0 2 

So compulsive was this energy that Dryden could not prevent his 

Corydon 9 s repentence from love 9 s frenzy to be complete or to find it 

1rri thout excuse: 'On willo1r1 t'lrJigs employ thy 1:1eaving care; /And find an 

easier love 9 though not so fair ' (107-8). In "Summer10
9 there are hro 

examples of hot-J Pope uses imitationo Firstly 9 as a generalized tech-

nique that testifies not only to the classical past but also to its 

efficacy in the present as evidenced by the efforts to complement 

the various borrowings and also choose some of them from more modern 

sourceso Secondly 9 he suggests a model in the classical canon only 

to streamline it 9 strip it of its prevalent dramatic interest and keep 

its melodies in the same key o Frequently 9 1;1hat seems a close version 

of the original only exists allusively in Pope's Pastorals to demon-

strate how it is being modifiedo The opening to 11Winter" imitates 

Theocritus's first bucolic line: 

~yrsis 9 the Musick of that murm'ring Spring 
Is not so mournful as the Strains you sing 9 

Nor Rivers winding thro' the Vales below? 
So sweetly warble 9 or so smoothly floHo ~1o 1-4] 

and imperceptibly modulates into the lines from Eclogue 5 (83-84) where 

1o 'Yet I am still burned for love; for what limit can be placed on 
love?' 



hopsus p:cz.i.ses ~'':enalcs.s; s apotheosis of Daphnis and li:c:ms it to 

"Saxosas inter decurrunt flumina val lis uo 
1 

Dryden smoothed out the 

stream's course~ 9winding Streams that through the Valley glide v (131~2 

\Jhat Pope adds to T'aeocri tus and Dryden v s 'Jirgil, is a hint of wo~rn-

ful c&dence that ass·J.&ges the violence of grief in soothing sounds o 

Froo Hopsus &r..d T.hyrsis to Lycidas is a lone t·Iay but it is adequately 

mapped by its allusive associationso T.hyrsis"s first quatrain creates 

a manifesto for the poem, and its modernizing~ built on imitative 

material~ 

Here shall I try the sweet Alexis' Strain, 
That callud the list 1 ning E!xads to the Plain? 
Thames heard the Numbers as he flow'd along, 
And bade his lrJillous learn the moving Songo [11 o 11-14] 

Alexisus strain is no reference to either "Summer" or Eclogue 2 but 

rather Congreve v s The r!lourning Muse of Alexis o EhJin and Courthope 

claim that this couplet is closely modelled on Garth's Dispensar~ 

(1699): 'As tuneful Congreve trys his rural Strains,/Pan quits the 

Woods 9 the listuning Fa1rms the Plains 1 (IVo 215-16)? This "modern" 

source of pastoral inspiration is 9 however, only brought to light 

by means of an allusion: as "naturalization" of Eclogue 6 t·lhich Pope 

noted in 1736: 0 Audiit Eurotas 9 iussitque ediscere lauros v (83)~ 

the laurels of the Greek Eurotaso The mode is the same even if the 

individual details differo The same gesture occurs in "Spring": 

STREPHON 
O'er Golden Sands let rich Pactolus flow, 
And Trees weep Amber on the Banks of Po; 
Blest Thames's Shores the brightest Beauties yield, 

1o 1 ooostreams tumbling down amid rocky glenso 1 

3o See the annotation in TEo 1 : 89o 

4o 'Happy Eurotas listened and bade his laurels learn by hearto' 



::Cocci hero my La'!l'os 9 P ll S8ek no distG.D.t Field. 
DAE1J.US 

Celestial Venus haunts Idalia's Groves 9 

Diana Cynthus~ Ceres Hybla loves; 
If 1!JindRor-Shades delight the matchless Maid. 
CY].1thus and _[ybla yield to Uindsor-Shad.e. [11. 61-68] 

One g::;_c;J.1CC c.t tl1is mixh:'.re of GTeelc c-.ud Bri t:i.sh ideas may absolve 

Pope from the blemishes VJc.:rton observed. The b.-Jo cultures c:~::e quita 

clesrly demarcated. here 9 and if anything 9 Pope seems to proGise 

a less mythologized. vein of description 1 eschewing the exotic beauties 

of golden sCJlds and Amber l-JCpt from Roman trees. H01.-1eve:< this is less 

direct a declaration the more the two quatrains are examined. Strephon 

~~nounces a theme and Daphnis responds to it; the theme is not pursued 

past this one facet of a multi-faceted contest. In shQrt 9 it does not 

commit Pope at all to a naturalistic pastoral. Indeed 9 Daphnis 0 s 

response is an increase in learned composition 9 its texture thick 

1r1i th classical conventions - an attempt to cap the other contestant 9 

not utter a serious aesthetic belief. Daphnis gives Pope an opportunity 

(66) to demonstrate a Virgilian concentration of meaning. This con-

cision is allied to a lyrical repetition (67-68). Daphnis is indeed 

temporary 9 of the mythological fictions of the past was a later idea 

of Pope 0 s. His note for line 61 in 1736 runs: 0 It stood thus at first 9 

Let rich Iberia golden fleeces boast 1 / Her purple wool the proud 

Assyrian coast 9 / Blest Thames 0 s shores etc ••• 0 It might also have 

occurred to Pope to associate that most nationalistic of poems 9 

Denham~s Cooper•s Hill (1642) 9 with the poem 9 for lines 165-·68 run: 

Though with those streams he the Thames no resemblance hold 9 

tif.hose foame is Amber 9 and their GravellGold; 
His genuine 9 and lcsse guilty uealth t'explore 91 
Search not his bottom 9 but survey his shore ••• 

1. This resemblance is noted at TE 1 1 : 66. Compare Hindsor Forest 1 

11. 355-76 (especially 11. 363-66). 



This updating of his o1:m classical reo.6.ing even led Pope to attempt 

a semi~parody of Virgil 0 s closing comments in Eclogue 7: 

CORYDON 
Populus Alcidae gratissi~a 9 vitis Iaccho 9 

formosae myrtus Vcncri~ sua laurea Phoebo: 
Phyllis c:u:1at coTylos; illas dum Phyllis CJDnbi t 9 

nee myrtus vincet corylos nee le.urea Phoe'oi ••• 
7HY.?SIS 

oooSaepius at si me? Lycid& foTmose? revisas? 
fraximus in silvis cedat tibi 9 pinus in hortis. 

Pope here strives to elevate his version and relegate the debate in 

Eclogue 7 to nor.~symbiotic bickering. Unlike the imitative elements 

in 11\hntern ( 11-14) this version aims to overcome the original's 

11lo11Jer" idiom and demonstrate a divergence in spirit if not influence. 

Sometimes Pope can allude to famous lines and use them for quite 

different ends. The first passage of Aegon's lament for 'perjur'd 

Doris' in "Autumn" has the often-admired closing description in Eclogue 

1 inscribed in a context that appears 9 but is not 9 valedictory: 

Resound ye Hills 9 resound my mournful Strain~ 
Of perjur'd Doris 9 dying I'll complain: 
Here t-Jhere the Mountains less'ning as they rise 9 

Lose the low Vales 9 and steal into the Skies. 
vJhile lab'ring Oxen 9 spent 1:1ith Toil and Heat 9 

In their loose Traces from the Field retreat; 
\tJhile curling Smokes from VillAge-Tops are seenj 
And the fleet Shades glide o 1 er the dusky Green. [11 o 57-64] 

This vespertine h-Jilight_ accompanies Aegon 1 s _song thr_ough.eut __ .'till_ 

th'Approach of Night' (97). The complaint is.tightly structured by 

the encroaching recognition that the death of his hopes of winning 

Doris back runs parallel to the death of the day. Certainly the 

clearest allusion seems to be to the conclusion of Eclogue 1: 'et iam 

summa procul villarum culmina fumant/maioresque cadunt altis de montibus 

1. 'COR: The poplar is most dear to Alcides 9 the vine to Bacchus 9 the 
myrtle to lovely Venus 9 and his o11m laurel to Phoebus~ Phyllis loves 
hazels 9 and while Phyllis loves them 9 neither the myrtle nor laurel 
of Phoebus shall outdo the hazels •• oTH: ••• but 9 if you 9 lovely Lycidas 9 

visit me 9 the ash in the woods and the pine in the gardens would 
give place to you.' 



;,::.;braa 1 (82~83); ?o~oe here is obvious:y much influenced by John 

Caryll 1 s translation for volume or.e of !Uscellany Poems ( 1684): 0 And 

curling Smoak from Village tops ascends 0 ~ (po 254) a rendition that 

2 
~ryden found useful: 'And curling Smoke from Cottages ascendso 1 

Ho1.,;ever 9 blendeC: \'lith these by not•J almost formulaic linesv there is 

an ingredie:1t from the close of Eclogue 2 as 1:1ell: 0 asp ice~ aratra 

4J3 

iugo referunt suspensa iuvenciJet sol crescentis decedens duplicat 

umbras 1 (66-67)~ Philips had tried his hand at this Virgilian gloss 

as wello Pastoral 2 1 s conclusion makes graphic use of Eclogue 2 after 

an obvious allusion to the magnanimity of Tityrus from Eclogue 1: 

And now behold the Sun's departing Ray 
O'er yonder Hill 9 the Sign of ebbing Day: 
Hith Songs the jovial Hines return from Plow 9 4 
And th'unyok'd Heifers 9 pacing homeward 9 lowo [11o 130- 33] 

Pope's version is more careful to imitate a plural modelo Its diver-

si ty is even more remarkable if lnJakefield 1 s note to lines 61 to 62 

is credited 9 where he cites Comus: 'Two such I saw 9 what time the 

labour 1 d Oxe/In his loose traces from the furrow came v (290-91)? 

As in most of Pope's allusions, one model is not enougho 

The loosest kind of imitation is of :i.dentifiE>.ble theT.es or 

objects 9 ii'Jhich while not requiring much verbal borrowing can still 

refer- the reader back to the originaL Pope bids fare1rrell to the 

pastoral form much as Virgil and Spenser had signed offo "Winter" 

1o 'Even now the house-tops over there are smoking and longer shadows 
fall from the mountain-heightso 1 

2o Poems 9 2 : 877o 

3o 'See 9 the bullocks drag home by the yoke the heavy plough~ and 
the retiring sun doubles the lengthening shadohls o' 



cm,_ch,_d:ss i:,'ith c-.:;. 0_pilogu.e not to Thyrsis~ s elegy :;'oT ~aphi::e but to 

Pope's pastoral nperiodn~ 

See pale Orion sheds unwholesome Dews 9 

Arise 9 the Pines a noxious Shade diffuse; 
Sharp Boreas blo':JS 9 and Nature feels Decay 9 

Time c;-n-q;-;;;s All 9 and ~-;e must Time o'oeyo 
Adie·w. ye 'h:les 9 ye :-:ountains 9 Streaus aild Groves 9 

Adieu ye Sl~~·uherd ~ s :rural Lays er.d Lmres 9 

Adieu my Flocks 9 fare\·Jell ye Sylvan CreN 9 

Daphne fare1;Jell 9 and all the l:Jorld adieu~ [11o 85-92] 

L:z.~·~ . ./ ' 

This leave-taking of the form was a measure of the poet 1 s aspirationso 

11EcKo 11 points out that the last six verses of "December" are 1 a con~ 

elusion of alli and that in them the poet 1 comprehendeth briefly all 

1 
that was touched in this bookeo 9 Pope in 1736 was to take a comm-

entator 1 s liberty and claim the same: iThese four last lines allude 

to the several Subjects of the four Pastorals? and to the several 

scenes of them? particularized before in each" 1 
( 1· : 95). 

Colin has broken his pipe in "Januarye 11 and Daphnis 9 the spirit 

of pastoral verse 1 in dying? had threatened the death of country song 

in ~yll 1 9 but this is a personal leave-taking? a private bench-mark 

noted and publicizedo Virgil's Eclogue 10 has two endings 9 one is 

Gallus's own? harried by the God of Love: 

"ooctamquam haec sit nostri medicina furoris 9 

aut deus ille malis hominum mi tescere disc at o_ ---- -
-l.am--neque -Hamadryade~- rur~;-~ -;.eque c~~1na nobis 

ipsa placent; ipsae rursus concedite silvaeooo 2 
omnia vinci t Amor: et nos cedamus AmorL 11 [11 a 60-63 9 69] 

the other is Virgil is ovm: 1 Haec sat eri t 9 di vae 1 vest rum cecinisse 

1o Poetical \-Jorks 9 po 467o 

2o 'As if this could heal my frenzy 9 or as if that god could learn 
pity for human sorrows~ Now once more 9 neither Hamadryads nor even 
songs attract me; once more goodbye? woods~ ooolove conquers all; 
let us 9 too 9 yield to love~' 



L:-35 

poetc:m; 9 /du;"J scdet et gT&cili fiscell2Ill tcxi t hi b:i..sco 9 ;Pie:rides; 1 o. o 

( 70-72): Virgil as shepherd then leaves the perilous shade of the 

juniper and gathers his replete goats homewards under the evening 

star~ Hesperuso Pope's own valediction zs Thyrsis is similarly seek-

ing pastu:res neu but the last lii.:.es are as ouch a thematic summc-:tion 

of the pastoral scherr.e as Pope 0 s otm direct fareuelL It is Time 9 not 

Love 9 that conquers all in v'1!Jinter 11
9 and 9 as such 9 closes a seasonal 

round that started (and \..rill start again) tJith 11Spring11 • 

This concern 1r1ith the inten:reaving of the individual poems \..ras 

what Pope had found diminished in Spenser's own pattern. He had also 

u 1' in the Disco:urse objected to the length of Theocritus's descriptions 9 

especially of the goatherd's cup in ~yll 1. Its lack of cross-

reference to the rest of the poem 9 especially Thyrsis's lament for 

Daphnis 9 could mean that the pastoral 'I!Jould not have been taken ser-

iously 9 in Aristotelian termso Virgil's attempt in Eclogue 3 at cup 

description involves two cups yet shows a desire for spare economy 

as t·Jell: 

o o .pocula ponam 
fagina 9 caclztum divini opus Alcimedontis; 
lenta quibus torno facili superaddita vitis 2 
diffusos hedera vestit pallente corymbos. ~1. 36-39} 

Inside, Virgil hints at their being a calendar for the reaper and 

ploughman. Pope 9 using Dryden 1 s amplification of this detail (where 

there 1r1as shown the 'Seasons of the sliding Year. o .') 3 
9 organizes the 

cup description 9 which like Dryden he names a 'bowl' 9 so that it 

becomes an emblem of the Pastorals as a whole: orderly, yet inter-

1. 'These strains, divine ~fuses, it will be enough for your poet to 
have sung 9 while he sits at rest, and t\,rines a basket of slender 
hibiscus.' 

2. 1 o •• I will stake two beechen cups, divine Alcimedon's embossed worko 
On these a pliant vine, placed there by the engraver 1 s skill, is 
entwined with spreading clusters of pale ivy.' 



fused uHh a variety that is still s~_e;nificant giveil the overc.rching 

fr&mework = a concordia discors: 

DAPHNIS 
And I this Bo':!l; uhere ua.nton Ivy t•:Jines 9 

And sc"Jelling Clusters bend the curling Vines: 
Fcu.r :Cigu.x-es risi!:lg from the ~-Jork eppear 
The various Seaso:1s of the TO\Jling Year; 
Anc. bhd ::s 'Tnat 9 t-Jhich oinds tho Radiant S~;:y 9 

\Jhere t1:Jelve bright Signs in beauteous Order lye? [ 11Spring11 11o 35-40] 

The variety of the seasons is absorbed into a higher patterning 9 the 

0 ro1rJling Year 0 and the result is 1 beauteous Order 9 
• Pope to~ as to note 

-vJith approval that 1 The Subject of these Pastorals engraven on the 

botvl is not 1rrithout its propriety 0 (1 :84) . In order to create 

this ironic resonance 9 Pope had to step outside the Pastorals for 

some of his sourceso Dryden's translation of Georgics 1o 328-29 9 

dwells on the cosmographical balance of Virgil's universe: 'And cross 

their limits cut a sloping way,/vfuich the twelve Signs in beauteous 

order S1;Jay. 0 The 1 ro1r1ling Year 0 Pope had interpolated from another 

passage in Dryden!s translation: a passage on the reaper's calendar: 

'Observe what Stars arise or disappear;/And the four Quarters of the 

rolling Year~ (348-49) 1 
Met together in the description of Strephon's 

bowl 9 these several details combine to lend a significance to the 

··--Goatherd.'-s-stake_and_an_adde_Lemphasis __ to. r-'Ienalcas'. s _description. ____ _ 

The Pastorals 9 therefore, stand in sharp contrast not only to 

Philips's own work but also to that of Walsh and Congreveo The varied 

perspectives and unities that the practice of imitation gave rise to 

provided Pope with several advantages. Primarily, there is much that 

the form implicitly signifieso By choosing to imitate several models 

from antiquity, he upholds the inherent values of imitation and the 

1. Poems, 2 927. 



~l-37 

co:o.tinuity of a Humanist culture? c.nd not on the other hand the e:.~ce-

ller:ce of 2ny oue ~Jorlt alone o T'.a.is does not prevent Pope modernizing 

Virgil and Theocr·itus 9 or to allude to more contcmpor3.I'y sources 9 for 

the desire to represent the Sicilim1 f·luse on the banks of the Thames 

does not dishonour the classical legacy at allo Indeed 9 the Ancients 9 

theory of historical cycles would involve the reappearance of the 

past in the presento Philips 9 s "progressive" Pastorals do allude to 

the past only to render it superannuated and supersededo In any case, 

the choice of Spenser as an example vas to confront the earliest 

styles with a less universal native Doric that aimed a little too 

closely at verisimilitudea Secondarily 9 Pope's earliest work displays 

an interest in the construction of a "Nature" that can function not 

as the perceptually 11real 11 but as a standard 9 not mimetic in the 

lo1:Jer senses but exemplaryo Specifically the "natural'' is observed 

in those artists who have stood the test of time and attracted the 

attention of the literate down the agesa The more the individual 

talent annexes itself to and establishes a clear relationship to this 

tradition the more it will display a confidence in its trutha 

Pope did not remain in vwindsor-Shades 9 for longo Windsor Forest 

C1713t pretel:fds-to ·a. aesc:dpt·ive--·sty~e-·but--j;s-nearest to -being- a----

1 Georgie poem 9 Essay on Criticism (1711) is Pope's own poetic Essay 

after Vida and Boileauo Greater themes nearer to the Epic beckonedo 

The closing lines of "1rlinter" match the discontent with the form 

(prescriptively interpreted) that is observed in the last paragraph 

of Guardian 4o, that is 1 if the 'rural crew' demand a descriptive 

talent for the smooth and soft 9 then it is as well to attempt more 

1a See John Chalker 9 The English Georgie : A Study in the Development 
of a Form (Baltimore 9 1969) 9 ppo 74-88o 



taxing C:utieso As it is~ the poto:.1:i;id contradiction in his pasto:ral 

theory expresses a desire to imitate both Rapin and Fontenelle 9 t1.-10 

~&dic~lly div~rgcnt theorists= It h2s 
d( ~~ 

been observed that the Discourse 

is at best a fellible introduction to the Pastorals 9 and that the 

series of correspondences betueen the great ar.d little uorlds dem-

anded an undue emphasis on elements at variance with both the Golden 

Age and rural tranquility 9 and more in line vJi th \:·Jalsh 0 s example of 

amorous pathos. Pope was to adopt more exalted and less facile texts 

to exemplify this when he lighted on Ovid 0 s Heroides to provide the 

inspiration for Eloisa to Abelard (1716). There is then the occasional 

desire to dispense t1i th the more confining and juvenile apprenticeship 

that Pope felt he ought to serve. This is both a conventional gesture 

and one experienced in the reading of the Pastorals. The motto to the 

series is chosen 9 as are several of the allusions~ to associate the 

poetry with a "higher" species of expression~ 'Rura mihi 9 et rigui 

placeant in vallibus amnes 9 /Flumina amem 9 sylvasque 9 inglorius~ 0 

1 
(Georgie 2 : 485-86) 

This pose cuts across the suitable pastoral humility as it is 

chosen from the famous '0 fortunatos mimium; ••• ' passage (Georgie 2 

species of retirement poetry that describes the vJithdra111al of public 

figures from the greater world. They do not become shepherds but 9 

armed with a small library and a worthy circle of friends 9 these 

figures become symbols of the embattled condition of true cultural 

values allowed to grow in the country because free of the contamination 

1. 'Let my delight be the country 9 and the running streams amid the 
dells - may I love the water and the woods 9 though fame be lost.' 



L:-39 

1 
of a"n'oition 8:3.d commercial expedicmcyo 'fuis retreat from the cont-

ingent and the accidental is a salient feature of Pope 0 s early verseo 

Frequently there is ~n impulsr: 'r.ovcn:'dR the creation of a heterocosm 9 

a perfect palace of arto His imitation of Co~·Jley' s The Ga.Tden 

(co '7709) delights in hoiiJ Nc:,tu:re is seen to c:.rrange itself in orderly 

patterns tJhich blend tJi th one another: 0 There in bright drops the 

crystal Fountains play~/ By Laurels shielded from the piercir.g Day: 0 

2 (21-22)o Daphne still 'vindicates her shade' from Apollo and 1 turns 

her beauties from th 1 invading beam' (25)~ This immersion of the self 

into an artfully-wrought alternative is the delight of his The Gardens 

of Alcinous 2 from the Seventh Book of Homer's Odysses (1713)0 3 Here 

'order 1 d vines in equal ranks appear/ With all th 0united labours of 

the year 9 ooo 0 (17-18)o Variety is ensured if it is limited 'with a 

green enclosure all around ' (4)o It is this embracing framework 

that shields the 'Beds of all various herbs' from the passage of flux 

and decay that lie outsideo Granted this 9 these 0 beds 0 may be '.for 

ever green' and thereby 'In beauteous order they terminate the 

scene ' (26-27). This pattern is found in art l·Jhich keeps the anarchy 

of unnatural life at bayo This fondness for the retreat from public 

concerns--transforms-ltJ..ind.sor-Forest-un-t-i-1- a-ll--that-is--lef-t- .is-its. --. 

symbolic functiono These 'green Retreats' are composed out of varied 

contours which contrast with each othero However 9 this strife is no 

reversion to chaos but rather a harmonious confusion: 

Where Order in Variety we see, 
And where, tho' all things differ, all agreeo 
Here waving Groves a checquer'd Scene display, 

1o For example see John Pomfret's The Choice, 11o 29-68o For a fuller 
documentation of the Retirement tradition in Pope's development, see 
Maynard Mack 9 The Garden and the City: Retirement and Politics in 
the Later Poetry of Pope. 1731-1743 (Toronto 9 1969) 9 ppo 77-115o 

2o TE• 6 47 o 

3o TE, 6 103o 



Tnis balm1ce of contending opposites is possible in poetry 9 especially 

poetry in heroic couplets o London, ho\·Jever. is not poetic material 

yeL In his p. Fare1:!ell to London In the Yet;tr 1z:L5 9 it becomes 0 damn°d 1 

and. 1 distracting? (1) 9 a place uhcre ~The love of Arts lies cold and 

dead/In Hallifax 0 s Urn° (25-26) and uherc friends betray friendso 2 

These are 9 indeed 9 merely embellishQents and variations on the 

theme of retreato Pope 9 however 9 took to the ~otif as one of his 

earliest influenceso His Ode on Solitude (co 1700) is a clear cant-

ribution to the Beatus Ille tradition: 

Happy the man, 111hose wish and care 
A few paternal acres bound 9 

Content to breath his native air, 
In his own ground o L11 o 1-4] 3 

Here, the trees in summer shade him yet this is no complete holiday 

for study and meditation are vital ingredientso There is still yet 

more conclusive evidence that links Pope's early poetry with this 

pervasive idealo In revising Wycherley's poems during the years 1706 

to 1710 9 he inserted several passages that reflect not only the desire 

for independence from the dist:t:'actions of a ''r:d. te:t:' 1 s life, but tbe 

essentially reactionary dislike of radical changeo The following lines 
-------------- ------------------------------- -------------------------------- ---

of Pope's appear in The Various Mix'd Life (1728-29), a poem that 

advocates a mean in all things: 

The Stream of life shou'd more securely flow 
In constant Motion, nor too swift nor slow, 
And neither swell too high, not strike too low;ooo 

oooAround in sweet Meanders wildly range, 



~ :Jlot ion' not 1 change 1 is necessary c:nd a t1ild torrent may even make 

a sweet meander in a river's course to the sea if the 'Native Channel' 

is secure enough o IJ!orc revea.ling arc Pope 1 s lines in For Soli tude ~id 

Retirem:::nt agc:.inst th~ Pu.blicl~c Active Lifo ( 1728) o Reti1oved fro:;) the 

grandeur and strife of public life 9 Man can enjoy the fruits of life 

in repose and recognize the true value of the creationo The riches 

of this existence contrast with the material vJealth of the 'Patricien 

Board' (25)o There is much of the Arcadian about this observer 9 espec-

ially in his detached gaze in the direction of agricultural labouro 

He 

l':lak 1 d by the Morning-Cock 9 unseals his Eyes 9 

And sees the Rusticks to their Labours rise; 
And in the Evening 9 vhen those Labours cease 9 

Beholds them cheery eat the Bread of Peace: 
Sees no foul Discords at their Banquets bred, 
Nor Emulations, nor Disgusts succeed: 
But all is quiet 9 jocund 1 and serene, 2 
A type of Paradise 9 the Rural Scene~ [11o 32-39] 

This rhapsodic note is very much the voice of Virgil's Georgie 2 

not the Eclogues 9 and yet the Pastorals show a particularly distinctive 

capacity to describe bucolic J,i fe in meb:arhorg of enclosure end self-

sufficient autonomy similar to the preoccupations of the poems aboveo 

This association is evident in the opening lines of the serieso 

"Spring" is v Inscrib 1 d to Sir l.~illiam Trumbal 0 t-Jho 9 Harburton had 

noted in 1751 9 had 'lately resign'd his employment of Secretary of 

State to King William' 0
3 Trumbull had in fact retired in 1698o He had 

1o TE 9 6 : 56o Indeed, Pope counsels the reader that the 'stream of 
life' should certainly not always 'glide thro' gloomy Vales, and 
rove/('Nidst Flocks and Shepherds) in the silent Grove;ooo 1 (21-22) 9 

a clear distinction between the life of pastoral unreflective ease 
and the life of contemplative Retiremento 

2o TE9 6 58o 

3o TE 9 1 60o 



been neal"' to e;r2atness in 1684 clfhen Godolphi:1 hc:.d bec:::1 p:comoted c:.:u.d 

t1as knighted the same yearo In 1695~ he gained his high office and 

c-.Jas marl.e a P:ri,vy Councillor 9 yet three years later he retired to his 

seat at Easthampstead 1 declining at least hro further offers of office 9 

u.ntil his death h1. 1716a Truooull ~:;as obvio:1sly a patron and a (perhaps 

untJanted) advisor of Dryden v s classical tJorl< 9 for he is mentioned in 

1 
the Postscript to his Virgil in glowing termso Pope gained his acquaint-

ance in 1705 and doubtless read his Pastorals to the retired statesman 

nearly fifty years his senioro He appears in "Spring" as the epitome 

of retired dignity 9 'too Wise for Pride 9 too Good for Pow 1 r 1 who was 

enjoying 1 the Glory to be Great no more' (7-8)0 What is more 9 Trumbull 

adds a certain piquency to the choice for "Spring" of 1 \rJindsor-Shades 9 
9 

having been born there ans also having returned there in his retire~ 

rnento 2 This function is especially emphasised for its power to join 

the powerful themes of rural retreat to the pastoral traditiono In 

I:Jindsor Forest 9 an earlier version of lines 235 follmdng he dubs 

Trumbull one of the Happy Men~ 

Happy the man who to the Shades retires 9 

But doubly happy 9 if the Muse inspirP.s~ 
Blest 1rrhom the S1r1eets of home-felt quiet please;

3 But far more blest, who study joins with easea 

Pope was to honour his memory in similar terms in 1717 when he pub-

lished in his own Miscellany Written over a Study; out of Maynard. in 

English for Sir Ho Trumbull: 

Tir 9 d with vain hopes 9 and with complaints as vain 9 

Of anxious love's alternate joy and pain 9 oao 

1a EssayS 9 2 : 242-43o 

2o Pope notes this fact in 1736; see ~9 1 61. no 12o 

3o Reprinted at TE 9 1 : 171 o 



o o ohe:re botl1 COi.1tented &11d :resign 1 d~ J: lye 9 
Here learn to live; nor vJish~ nor fear to dieo [11o 1=2? 5-6] 1 

'l'his is a quite overt set of allusions to retireoent poetry yet there 

is a deeper :::..evel at uhich the Pastoral poeo itself uas seen c.s a 

form to set &gainst t:1e 'I:Jorld? p1Ablic or other•:Jise o 

Virgil 1 s Eclogues c.re shot through ui th u:.11\..i:'cadia.'1 details o There 

is hardly a poem uhere the limits of Arcadia are not set c.nd its 

reality thereby questionedo Pope attempts the reverseo No such quest-

ions are beggedo Only Time breaches the fortified ~Shades 0 9 and its 

orderly symmetrieso The most obvious device was that provided by the 

pastoral tradition itself~ the amoebean structure of "Spring" and 

"Autumn 11 o Theocritus 1 s Shepherds had sung competitively for gain 

whereas Pope 0 s sing to inherit the power of greater songo Just imm-

ediately after the compact portrayal of Strephon°s boul, Damon 

commences by wishing to absorb his song into the diurnal round of 

the seasons: 

Then sing by turns 9 by turns the Muses sing 9 

Nov! Hawthorns blossom, noH the Daisies spring, 
Now Leaves the Trees, and Flow'rs adorn the Ground; 
Begin 9 the Vales shall Echo to the Soundo [11o 41-44] 

Strephon responds by invoking Phoebus's inspiration alongside the 

----influence -o£-ll~aller 1 s-Str-ains-9 -Or--Granville 0 s-moving_Lays L0 
__ ( 45-9-_6)..--__ _ 

These literary models complement "natural" appearances; Pope's 

dawning powers will combine these two influences within the bipartite 

structure of 11Spring11 o Symmetries and reciprocal relations abound 

elSC1r!hereo Daphnia 1riishes them to imitate the da\m birdsong: '1rJhy sit 

we sad 9 when Phosphor shines so clear,jAnd lavish Nature paints the 

Purple Year?' (27-28)o The lamb staked by Strephon 'his dancing Shade 

1 o _!!? 6 168o 



surveys~ in e nearby f01..ntein (33-36)0 Delia 0 s lcn.cghter causes 

Strephon to 0 search aroundJAnd by that laugh the uilling Fair is found 1 

(55-56) end her smile causes instent sunshine (69-72)o Daphnis caps 

that by claiming that 0 If Sylvia soile 9 net1 Glories gild the Shore 9 1 

And vanquish 0 d Nature seems to cherm no more 1 (75-76~ Art can 

surpass even the most perfect natural sceneso In "Autumn11
9 the 

tapestry of Nature is HOven in darker colours but it still ansl·Jers 

to the sentiments of both Hylas and Aegono For Hylas 9 the 0 gentle 

Gales 1 ~:!ill bear his every sigh to Thyrsis: ° For him 9 the Lymes 

their pleasing Shades deny;/For him 9 the Lillies hang their heads 

and dye 1 (25-26h Aegon 9 however 9 is condemned to gaze on the fruits 

of harvest-time and note the stark contrast bet1FJeen his ot·m fate 

and the orderly progress of Natureo Alexis in "Surnmer 11 shares this 

Weltschmerz 9 harbouring the 'Serpent love 1 within his breast (68)0 The 

death of Daphne in "Hinter" is the culmination of this progressive 

separation from Natureo Human mortality is the reality that 9 regret-

ably 9 Art cannot ignore and yet even this can be transcended by the 

Sylvan Muse when Thyrsis traces Daphne 1 s apotheosis: 

But see~ 't"Jhere Daphne t1ond 1 ring mounts on high 9 

Above the .. Clouds 9 • above the Starry Skyo 
--Et.ernal-Beauties--grace--the-.shining_Scene'?" ____________ _ 

Fields ever ·fresh 9 and Groves for ever green~ [ 11 o 69-72] 

This is enough to dissolve grief and reinstate the power of the 

idealized imagination that need not leave the groves of poetryo As 

Battestin points out 9 this is fully consistent within the scheme to 

depict Man's fallen state and his habitation in an Age of Leado 

Trumbull 1 is himself a living parable of this softly didactic theme 

of pastoral 9 which addresses a courtly and urbane audience to recom-

1 
mend a return to original innocence in the state of Natureo 1 This 

1o The Providence of Wit 9 po 63o 



:;.s as :::mch a conseqv.er.ce of his choosing ·;;o u:cite i.Jithin th·3 pastoral 

tradition anyuay. \"jhat is significant is the lengths Pope goes to 

.c:;tress the artificial in his Pastorels and to 11 shO\'IT the uorking" in 

&n equation of present and past. In order to accomplish this fully 9 

non-pastoral oaterial 9 especially the retirement tradition of the 

Georgics and Horace~s Enode 2 9 is also imitatedo In a fund&mental 

1:1ay 9 Pope has t-Jritten poems that testify to the belle nature of the 

earlest poets' simplicities of style not just to the felicities of 

one particular poemo 

Therce is one appendix to this exercise in imitationo The closing 

consolation offered by Thyrsis had celebrated Daphne's translation 

to a higher realm o Lycidas had intimated that her Name 9 Honour and 

Praise would live in song. This redemptive function 9 by logical 

extension 9 would result in devotional verse 9 art which inspires 

enough to promise an enjoyment of the Golden Age above. The result was 

the "Messiah"v published on May 14 9 1712 in Spectator 3780
1 

The poem 

deserves consideration with the Pastorals because Pope chose to 

append it to the four earlier poems in his t'.forks as part of the series. 

N II 
This may have been retrospective opportunism as the Disco1,1rse docs not 

-------cater--accu-I'-ately--fo~-this-fif.th~pas.toral 11.o .. The Golden.Age_ is __ c_el.., __________________ _ 

ebrated but it lies in the future not the past and 9 more to the point 9 

Pope's criticism of Spenser that he treated 'matters of religion 

in a pastoral style 9 would surely indicate that the ''r·1es_siah' 1r1as 

1 something better' • In Guardian 4o 9 he 1!Ias to suggest that Virgil 1 s 

Pollio had been 'given up' as a true pastoral by 'the Criticks in 

2 general'v but the irony here cloaks what might have appeared as a 

1. TE 9 1 : 111-22. The Spectator paper can be found at Spectator 9 3 
4'19-22. 

2. Prose vJorks 9 p. 98. 



serious hypothesis o S:p:mce ~ houeve:r ~ testifies to tho :fact that ·::he 

poem came to be regarded by its author as a pastorale Pope apparently 

. 1 
m:=!ntioned that the 0 last 0 pastoral tJas his favourite: the "r1ess~ah 11 " 

TI1is conviction is strengthened by a later comoent on pastoral style 

that iiJplies thc;;t Pope regarded the later poef:l as 2.J."'l. acceptably sublime:r 

version of pastoral: 0 Though Virgil in his pastorals has sometimes 

six or eight lines together that are epic 9 I have been so scrupulous 

as scarce ever to admit above hJo together 9 even in the Hessiah o 0 2 

The passage also shO'IiJS ho1r1 seriously Pope addressed himself to generic 

principles during compositiono Although there is doubt~ it all stems 

IOD. >I d . from the ~s~nurse an ~s answered by subsequent commento 

Pope 0 s O\•Jn "Advertisement" \-Jhich first appeared in 1717 is equivocal 

about the kind of poem it prefaced" He perceives what had often been 

noticed before that the Pollio was very similar to portions of Isaiah 

which would not seem surprising as 0 the Eclogue was taken from a 

Sybilline prophecy on the same subjecto 1 If anything 9 Pope only 

admits that the "Nessiah" is an imitation of Holy \-Jrit and is not 

clear in describing it as a pastoral: 

One may judge that Virgil did not copy it line by line 9 

but selected such ideas as best agreed v1ith the nature 
~~---------- -- -of--pastoral-Poetry---ancL_dispose_d __ them _in __ t_hat __ rrtanner -----------~ __ _ 

which serv'd most to beautify his piece" I have endeavour 0 d 
the same in this imitation of him 9 tho' without admitt-
ing any thing of my own; since it was written with 
this particular view 9 that the reader by comparing the 
several thoughts might see how far the images and 
descriptions of the Prophet are superior to those of 
the Poe to [ 1 : 111] 

This devotional motive leads Pope to a humble profession that he added 

nothing to Isaiah - that 1r10uld have been tampering 1rrith divine inspir-

1o Anecdotes 9 1 175o 

2 9 Anecdotes 9 1 176o 



ationo I1!ohJi thatandi;J.g tl1is 11 inr.ocence 11 ? Pope 0 s technique of inch:ding 

extensive passages of both Isaiah and Virgil for cross-reference is 

not in the interests of translation but rather imitationo The pio~s 

hope that Isdah uould cooe out of the exercise better than Virgil 

suegests that it is Is§._:i.ah rc,ther than the Pollio thc-.'c is the 

principle source of inspirationo 

Steele took a liking to the poemo It uas introduced as an ru""lon-

ymous piece in the Spectator 9 1:1ri tten by a 1 great Genius~ a Friend 

of mine? in the Country; who is not ashamed to employ his Wit in 

the Praise of his Haker 1 ( 3 : 419)., This 11 country"~voice Steele 

obviously saw as penning a hymn 9 rather than a pastoral or an imitation 

aloneo His reading indicates no recognition of its pastoral qualitieso 

In a letter from him to Pope of July 1~ 1712~ Steele compliments the 

young poet for preserving a 0 sublime and heavenly spirit throughout 

the wholeo 1 He does 9 however 9 advance one objection: 

There is but one line I think belo1:1 the original 9 

He wipes the tears for ever from our eyeso 46 (1712) 
You have express'd it with a good and pious 9 but not 
with so exalted and poetical a spirit as the propheto 
"The Lord God will wipe away tears from off the1facesooo 11 

Your poem is already bette~ then the Polli~o 

Steele's enthusiasm influenced Pope for he revised the couplet 9 

-- ----~--------- -- -- ---- ----- ----
------ ---~----------

1Before him Death 9 the grisly Tyrant flies;;He wipes the Tears for ever 

from our Eyeso 1 for the 1717 volume where it reads 9 

No Sigh, no Murmur the wide World shall hear 9 

From ev'ry Face he wipes off ev'ry Tearo 
In adamantine Chains shall Death be bound~ 
And Hell's grim Tyrant feel th'eternal Uoundo [11o 45-48] 

Pope obviously felt it necessary to lend a more 11poetic 11 character to 

1o Correspondence 9 1 146o 



the lines &i"J.d raly less on sublime simplicity? and this in spi to of 

a definite cooling of relations between Steele and himself by 1717. 

The result is the Pope of the Hamar tro.nslation rather tha11 the 

pastoral poet of 1709. 

~nere is evidence on the other hand that Pope originally con

ceived of the poem as an emulation of the Pollioo A letter fTom 

Caryll of Hay 23? 1712 includes a reference to his 11 imitation of 

Pollio" and Pope replies? :referring to the "eclogue on the Hessiah in 

imitation of Pollio ••• 111 Caryll 1 s interest \.ras excited however by 

the divine subject matter. Before reading it 1 he enthused at the 

prospect 1 as he had ever thought 1 church-musick th~ most ravishing of 

all harmonious compositions? and must also believe sacr~d subjects? 

tJell handled? the most inspiring of all poetry 1 
( 1 : 33). Pope's 

task 1 therefore 1 was to suggest not only that even Virgil was s~r-

passed by the Divine Spirit but also that he now felt himself equal 

to combining both styles in a new Imitation. As has been noted before? 

it "'as possible for the poetical dimension of this pastoral alone 

to remain into the eighteenth centuryo Walsh? himself 1 had written a 

political allegory of the Golden Age. Pope 0 s attempt is a complete 

_______ -~ !~_!'_!lati ve_~-!~~§_ Golg~n __ &;? __ is __ _or_dairieLby __ Godv---no -temporal- -rule-r-.-----

This deliberate divinization of the Pollio is suggested by its first 

full title: "MESSIAH./ A Sacred Eclogue? compos 0 d of several Pas-/ 

sages of Isaiah the Prophet/ h/ritten in Imitation of Virgil's Pollio. 11 

Subsequent appearances sato! the poem entitled merely as "A/ Sacred 

EclogueJ Imitation of VIRGIL'S POLLIO." Virgil t-Jas also part of the 

annotations for the first time in the 1717 edition. From a perhaps 

1o Correspondence? 1 



c:.cvoticna::. a:pp32j:'2ilC8 to find acccp::w.ce f:com Steele~ th8 poeo uas 

given a more complex texture in subsequent manifestations. The reader 

1:1ould have been in no doubt in 1717 that the eventual poem 1:!.SS an 

Imitation in its oHn right 9 if not by the title then through the 

e:g:ter.sive c.:::no·~eted parallels p::-ovided at the foot of tl1e page~ a 

strategy for directing the reader arrived at earlier than 1:1ith the 

other pestorals. 

The task of creating a ne'I:'J synthesis out of such venerable 

material is a daunting one 9 and yet 0\·Jen Ruffhead 1 s Life ( 1769) is 

adamant in claiming success for the attempt: 

Upon the v.Jhole, it is not too much to say of these 
pastorals 11the most conspicuous11 of these being the 
Hessiah 9 thay though. they are professedl;y imitations 
of the ancients; yet there are a few passages 9 which 
our poet has borrowed 9 ~ithout improving them; as the 
reader may judge1by comparing the imitations with 
the originals ••• 

Much criticism has considered the poem at best a partial success. 

Ruffhead was ans\"Jering Warton 1 s opinion that 1 the dignity 9 the energy 1 

and the simplicity of the original are in a fet-J passages "t<Jeakened 

and diminished by florid epithets 9 and useless circumlocutions.r 2 

By 1802 and l'.iordsvJOrth 1 s Appendix to the Lyrical .. Ballads such deviation 

umdse dabbling in 'poetic diction 1 which \·Jas both 1 extravagant and 

absurd.' 3 Romantic criticism predictably found the artifice of Pope's 

1. Critical Heritage 9 p. 463. 

2. Joseph Harton, An Essa on the Hritin s and Genius of Po e 1 2 vols., 
(volume 1 : 175 9 p~ 11. Recent critictsm has echoed these sentiments. 
See EdHard L. Surtz 9 raEpithet9 in Pope's l1essiah11

9 Philological 
Quarterl;y_, 27 (1948), 209-18.'In a word, the failure of the Messiah 
arises not from the ineptness, but from the redundancy, of Pope's 
epithets' (p. 217). More sympathetic accounts are catalogued at TE, 
1 : 105-7 and in Brm~Ter, pp. 38-4o. ~ 

3. The Prose tJorks of I:Jilliam VJordst·rorth, edited by \I>J .J .B. Owen and 
Jane Worthington Smyser, 3 vols. (Oxford, 1974), 1 : 162. 
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this artifice forms much of the poem 1 s significance 9 especially in 

its manipulation of the sublimer pastoral strains of the Pollio. 

Battestin has valuably demonstrated hotJ 1 the themes EU.""ld symbols 

i:Jhich l:ad eer::;.ie::- dcfir:ed the temporal ar.d spiritual conC:.ition of 
, 

fallen men are no~ recalled in order to be contradictedo 1 
1 

The 

fashionable melancholy is cast aside and in its place is an acclaim~ 

often maintained at fever-pitch 9 for the original Edenic harmony of 

Han with his surroundings. It is significant that Pope 0 s Virgilian 

material 9 and therefore the pastoral element 9 is scarce after line 84. 

Pope 0 s note for line 85 in 1717 directs the reader to an appreciation 

of Isaiah 0 s superiority over Virgil: 

The thoughts of Isaiah 9 which compose the thoughts 
that follow to the end of the poem 9 are wonderfully 
elevated 9 and much above tho9e general exclamations 
of Virgil which make the loftiest parts of his Pollio. 
Pope then quotes lines 5 9 99 12 and 52 of Eclogue 4 

The reader needs only turn to the passages of Isaiah 9 

as they are cited in the margins of the preceding 
Eclogue ••• [ 1 : 120] 

The last t1rJenty lines of the poem are. a careful remodelling of the 

early verses of Isaiah 9 cha:9ter 60 \1h.Are thA Golden Age is stripp:::d 

of its pagan myths. Pope hints at the return of Virgil 0 s sublimer 
--~-~-~---------- - --- --- --------- -----

---· ---------------~- ----------

pastoral style in the very last line only to christianize its beliefs 

and creeds: ' ••• tuus iam regnat Apollo.' (10) 2 becomes I ooothy o~m 

Messiah reigns~' (108). The poem then enacts the decline in influence 

of the pagan mythologies - a demise announced in the opening lines: 

Ye Nymphs of Solyma~ begin the Song~ 
To heav 1 nly Themes sublimer Strains belong. 

1. Providence of l.rJit 9 p. 75. 

2. ''rhine o1r-m Apollo no~J is King~' 



T:.:a ?lassie F:)uc~c..i::.s c.r..d ·be .Sylva1.1 Shcdc=s~ 
The Drew::.o of J?indus a.."'ld th: Acmian l·Iaid.s 9 

Delight no more - • • • [11. ·1.:..51 

This is not only a farewell to the Gods of the Pollio? but to its 

classical sources of inspiration. Hare material is the parody of the 

opzr-ir,g invocation of the P_py:.i_p uhich 9 in :::iryd.cn 1 s vcrsion 9 runs: 

Sicilian I-luse begin a loftier strain~ 
Though lovJly Shrubs and T:z-ees that shade the Plain 9 

Delight not all... [11. 1-3] 
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The dividing line beh1een imitation and parody is much thinner in the 

·~ . u J1essJ.ah than in the Pastorals and here the clear parallels behJeen 

Isai~~ and Virgil 0 s treatment afford Pope the opportunity to moralize 

his song at the pastoral 1 s expense~ If the Pollio '''ere not t-mrthy 

enough in its 01rm right, the inspired material 1.1ould not be so much 

praised. The pastoral element honours divine writing. In the process 9 

some of the more domestic details of the Pollio which contrast ~-Ji th 

the sublimer strains are sacrificed. The Pollio competes ~-Ji th Isaiah 

in its higher registers. This 11v6ice 11 can achieve a certain self-

conscious hyper~ole that is near to ~;Ji t. Just as Virgil included the 

detail of the ram changing its fleece to blushing purple and saffron 

yellow 9 Pope verges on a note of gleeful wonder too: 

The Dumb shall sing, the Lame his Crutch foregQ,. 
-And leap- exalting fike -the. bouitding Roe ••• 
The Steer and Lion at one Crib shall meet; 
And harmless Serpents lick the Pilgrims' Feet. [11 0 43-44, 79-80] 

The inspiration f~r the one, however, is the Song of Solomon 2 : 8-91 

and the other Isaiah 65. 25.2 

1. 'The voice of my beloved~ behold~ hee cometh/leaping upon the mount
ains, skipping upon the hils./My beloved is like a Roe, or a young 
Hart: ••• ' (Authorized Version). 

2. 'The wolfe and the lambe shall feede together 9 and the lyon shall 
eate straw like the bullocke: and dust shalbe the serpents meat.' 
(Authorized Version). 
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CONCLUSim! 

~G ~~ 
Tha Hes_sial:l, marks one particular side of Pope 1 s pasto:ral tr.ri tir..g o 

In itcelf~ it is sclf=consciously elevated 9 self-conscious because 

it marks its sources of imitation suite clearly from its first ~ppaar-

.snco o Pcpc tu:cns his h&nd to the v something better 1 tl:at in q_u~:rc~J.-~~ 

40 he hc.d found in Virgil 1 s 1;Jo:rk above P~1ilips 0 s and Spense:r 0 So Accord-

ingly~ the pastoral element is by no me~~s clearly discernibleo 

"Messiah" completes the scheme of the Pastorals by abolisb.ing Time 0 s 

tyranny: 0 No more the rising Sun shall gild the r.1orn 9 jNor Evening 

Synthia fill her silver Horn v (99-100) but this is no classical 

conclusion even if it does admit the Golden Ageo The Golden Age of 

the Pollio had been envisioned by a shepherd 0 s song and appeared in 

the fields firsto Pope 0 s Eden restored assumes a cosmic dimension 

that is not just embedded in the pastoral metaphors but is displayed 

openlyo Implicit in this altered perspective is a parody of the 

Virgilian materialo Imitation in the Pastorals had supplanted and 

elevated a shepherd's song~ but the same allusions in devotional 

poetry 9 such as "f1essiah" 9 served to appro?ri01te and eventually super-

sede ito 
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CHAPTER 6 

Johp. G~a_.y3 Countr:y:_ldaology and the Hcck=PastorA1, 

In the previous tuo chapters 9 Pope &nd Philips \·Jere differentiated 

in their pastorals not only by the use of the texms of Ancient/i-IodeTn 

but also by Tory/Uhigo To some extent 9 these terms are interchangeableo 

It is possible to quote sections of Sir Robert Filmer 0 s Patriarcha 

(published posthumously 9 1680) alongside John Locke 0s contract theory 

to illustrate a 1:lide divergence of ideology and 9 consequently 9 historical 

perspectiveo These two models illustrate the extremes of political 

assumption in the years 1680=1700 9 a particularly frenetic period 

leading up to the Revolution Settlement and including the early debate 

over its maintenanceo To apply the terms Tory/Whig in a wider analysis 9 

however 9 is 9 \'There not positively misleading 9 vague and undemandingo 

On the other hand 9 it is necessary to stress some original divergence 

beb-reen the theorists espoused in those years if the Ancient/Hodern 

model is to be fully comprehensible in :i.ts a:prRF.l:r:-ai~.r.e :i:n the ei.e;htee:ntJ:l 

centuryo As this involves discovering certain opposed theories of 

history 9 tradition and their critical taxonomies 9 it has a bearing 

on any investigation of the pastoralas survival during the first 

decades of the centuryo Furthermore9 even if the Tory/tifhig distinction 

forms no coherent shorthand for the whole of the period 9 its initial 

premises need establishing for two reasonsg firstly 9 it is a 

distinction shared by many of the most influential ideologues from 

1700 to 1730 and secondly 9 is a way of charting a more basic and 

enduring polarity bett-Jeen historical theories of 11 imitation'1 and 

contractual "liberty11 o 



(a) Tory Ideologies of Order and Providence 

Fiiller 0s p_a.tria.rc]§, uas a uork stemming from a."'lother age 9 \·Jritten 

to confute Hobbas 0 s social compact theoryo
1 

tlhilst agreeing uith hi.s 

~ema.~d for a strong absolutist monerchy 9 Filoer stresses the need fer 

a ruler 9 unlilce Hobbes 0 s 9 t·Jho is set above temporallaHs and a people 0 s 

rights of redresso A king could never be punished even if breaking 

divine lat·Jo The only possible sanctions against him IIJere those of 

a divine retribution administered in the next 1r1orld not thiso 2 

Originally VTritten to defend Charles I 9 his vrritings uere revived in 

the 1680s by the Tory interests grounded on a secure hereditary 

succession 9 a t·Jarning to another Charleso 

Filmer 0s reappearance in the 1680s helped clarify and authorize 

two associated Tory doctrines: direct divine ordination and 

indefeasible hereditary successiono Therein lay order and the 

requirement that subjects should both obey passively (if disposed 

to question) and abjure use of arms to defend their "rights" if 

counter to the system inaugurated by their monarcho These doctrines 

lo Hobbes 9 s Leviathan (1651) had stressed the necessity for a 
voluntary social contract as the only means by t..rhich political 
stability could be achieved and an incessantly competitive 11state 
of nature" avoided (Chapter 13 9 edited by CoBo HacPherson 
(Harmonds1rJOrth 9 1968) 9 ppo 183=88)o This is the prelude to 
the codification of natural rights and la\vSo The right of nature 
is defined as 9 the Liberty each man hath 9 to use his o1rm poHer 9 

as he will himselfe 9 for the preservation of his own Nature; 
that is to say 9 of his own life; and consequently 9 of doing 
any thing 9 Nhich in his o11m Judgement 9 and Reason 9 hee shall 
conceive to be the aptest means thereuntov (po 189)o Social 
life involved the voluntary tvaiving of such rights in the 
interests of self=preservation: the contractual renunciation 
of most individual liberties and the transf~nce of them to the 
hands of a strong monarchy (ppo 190=93)o 

2o See Patriarcha and other Political Harks of Sir Robert Filmer 9 

edited by Peter Laslett (Oxford 9 1949) 9 ppo 62 9 93 9 12Go 
Filmer did not lack interpreters in the 1680s; see \villiam 
Hickes 9 Jovian (1683) 9 ppo 199=212 or Samuel Parker 9 Religion 
and Lo~alt~ (1~84) 9 ppo 100=lo 



of non=:cesis·cc-11ce end IJC.Ssi vc o'beC:::.el:~e stressed the s'::rictly lirJited. 

natu~e of individual :rightso All oen uere subject to their kings as 

to their pz.rants~ e">nrt, by extension 7 to the hegemonic traditions and 

1 ll . h 't ' 1 aus a l.n e:rJ. eco ' The Gree.test unease vJas experienced at tile 

pros:_Ject of the r;mob 11 
9 J.::h0 -:.macccpt&blc face of social revol:.rcic:1o 

Constitution (1682?) 9 uere seen as ~too often the u.I1J1appy instrucents 

to beat dovm truti1 in all kinds 9 and set up error; for tl:.ey are not 

more fickle in their religion 9 than they are unto their gove.rnment 9 

or rather governors 9 from uhom they are apt to be seduced ooo~o2 

As HoTo Dickinson puts it 9 the Filmerian thesis and its influence 

~fulfilled the need to find a political and social order uhich vras 

above considerations of mere expediency 9 \-rhich 'lrras superior to time 

and circumstance 9 and 'lrrhich did not depend upon particular historical 

developments or national peculiarities~} As such 9 it promised a 

validated 9 not just an expedient 9 stabilityo It would have been 

extremely lame to argue that the Stuarts had direct biblical authority 

for their rule 9 but 9 bolstered by an appeal to the covert operations 

of divine providence 9 it could be argued that the transmission of 
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- -- -re-galit.y-9 - -if-- not .. spec ifically of .Stuar-t .. stamp<]- had .. sur..vi ved .. and____ _ ___________ _ 

ensured an eventual return to the true heiro4 Radical thought of 

the 1640s was frequently rationalist; Filmer 9 s admittedly mythical 

lineage of patriarchal sources of po11rer (back to Adam) had promised 

2o Although \-rri t ten in the 1680s 9 North v s Discourse I!Jas first 
published in The Scholar Armed 9 2 volso (2nd edo 9 1800) (1~ 264)o 

3o Liberty and Property~ Political Ideology in Eighteenth=Century 
Britain (London 9 1977) 9 Po lBo 

4o See Patriarcha 9 PPo 57=62 9 74=75o These passages are very close 
in sentiment to the more extreme view in his The Anarchy of a 
Limited or Mixed Monarch~ (1648) 9 ppo 6=7 9 12=13o 



a l'JO:::'G :1:".storicc.l vindicc.:i::io::.-1 ens:1:;:>i.nacl i:.1 prineval co:o..stitutionso 

Less attractive to his a6e uas the proposition that lc:m folloued the 

uill of the king (and thus of God) 9 not the contemporary contexto 

This Royalist position hardly su:rvived the events of 1688o 

facto syr:~pathetic to a foreign pouer a."1.cl closely allied to potential 

Catholic mutinyo The resolution of the Commons on Ja:;.mary 18 9 1689 

declared that James II had abdicated 9 leaving the throne vacanto1 

As the strongest political aspirant \Jas Uilliam of Oran[!;e 9 the Tory 

reverence for authority had to be squared '1.'11ith scruples about its 

possible illegitimacyo Filmer could still be quoted in this respect 9 

having acknm1ledged the depositions of the past as only possible by 

God 1 s graceo2 The Revolution \"Jas thus an unexpected manifestation 

of Providence and in this James 1s poor record regardine those Tory 

lando1rmers hopeful of preferment was an ally} Tory principles 1r1ere 

kept intact by the useful distinction between Uilliam as king de facto 

l'o The debate over the wording of 0abdicated 1 rather tha.TJ. vvacant 
throne 0 can be follOl!Jed in The Bip;'l;teent',., Centu!:'y nonRti tnt.i on; 
1688=181 : Documents and Commentar 9 edited by Eo Neville 
1rJilliams Cambridge 9 19 0 9 ppo 20=26o The Bill of Rights 

~-~----~-<i6891_makes __ James v s _culp_ahilit~ear.9 _11e __11]1a::ving __ abdicated ~ ___ -~----~--
the government9 and the throne being thereby vacantU (a necessary 
compromise) 9 the succession is best served by inviting the. 0Prince 
of Orange 1 to succeed 0whom it hath pleased Almighty God to make 
the glorious instrument of delivering this Kingdom from popery 
and arbitrary p01:rer 9 (po 27) o 

~o See Patriarcha 9 Po 62o Filmer 0s de facto apology for divine 
right is ingenious: v It skills not \·Jhich ·way Kings come by 
their power 9 \vhether by election 9 donation 9 succession or by 
any other means 9 for it is still the manner of the government 
by supreme po~er that. makes them properly Kings 9 and not the 
means of obtaining their crowns 0 (po 106)o Filmeras argument 
attracted Anglican supporto See Gilbert Burnet 9 A Sermon 
preached ooo on 31 Jano 1688/82 (1689) 9 ppo 3 9 13 9 and Francis 
Atterbury 0s 11The Uisdorn of Providence manifested in the 
Revolutions of Government 11

9 in Sermons and Discourses on Several 
Subjects and Occasions 9 2 volso (1723) 9 1: 25So 

3o See JoRo Jones 9 Country and Court: England 9 1658=1714 (London 9 

1978)9 ppo 229=33o 



By 1701 and tl:a r~ct of Settle::ilent 9 se:.f=declarecl 'I:cry 

~embers gave support to the proposal that the Protestw!t House of 

Tit>..cJ.over nhoul.d succeed A!'.ne should she die childlesso 

in 1701 and Uilliam 0 s in 1702 salved Tory consciences as it could nou 

be a:cgJ.ecl that \·litl: Anne on the th:roZle so::re r;:;easu::e of i~1de:fec..sible 

hereditary succession had come to passo 

Recent research has demonstrated the longevity and vitality of 

As late as 17liJ- 9 Dickinson estimates that 

perhaps as many as a hundred Tory members \·Jished to see the Pretender 

2 
succeed Queen Anneo Indeed in the last months of her reign there 

is evidence that hopes l'lere high for a repeal of the Act of Settlement 

and for a parliamentary resolution in favour of the succession of James 

Ed1:.rard Stuart o The theory of Divine Right 9 even in defiance of much 

of the events of recent history 9 could still rally influential support 9 

even if its absolutist Filmerian emphases were now mutedo 

The Tory political position 1:1as founded upon an abstract sanction 

for central authority to tvhich the latr v1as a necessary adjunct in 

suppressing the anarchy of mob ruleo Fra~cis Atterbury 9 the most 

revered and outspoken of Tory divines 9 in 1710 (anonymously) equated 

':57 

-~~~---the- '·voice-of-the- ~peopl-e-'--t~o ~-1-t-he--cFy-o~-hell~~-1eading __ t~o .. idolatr_y_9 __ ---~ 

rebellion9 murderg and all the wickedness the devil can suggest ooo 0 o3 

Order could be maintained by Providence 9 but preferably by a strong 

temporal rulero As the benefits of the t·Jhig Revolution Settlement 

1r1ere obvious and the taint of Jacobitism unattractive~ Tory ideology 

1 o See the papers in Ideology and Conspiracy: Aspects of Jacobitism 9 

1689=1759 9 edited by Eveline Cruickshanks (Edinburgh 9 1982] and 
also Linda Colley 9 In Defi~~ce of Oligarchy: The Tory Part~9 
1714=60 (Cambridge 9 19S2) 9 PPo 29=4lo 

2 .o Liberty and Propert~9 Po 4L 

3 o The Voice of the People 9 no Voice of God (1710) 9 po 6o 



could be ac~a:ptecl to substitute en A.."'"lcient Constitutio::J. in place of its 

present ad.minist:rator 9 unfortunately limited by political opportunism~ 

a te:11porary state of affairs until the evidence of ,Ja.Ynes II and the 

actm:,l historical co:iJ.text had diiJmedo 1 
Tnis fundamentalist ap?eal 

extended to a heartfelt need to protect the Esta'::Jlished Church frow 

IIJonco:nfomist adulterationo The Uhigs tJOuld suffice to shield it 

from Catholicismo 

This association of ideas end the strength of its adherents is 

clearly demonstrated during the trial of Dro Henry Sacheverell in 

February=March 9 1710 for his supposedly seditious sermon The Perils 

of False Brethren 9 Both in Church and Sta~9 delivered on November 5 9 

1709 at Sto Paul 1 so At the request of the Lord Hayor 9 it 1:1as published 

on November 25o Geoffrey Holmes estimates its distribution to have 

The ~lliig ministry 0 s calamitous attempt to 

impeach Sacheverell \-ras motivated by a desire to demonstrate the 

stability of the principles underlying the Settlement and also a 

confidence that Tory opinion had diluted sufficiently to allow them 

to do ito Unfortunately for the prosecuting Junto 9 the trial became 

a focus of pent=up discontento Riots broke out and one mob intending 

----~-~ t·o- -storm-the-Bank-of~Engla...-ld~f-t-he-.f.oremost-~-&ymbol-Of-irJhiggery~in_London 9. __ 

had to be prevented by the Queen's Horse Guardso3 Although found 

lo 

2o 

The seeds of such constitutional Royalism are identified in 
Isabel Rivers 9 The Poetry of Conservatism 9 1600=1745: A Stud~ 
of Poets and Public Affairs from Jonson to Pope (Cambride;e 9 

1973) 9 PPo 148=65o GoVo Bennett has illustrated the immense 
impact such an appeal had on Anglican thought in Tne Tory Crisis 
in Church and State 1688=17 0: The Career of Francis Atterbur 9 

Bishop of Rochester (Oxford 9 1975) 9 ppo 10 =9o 

The Trial of Dro Sacheverell (London 9 1973) 9 Po 75o Holmes deals 
t-rith the immediate context of the sermon at ppo 48=62o See also 
Bennett's The Tory Crisis 9 PPo 109=18o 

For an account of the rioting and the Tory management of it 9 

see Angus Mcinnes 9 Robert Harley9 Puritan Politician (London 9 
1970)9 ppo 121=24o 



g~1il·~y 9 Sac~evcrell t·:2.s all b-:At exor.erated amiC:.st ce..ssi ve 'J:ory 

rejoicingo In October 9 the Uhig u1inistry fello 

1:.1l"lat is n:ost siGD-ificent as rec;ards the development of Tory ideology 

is the lack of direct reliance on divine riGhto Sacheverell is enough 

of a Ii'iille:d:.;.n to Gain strength fToo the Q stec-.dy ';:,elief of ·i;he su"j~cct ~ s 

obli~ation to an absolute 9 and unconditional obedience to the suyrea~ 

p01.·Ier 9 in all things lat-Jful 9 and the utter illegality of resistance 

upon any pretence t·Jhatsoever a o More often hm1ever it is the consti= 

tution shared by both Church and State that is in dangero 0So that ooo 

uhosoever presumes to innovate~ alter 9 or mispresent any point in the 

articles of the faith of our Church ought to be arraign°d as a traytor 

to our state; oooao The 0 firmest and best=settl 0 d constitution in 

the 1rmrld a 1;Jas under an obligation to cast out the 0 ri1onsters and 

vipers v sheltering 1.-!ithing those who t•rould call the Church 1 u.11fashion= 

able 9 superannuated 9 nay 000 utterly inconsistent "Iilith the right 

liberty 9 and property of the PEOPLE; uho have as our new preachers 

and politicians teach us 9 ooo the power invested in them 9 the fountain 

and original of it9 to cancel their allegiance at pleasure? ooo 9 o1 

Indeed 9 at the trial 9 Samuel Dodd 9 one of the defence counsels 9 could 

- --assert--an-nnexcept ionable- .compromisE4- not_quit.e_c.onsist.en t _ Jrri th __ the ________ _ 

emphases of the sermon itself 9 but representative of the Tory defenceo 

The astrength of the nation° lay not in the people 9 an unsurprising 

statement 9 but a body near allied~ the 0 collective body of the people 

assembled in Pnrliament 0 9 besides the Queeno 2 · 

Tory history developed a narrative 9 therefore 9 that drew most 

sustenance from a static conception of obligation and constitutionally 

~o The Perils of False Brethren 9 Both in Church and State 9 reprinted 
in Politics and Literature in the Eighteenth Centur~ 9 edited by 
HoTo Dickinson (London 9 1974) 9 Po l2o 

2o The Tryal of Dro Henry Sacheverell (1710) 9 po 203o 



licited i:::;_divj_d:J.al rig~'l"CSo Political affai::'s consta0.tly cousul ted 

an estaolisl1ec1 orO.ero Change uas explained by the providential 

i...'1.scrutaoility of the Divi..."le 1:Jill 9 occasionally ad..rninisterinG harsh 

lessons on the dw'1.gers of populist anarchyo Uith the death of Anne 9 

1prima:rily to their technical su:perio:rity as a political party 0 

t-Thich 9 tJb.ilst dra~oJing on a minority of the political nation 9 could 

exploit the Tories 1 prevarication over the Jacobite successiono 1 

The pastoral form in its neo~classical mode formed part of a 

graduated and discrete series of expressive possibilitieso The 

learned poet shot1ed mastery of his model 9 frequently Vir.e;il 9 in order 

to modernize his memory not to supersede ito As already noted in 

the translations of Dryden and the Pastorals of Pope this classical 

past uas conceived as a timeless lingua francao 

imitating Virgil 1 s style as t,.rell as his topics proved an implicit 

critique of debased contemporary cultureo For Pope 9 the principle 

of imitation itself provided the groundplan for pastoral writing of 

1709o In both cases it tvould be inexact to find fully.:.blovm and 

comprehensive Tory ideolo.e;y in their 1r~itingo Indeed 9 the very 

--····--- _t_erms __ wer_e __ _qp_en __ t_o __ br_o_ad_int.erpr.et_aj;_i_qn_in_l6.9_'l_a,nd_l2.09.o_._Addison_ .. ···- ________ _ 

wrote the headnotes to Dryden 1 s Eclogues 9 Swift professed himself a 

lcJhig 9 h;o of Pope's most influential counsellors 111ere 9 or had been 9 

in t·Jhig politics: Uilliam Ualsh and l·Jilliam Trumbull 9 and 9 in any 

case 9 Pope is consistent in the years leading up to 1717 in claiming 

a certain freedom from electioneeringo2 In espousing an Ancient 

loyalty to observing and commemorating the genera and decora of 

~o Country and Co~~9 Po 355o 

• 2_o This persona of Popevs is dealt 1rrith at length in John Mo Aden 9 
11Pope and Politics: VThe Farce of State 111 in vJriters and their 
Back~round: Alexander Pope 9 edited by Peter Dixon (London 9 

1972 9 PPo 172=79o 



terns 9 the Tory reverence for abstract e::1thori ty over against the 

numerous heterog~neity of contemporary life bears comparison uith 

Ancient pren1ises 9 and frequently underpinned theme As Geor~e de Fo 

Lord has po:i.nted out vrith reference to Absa.lom a.."ld Achito-phel (168::..) ~ 

Dryden r s inclination to present the conter:1pozary event ~spec~ 

aeterni_ia:tis by means of classical 9 Roma.7l histo?ical or Old. Testament 

&nalogues is 9 in effect 9 a Royalist/Tory hypothesis~ 0Thus no 

contemporary event or issue is seen as unique 9 and the participants 

1 
ooo are generally reduced to types 0 o In Dryden°s case 9 Catholicism 

appealed because of its immutable formo Rationalism 9 in both Religio 

Laici (1682) ancl The Hind and the Panther (1687) 9 is a gift to the 

seditious in the nationo 2: Dryclen opposes it vrith the Established 

Church in the earlier poem and a Catholicism in the later closely 

allied to political equilibriumo The layman°s faith in 1682 °does 

our Lusts opposeg / Unfed by Natures Soil 9 in 1:1hich it grous 0 (158=59L 

This 0 stubborn patience' (163) will eventually curb 'Sense and Sin° 

(160)o Effectively 9 it will negate Experience as well as Reason as 

reliable evidenceo Differing scriptural interpretation was really 

the 0!1e,jestick and Divine 0 style of the divine \'Jord (152) 0 1:Jhose Force 

lo Dryden 1 s Political Cosmos11
9 in 

~~~~~~~~--~~~==~~~J~o~h=n~D~r~d~e=n9 edited by Earl Miner 
London 9 1972 9 Po 159o For an extended study of Dryden in 

this light 9 see Alan Roper 9 Dryden 1 s Poetic Kingdoms (London 9 1965)o 

2o Religio Laici can be found at Poems 9 1: 302=22 9 The Hind and the 
Panther at Poems 9 2~ 467=537o Reason in 1682 was a faulty guide 
in matters of faith 9 but treasonous in matters politic as it 
encouraged the 1 poor \Jorrn° to 0 offend Infinit:y;0 (93)o I\Ian 9 not 
God 9 then presumed to be 0Justice in the Last Appeal9 / ~Y easie 
~instructs Thee to rebell~ 0 (95=96)o By lb87 9 this aversion 
has settled on the 0unerring Guide 0 of Catholicism for its reproof 
(I 9 65) 9 for 0 \"Jhat ~·!eight of antient witness can prevail / If 
private reason hold the publick scale? 0 (I 9 62=63)o 



is sti: .. l the sace I As tl:e first ~ t:"at produc 0 d. OUl' :?re..n:e 0 (19;·=55) o 

In 1687 9 the Gnurch of England is less imr.1utableo Indeed Anglican 

c~urch government becoEes the ecclesiastical equivalent of rule by 

TrL"1!11ers: 

Lli~e tricks of state 9 to stop a rac;ing flood 

Or mollify a mad=brain°d Senate 0 s mood: 

Of all expedients never one uas goodo [II 9 272=74] 

As \"Jilliam Hyers points out 9
1 

Tradition becomes reified as the thea= 

logical equivalent of the 9Ark 0 of the English constitution: 0An old 

possession stands 9 till Elder quitts the claim 0 (II 9 237)o 

Pope v s political bias in early care.er has recently been analyzed 

in the l[JOrk of John No Aden and Houard Erskine=Hillo 
2 

Both stress 

his covert Toryismo This surfaces in 11Springn in his attempt to 

imitate the riddles of Eclogue 3 ( lOL~ 9 106) o 9Say 9 Daphnis, say in 

111hat glad Soil appears I A t-Jondrous Tree that Sacred Nonarchs bears? 0 

(85-86) is a clear reference to the Royal Oak of Gharleso 0 Nay tell 

me first 9 in i-Jhat more happy Fields I The Thistle springs 9 to which 

the Lill~ yields? 0 (89~90) would seem to allude to the House of Stuart, 

perhaps in French exileo3 In chapter 4 9 it \vas noted that Pope 9s 

~who±e·-strategy--in--prov-iding--i?8-storals-for.-l:1...is...age_reco.gnized_the ___ _ 

necessity of an eclectic yet moulded tradition~ a recreationof 

discordia concorso \IJith the completion of the series t'l'ith his 

Messiah 9 however 9 he favours a transcendent divine ordering 9 a sublime 

rebuke for the rustic pastoral formo Dryden had been able to assume 

1~ Dryden (London 9 1973) 9 ppo 119=20o 

2·o John Mo Aden 9 Po e 1 s Once and Future Kin s~ Satire and Politics 
in the Early Career Knoxville 9 Tenno 9 197 9 Ho111ard Erskine=Hill 9 

The Social Hilieu. of Alexander Pope (Net'l' Haven 9 1975) and 
11Alexander Pope: The Political Poet in his Time 11

9 Eighteenth= 
Century Studies 9 15 (1981=82) 9 123=48o 

3o See Aden 9 ppo 62=63 for fuiler explicationo 



a heroic nvoicen for his pastora::i.s because they ue:re Vi::q;il' So ::?ope 

had no such insuranceo 

Direc·i; Tory i:ufluencc on Po::?e (e.s GB.y) becomes apparent from 1711 

ont!ardso In that year they both mat a~d a year later they made 

acquaintC\l1Ce 't··Jith Suift 9 Arbuthnot and Fa:mell 9 closely folloued by 

In 1713 9 Pope co~emorated the Peace 

of Utrecht h"'l Uindsor Forest (a treaty inspired by a Tory admL--listratic:n ° s 

desire to alleviate the country=interest 0 s te.xes)o 1 This is obvious 

froo the dedication to Lord Lansdmme 9 one of those actively responsible 

for its termso Hindsor Forest provides a suitably mythical structure 

for Ancient and Tory ideology 9 being at once 0 the Monarch 9 s and the 

Ancient preconceptions are lir1Jced to Tory ideology up to 171L:-o 

Indeed 9 the Ancient literary position all too easily became the 

aesthetic branch of the Tory partyo For both Dryden and Pope 9 an 

abstract authority beleaguered by the Hydra=headed mob meant that 

imitation of the past and withdravJal from experiential perception 

\•Jere imperativeo For Dryden 9 the t!higs of the 1680s were an 

9Arbitrary Crov1d 0 (142) in The Medall~ A Satyre Against Sedition 

- -"iT682-) 9-vuln-e·ra bl:e-to--gusts-of- -unru±-y-pass;kon:-- ___ _ 

Almight Crowd 9 thou shorten 9 st all dispute; 

Pow9 r is thy Essence; Wit thy Attributeg 

Nor Faith nor Reason make thee at a stay 9 

Thou leapst o9 r eternal truths 9 in thy Pindarique \l!ayg 
- - 2. 

i[IIo 91=96) . 

For Pope 9 retirement from such contact proved the same attractiono3 

1~ iifindsor Forest 9 s Tory bias is demonstrated in J oRo Noore 9 "Windsor 
Forest and lt!illiam IIr1

9 Modern Language Notes 9 66 (1951) 9 451=54 9 

~9 1f 137 9 and Aden 9 ppo63=64o Aden's comments on the contempor= 
aneous Temple of Fame (ppo 90=96) suggest that it 9 too 9 reflects 
Tory hopes for the Utrecht Peaceo 

2~ Poems 9 1: 250-6lo 

llo 237=56o 
See Pope's Ode to Solitude and ilindsor Forest 9 



1, (;. 
' I ~- ~: 

It is one major fallacy of the polarization of Tory and Uhig that 

the former ~e stigm~tized as all lm1Qed eent~y clasping at a feucal 

past and the letter prog~essive City=~en freq~enting the Sank of Engl~1do 

tn.1ig histor:'..ar!.s of the nineteenth century uere too apt 9 in Herbert 

Butterfield us phrase 9 to study 'the past 1:1i th direct and pe:rpetual 

·1 reference to the presentvo This inevitably over=draoatizes the 

contrast betueen those vrho could be seen to ftcrther 11progress11 and 

those vJho hindered ito In this system 9 likenesses between the past 

and present are significant ~tJhereas unlikenesses much le.ss so 9 and no 

one term 1r1ins contemporary assent ~ore than the i:Jhig slogans of 

11Liberty11 o 
2 

Hm·rever 9 this is as much an ideology as Tory rlfeudalism0 o 

Most active \'Jhigs of the period shared many of the supposedly Tory 

assumptions: a belief in the necess:lty of an ordered society by 11rhich 

to protect the privileges and property of the \·Jealthy and influentiaL 

Very feu Here republicans 9 even if one predominating Uhig interest uas 

a distrust of absolutis~ and the theory of passive obedience that 

<::.CCO:Jpo.nicd ito 

9Thus 9 while the tactical mistru{eS of the Tories drove them into the 

political 1r1ilderness on the accession of the Hanoverians in 1714 9 their 

strength during the previous tvJO reigns had ensured that the tJhigs Nho 

triumphed over them were men of a decidedly conservative stampqo3 It 

lo The Uhig Interpretation of Histor:y (London 9 1931) 9 Po 17o 

2 o See Henry Ko Miller 9 
11The q·Jhigq Interpretation of Literary 

Ristoryn 9 Eighteenth Century Studies 9 6 (1972) 9 80=84o 

3o Liberty and Proper~y 9 Po 58o This point is also emphasized in 
JoHa Plumb 9 The Grov~h of Political Stabilit in En"land 167 =172 
(London 9 1967 9 ppo 1 5=75 although it is also stressed how Tory 
interests 1r1ere suppressed by political management) 9 HoToDickinson 9 

\rJalpole and the Whig Supremacy (London 9 1973) 9 ppo 93=106 9 and 
\'lc,Ao Speck 9 

11Uhigs and Tories.dim their glories: English political 
parties under the first two Georges" 9 in The \Vhig Ascendanc:y: 
Colloquies on Hanoverian England 9 edited by John Cannon (London 9 

1981)9 PPo 51=70o 



uilling to SU?:port most forms of central authority in order to enjoy 

thei:r libert3• a.."1d c;_ui tc e.nother to mininize the ideological!_ split 

betueen theoo It uas one fundamental tenet of l"Jhiggism that regal 

pouer uas not azobitrary a."'ld uulimited and tl:.o;l; ~ consequently~ ·che 

individual had some inalienable rightss usually to life 9 liberty and 

propertyo It uould have been fruitless to rely on Ancient authority 

to verify thiso Consequently 9 the \:'Jhigs opposed a Tory party pot·Jerful 

in the publicus eyes 9 if not aluays in government 9 by reason and appeals 

to the laws of natureo Practical expediency was distinguished from 

idealist authorityo 

John Lockevs role during the Exclusion Crisis (1679=81) had been 

to refute the Adaoic genealo~J of Patriarchao
1 

In the Tvm. Treatises 

on Government (published 1690 9 but composed earlier) 9 he denied the 

analogy behJeen the pm·Ier of kings and the authority of fathers 9 for 

it \-Jas clear that children attain an age of reason and can revoke 

paternal authorityo The basis of such authority is consent not 

compulsion 9 a contract not passive obedienceo 2 . Both J ,;p o Kenyon 

and Dickinson point out that the revolutionary potential of this 

---------conc2:us±on-anel:-that-of--Alge-rnon--Sidney-'Ls-Discourses--eoncerning-------

l.o This is demonstrated by John Dunn 9 The Political Thought of John 
Locke: An Historical Account of the "Tt;.ro Treatises of Government" 
(Cambridge 9 1969) 9 ppo 58~76 Con Filmer) and ppo 96=ll9 (on the 
difference between Hobbes and Locke's conceptions of the 11state 
of Nature11 ) o Dunn concludes that the difference beti·reen Filmer 
and Locke Has that the former vneeded a concrete continuing 
authority in 1:1hich people could be 1r1rappedo Like crabs they 
could live only in a continuous God=given shello But to Locke 
they were more like hermit=crabs: the shells they needed 9 their 
instincts made available to them 9 (po ?6)o 

2o Tuo Treatises of Government (1689) I 9 paragr~phs 69 11 9 52=53 9 

55 9 60=b6o See also Algernon Sidney 9 Discourses Concerning 
Government (3rd edition 9 1751) 9 PPo 27=45 9 or James Tyrell 9 

Patriarcha Non Monarcha (168l)o 



l 
needing to i11fluence a suffici;:mt consensus for poue:co tlhat uere 

more secine.l uere their interio conclusioi.'ls~ firstly 9 that legiti.Date 

govermD.ent F&.s artificial 9 ncreatecF1 by a mutual und.erstancli:rrr; betueen 

a r::10narch a.-:c~ ;.,.is subjects9 secom:lly 9 that ree.so:rr e.rr1 the lat·:s of 

nature t·mre sufficient guides to adjudicate St:;Ch rule ax:d? lastly 9 

that liberty did not mean licence 9 for the 0 state of nB-ture has a la\·J 

of nature to govern it 9 1:1hich obliges every one9 and reason 9 Hhich is 

that la1:r 9 teaches all manl;:ind 9 uho t11ill but consult it 9 tb.at 9 being all 

equal and independent 9 no one ought to harm another in his life 9 health 9 

l . t . 2 
~ber y 9 or possess~ons'o · Up to the ~evolution Settlement 9 therefore 9 

the gap betNeen \:Jhig and Tory 1:ras really betueen differing sources of 

authority rather than the need for ito 

This position is specifically Modern in its concern to question 

the bases of traditiono To contemporaries 9 Locke's FellotrJship of the 

Royal Society (conferred in 1668) and his close friendship uith Robert 

Boyle ivere significant marks of Uh.iggeryo Indeed in 1683 9 he had been 

obliged to flee to Holland and lost his Studentship in Oxford a year 

latero It uas only 'IIJith the Revolution that Locke returned to 

_____ government c~~:l.:~_f:l_~_s a member of the Board of Tra_9.!9__fr_on_l6.9_6o ____________ _ 

The Royal Society 9 and Boyle in particular 9 fostered a desire to 

experiment and verify perceptiono Boyle's Some Considerations TouchinG 

the Usefulnesse of Experimental Naturall Philosophy (1671) had as its 

third aim the enabling of converse between 9 on the one hand 9 VGentlemen 

lo JoPo Kenyon 9 Revolution Principles: The Politics of Party9 

1689=1720 (Ca!11bridge 9 1977) 9 ppo 35=60 9 and Liberty and 
Pro~erty9 ppo 70=79o 

2,o T1r.ro Treatises 9 II 9 paragraph 63o See also Locke v s objections 
to those without property described in CoBo Nacpherson 9 The 
Political Theory ofPossessive Individualism (Oxford 9 1962J9 

ppo 19L~262 9 and Sidney's reverence for the opinion of 'freemen~ 
(Discourses 9 po 75)o 



uould qualify Royal Scholars 9 to ask Questions of Men that converse 

uith T~:1;1~gs o o" 0 " T!:1e sixth a5n 7 'uhich is the main of all 0 
9 l·Jas 

to 0 rovJse u:p the Generality of those that a.:-e any thing inquisitive 9 

and both lm::.cl:::.y excite £'illd sor:::e1.·:::at assist the Cu.riosi ty o:? ~=ar.:d:J.cl: a 
1 

To Dryden 9 in Rc~.lJKio Laici 9 this investigation shoued fruitless lack 

of faith in the divinity~ 

Ue grant 9 
1 tis true 9 that Eeav 1 n from humane Sense 

Has hid the secret paths of Providence~ 

But boundless i·Jisedom 9 boundless I'-'Iercy 9 may 

Find evvn for those be=t·!ildred Souls 9 a ~Y.~ 

t'n 9 186-89) 

Furthermore 9 the Deistical probing of natural phenomena t,ras a tampering 

uith Tradition 9 our 'unerring Guid 9 given that 0 th 0 original Scripture 

has been lost 0 (277=78)o 

The 'consentu of those who actually obeyed or practised traditional 

functions in society could also mean a tradition open to the navigation 

of present usageo Locke 1 s own vievJ of language 9 expressed in the third 

book of his Essay concerning Humane Understanding (1690) 9 runs congruent 

-····-- -t-o--his -su-pport-4'o:F--the--Re:vo1ut-ion o~---- --H01,vever-<) _comrnon.....u.sage~_\1Thich .. __ . __ 

9 regulates the meaning of \·Jords pretty t•rell for common Conversation; o a o 1 

is not as verifiable as Locke would have ito Indeed such linguistic 

democracy is not suitable for philosophical discourse~ 1 Besides 9 the 

rule a..J.d measure of Propriety it self being no uhere established 9 it 

is often matter of dispute 9 t-Jhether this· or that way of using a l!!ord 9 

be propriety of Speech? or nooV Although Locke 0s political t~itings 

1 o Second tome 9 ''Preamble" 9 no paginationo 

2o III 9 9 9 viiio 
edition 9 1706) 9 

1961)9 2: 79o) 

(An Essa Concernin Human 
edited by John Uo Yolton 9 2 volso 

(5th 



bad bzen too rac~ical for Uhig politics 9 for tease :::ore disposed ·i:;o 

r'1odern conceptions of creative literature such ideas could oe more 

Uith the Revol'...ltion and th::; need to establish a more ecumenical 

basis for its undisturbed continuar:ce 9 political tlhigsisn and ti:e :c:ore 

I-Ioderr.. character of much pure philosop:1y and aesthetics divergeC.o 

Altl1ou.r;~1 the 'i1uo Treatises uere reprinted in 1694 and 1698 9 references 

to the contract theory in formal l"lhig speeches Here feu and far behJeeno 

Far more reliable 1r1as another strand of vJ:"lig thought~ the reliance 

on the actual historical evidence (located in the Hagna Carta) of an 

ancient constitutiono This is crucially not the rational foundation 

for individual rights that Locke had definedo Indeed 9 \·rhen Benjamin 

Hoadly discussed contractual obligation in the second part of ~ 

Original and Institution of Civil Government Discuss?d (1710) 9 it 

was Richard Hooker?s less radical idea that Has indicated 9 and.no 

mention was made of a contract in the Declaration of Rights submitted 

to Hilliam and Nary in February 9 1689o2 Furthermore 9 at a time when 

it \<Ias likely that Whig confidence •·rould be high 9 at the trial of 

Sacheverell 9 Robert Valpole co~ld reassure Parliament that 'Resistance 

---- -- --·is·-ncrvJhere-·enacted--t-o-be-le galT--but-subje ctedr-hY ;.all_the __ laws __ no~rLirL __________ _ 

being 9 to the greatest penalties; o o o 1r1hen 9 and upon what never to be 

e_xpected occasions 9 it may be exercised 9 no man can foresee; o o o 
13 

Such quietism is consistent with a Revolution Settlement which claimed 

that James had abdicated 9 not that the Convention Parliament had upheld 

a theory of consensual righto 

lo See Kenneth NacLean 9 John Locke and English Literature of the 
Eighteenth Centur~ (New York 9 1962) 9 ppo 105=12 9 and John Barrell 9 

En lish Literature in Histor 17 0=80~ An E ual VJide Surve 
(London 9 19 3 9 ppo 113=19o 

2o See Dickinson°s discussion in Liberty and Property 9 ppo 73=74o 

3o The Tryal of Dro Sacheverell 9 Po 92o 



Th0 t-Ier of the S;?Bnis~c. Succession (1701=13) ues a uer that l:Jillian 

hed to fight 9 but not so the Uhigso 

recognized a J<::r:J~S III as posse~Aing an indefeasible right to the 

English throneo It t·m.s also a trade t·Jar as Louisu s agreement at Ryswick 

(1697) to comx.arcial concessions for the Du·~ch and a _:ra~-g_:prochei.!e::l"S 1:Jith 

English interests proved fal1acio~so The 1ia:dboro:1gh=Godo1phi:J. 

ministry needed home support for an expensive foreign v!aro Increasingly 

the kJhigs uere seen as the party of the n~oniecl11 interest and perha:ps 

also of Tolerance for Protestant dissento Nou t·ras not the time for 

pressing home a radical re=assessment of traditiono L."l the Bill of 

Rights Uilliam had been forbidden a standing army 9 yet one vras maintained 

fror:J 1697 to l702o The Triennial Act t·ras repealed in 1716 ''rhils:t many 

clauses of the Act of Settlement uere not observeco The conservative 

nature of much l:Jhig support in ideological matters by no means tallies 

uith the partisanship sho1:m in the General Elections from 1701 to 1715o
1 

In this period until t1e11 into the 1720s 9 the t·JhiyTory debate took a 

different form from that L~ both the Exclusion and Revolution criseso 

Increasingly 9 Ancient rhetoric reasserted an interest in Land as a 

source of pmrer and authority 9 'l!ihereas more Hodern ideals centred on 

------·-trade-and-commerce-in--general-o~-~---It-is_also __ e_ILident __ th<?-! __ t~~--!abe~-~ ________ _ 

1 o See HoAo Speck 9 Tor and 1t!hi ,: The Stru le in the Constituencies 9 

i701~1?15 (London 9 1970 9 and James Oo Richards 9 Party Propaganda 
Under Queen Anne: . The General Elections of 1702=1713 (Athens 9 Gao 9 

19'72) 9 especially ppo 154=58o 

2 o The extent to which this_ division. reflects a conscious Tory/tfuig 
split has provoked much debatec. For the thesis that the Tories 
'I!Jere the victims of a gro1rring social rriateria1ism 9 see Isaac 
Kre.mnick 9 Bolin broke and his Circle: the Politicsof. Nostal ia 
in the Age of vJalpole (Cambridge 9 I-1asso 9 19 9 especially PPo 
39=55 on 11 \,lalpole and the Net-r Economic Order" o For an anti=ifuig 
and Namierite perspective on the gro;1th of party bureallcracy 9 see 
Bo\rlo Hill 9 The Grm-1th of Parliamentary Parties 2 1689=1742 (London 9 

1976) o l"luch study has been based on observing a Country/Court 
division on the grounds that that pointed to a more basic clash 
of interests than notional party loyaltieso See Geoffrey Holmes 9 

British Politics in the Age of Anne (London 9 1967) 9 PPo 148=82 9 

UoAo Speck 9 
11Conflict in Society" in Britain After the Glorious 

Revolution 9 1689-1714 9 edited by Geoffrey Holmes (London 9 1969)9 

ppc, 135-54 (for a succinct revie1r1 of modern research on the demo
graphy of property) 9 and Liberty and Propert~ 9 ppo 91=118o 
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of tJhig and Tory no longer he.d quite the substance tl.:ey Q.:lC: in the 

Restoration? despite the grouin~ efficiencies of a tuo=party bureaucracyo 

11Contract:: and ~!Orde:'" are C:h'"})ressed ;l'J. neu terms 9 be it Court/Co:.mtry ~ 

City/Co"G.ntry or Eoniecl/Land.ed Interestso Inevitably both those forms 

of poetry that involve 11rural11 description and 9 furti1er 9 tl:e u~1ole 

strategy of filtering ideological interests through it are open to 

change 9 both ui th :reference to the genre.s. cl1osen and tf:e cor:raspond.ine; 

readings for trJhich they catero 

§e.y 1 s The Shepherd 1 s l"!eek (171L~) a.t""1d the Landed Interest 

The Shepherd's Heek first appeared on April 15 9 1714 as a slim 

octavo volume 9 equipped by non=burlesque engravines of country lifeo 

Immediately follovring his 11The Proeme/To the Courteous Readerrv Gay 

inserted his 1Trologueo To the Right Honourable the Ld Viscount 

Bolingbroke11
9 and a rash of annotation reminiscent of Scriblerian 

distaste for editorial pedantryo As 1:1ith most sustained irony or 

parody 9 the 1:10rk appears not just to have one targeto This is not 

quite the same as claiming it to have none or to be merely negativeo 

It could be argued that its main debate is with the formal qualities 
-~-------

---~ ------------- ----~-- ------
of both 1'-iodern and Ancient pastoraT; an-exposing-or-its--pret-errsions·--------------

to classic seriousness given the debased condition of contemporary 

rusticity on the one hand and a similar ridicule of the Modern bucolic 

project of sentimentalizing the Doric mode of Theocritus and Spenser 

on the othero If placed in a perspective that takes in the possible 

ideological positions of the years immediately preceding its publication 9 

Gayv s argument \·ri. th the pastoral convention is not just a literary _j~ 

d 0 esprit but a more serious task viith certain political as Hell as 

literary obligationso 
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already by 1713 a distinguished political carcero From l?OLr to 1708 

he had served un(e:;;, :3obert Ee.rley e..s Sec:retary=at=Uar 2nd from 1710 

as Secretary of State in Harley's r2i:nistryo As Sheila Biddle nr.cl 

HoTo Dic~inson point out 9 the evidence of his private life at this time 

1 is scanty 9 but his public role uas better docUI!lentedo Due to tl1c 

patrone.ge of both Sir Uilliarn Trumbull 2.:::1d Harley 9 he haC: installed 

himself as a Court politician first and an orthodox Tory secondo 

Angus I·icinnes has demonstrated his emotional rather tha:ll philosophical 

T~ryism 9 a conwitment to 0landed values and gentlemanly ideals 0 and a 

voice for the 0 earthy 9 inarticulate Tory squirearchy 0 o2 Indeed 9 his 

influence on the peace campaign l·ras lasting and effectual a J oAo Do.,mie 

concludes that Swift 9s Examiner series of 1711 (and its sharpened 

criticisms of the conduct of the uar by the late Junto) tvas greatly 

influenced by Bolingbroke 9 a prime mover in the October Clubo 3 ' Peace 9 

for the Tory party 9 t·Jas not an unequivocal proposition 9 but for 

Bolingbroke it bece.me insistently· :<J.eces::;.::.:::-yo Ee him8eJf -vrent out 

~-j;o France in 1712 to brings things to a conclusion 9 and such zeal 
---·-~~-- ------~--- -----------------

----- ---------------------
1rlidened the rift already formed beh1een himself and Harley 9 no"r Earl 

of Oxfordo A variegated 1.veave of local interests made up the popular 

Tory support at this time 9 but the clearest pattern could be traced 

in the desire for land=tax relief 9 a consequence 9 in Tory terms 9 of 

lo Sheila Biddle 9 Bolingbrnke and Harley (London 9 1975) 9 ppo 55=57 
and HoTo Dickinson 9 Bolingbroke CLondon 9 1970) 9 ppo 2=8o 

2· o Robert Harle:y_9 Po 70o 

3o Robert Harle and the Press: Propa anda and Public 0 inion in 
the Age of Swift and Defoe Cambridge 9 1979 9 PPo 13 =35o See 
also Hertrand Goldgar 9 The Curse of Party: S1·1ift 9 s Relations 
1rrith Addison and Steele (Lincoln 9 Nao 9 1961) 9 Po 57 9 and 
Bolingbroke 9 ppo 93=110 (for his part in the gaining of 
eventual peace)o 
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Boling0ro~;:e uas finally to t:surr:J Cxford: s 

l;osition in July 9 1714 9 but during the t-.rriting of 'l'he She-eherd' s Ueek 

ua..s still the partisan yet obedient seconc!=in=COJTJJ.c:r..d 9 tht?e..rted? 

indeec1 9 of uhat um.L..d he..ve been recluess diplo:ne..~y by the cooler hee.d 

t'l'2en the ~eace terns ueTe co;:m1Unicc::::bd to the Cc~vns in 

.April 9 1713 9 Tory baclmoocls s-:2pport i:1itially approved 9 for both the 

a:rr.:ed forces a..!d the land tax uould be cuto The oonied=interest ueTe 

less enthusiastic in that France seemed to have received advantageous 

commercial termso A coalition of 11Hanoverian11 Tories and the r-!arch 

Club boosted Uhig opposition = enough to throH out the termso Thus 9 

the 1713 Treaty of Utrecht left the Tory party and Bolingbroke in 

particular vdth something of a Pyrrhic victory: Tory support for the 

principle of peace yet some measure of even 'I'ory opposition to its 

anti=trading=interest emphaseso 2 Utrecht ~·Jent a great I•Tay tot·Jards 

ensuring that the Tories did 1iJell out of the 1713 general election 9 

yet also contributed to the disunity in the face of the succession 

issue that Hould eventually pull the party apart in the early years 

of George I 1 s reigno Even Atterbury 0 s Hebraic rhetoric could not 

muster the support in 1715 that had immediately follov1ed Utrechto 

neutral gestureo Swift 1.11as to remind him in 1723 that his lack of 

preferment in Hanoverian England 1.1ras no doubt due to the 1 originall 

Sin 1 inherited by 0 the Dedication to your Eclogues 1 o In a letter 

full of urgent advice on hovr Gay should get preferment 9 S11rift adopts 

the attitude of one out of place informing another in a lli{e situation: 

1 o See Liberty and Propert;y_ 9 ppo 106=8 and Speck 0 s "Conflict in 
Society11

9 ppo 140=42o 

2~ For a fuller account of the immediate causes of the Tories's 
decline 9 see Geoffrey Holmes 9 

11Harley 9 Sto John and the Death 
of the Tory Party" in Britain after the Glorious Revolution 
(edo Holmes) 9 ppo 216=38o The account of the peace negotiations 
and its terms are at ppo 223=26o 



( o o o if all Conz-ts have a Sa'21eness in thc!J o o o Tl"d.J.""'l~s m~y be as they 

uere in my Time 9 1r1hen all Employments uent to Parlment mens Friends 

uho had been usefull in Elections v l 
000 Certainly 9 Gay in 1712 

(se?.ving as poet=secretary to the Duchess of I1onmoath at Hoar Parld 

H2.S not il1 quite such 2. position as ten yea:ra latera This rc.re 

r21easure of patronage suited his poetic ot:t:;~ut~ a.t-nonest othe:;:os 9 

E_ural S_port~ appeared on JaJ:lUa.ry 13 ancl both E,B,L""'l_thea ancl ~ar:::int~ 

(pastoral elegies) appeared in Steele v s Hiscellan_x i::l. December a 

In Gay~s o~m georgic and first attempts at mock=pastoral 9 Virgil 

and Theocritus feature \·ridelyo The Shepherdvs Ueek appears part 

of that scheme 9 and 9 overall 9 part of a pattern of rural praise that 

~;as to continue 9 vJith differing degrees of intensity throughout the 

1720s as v;ello 

To appreciate h01:1 sympathetic Gay \1!as to the Tory squirearchy 

and to Bolingbrokevs 11Court1v Toryism as 1dell 9 it is necessary to 

establish first how Ancient the landed interest appeared in their 

desire to validate the gentry's rightso The ncountryVI interest 

formed a pressure group united only on local issues 9 the need for 

a speedy peace being a significant oneo It derived much of its 

JoGoAo Pocock has identified this group as "neo=Harringtonians11
9 

deriving their ideas from James Harringtonvs The Commonwealth of 

Oceana (1656) 9 vmere landed property was the basis of political 

po\.,rer and that chane;es :Ln land ownership should therefore be 

accompanied by a transformation of the political structureo
2 

1 o Correspondence (S\1!ift) 9 2: 443o 

2 o The !1achiavellian r-1oment: Florentine Political Thou ht and 
the Atlantic Republican Tradition Princeton 9 1975 o See also 
Caroline Robbins 9 The Eighteenth=Century Commont:realthman 
(Cambridge 9 Hasso 9 1959) 9 especially PPo 93=130o 



corr-u.ption u:1.en the Crot·m and its placemen fuxthered their o1:m self= 

i.."'J.terest o 

a. lim.ited nonc:.rchy and tl18 forrilG.tion of a cor:~mom-.realtho Its enpha.ses 

shot-Jed e. s::r:.sitivity core ·~o aiJsolu·:::isn tl:~m t:nchecl;:ec1 d.::~ocracyo 

By 1708 this strand of rrcountry11 ideology had chat""lt;:OHio 

orchestration of propaganda ae;ainst uhat \Jas seen as the Ha.rlborough= 

Godolphin m:i.J.1.istryus bellicosity 9 the 11mock kings11 turning Har to 

l 
their o11m advantage 9 1!Jas nore clearly authoritariano 

This Ancient appeal to the land as an enduring possessions the 

only essential measure of uealth and as an insurance of the peaceful 

continuance of a hierarchical order straddled party=lineso In context 9 

those ~vho espoused it in the 1680s and 1690s called themselves ~-J:higsg 

uhereas the 1708 variety t'J'ere Tories temporarily out of officeo The 

ne1:1est ingredient of the 11 country11 rhetoric from 1710 omrards uas its 

increasing proximity to the Tory version of patriarchal order in it.s 

polemical assault on the 11monied11 or commercial interestso In the 

decades immediately follm,Jing the Revolution the rates of profit t.o 

be made from land uere in general not as high as those to be earned 

- ----from- commerce-9-i-inance--and-· o~:fice=holdings o.E: --- ---'l'.hiS-Si.tua.:tion _;rJas ______ ---~--

made worse by the land=tax 9 in time of war levied at four shillings 

in the pound 9 when an equivalent burden 1r1as not placed on other forms 

of t·Jeal tho hfar also demanded a bureaucracy 9 promoting careers for 

hundreds of fL"'lancierso This evidence told heavily against not only 

1"o The influence of Harley on S\vift v s Conduct of the Allies (1711) 
is discussed in Robert Harley and the Press 9 ppo 10~6o 

z·o See Christopher Hill 9 The Century of Revolution? 1603-1714 
(London 9 1961) 9 ppo 230=34 and 9"for fuller information on the 
origins of the Land Tax and its effects on_both land and trade 9 

see BoAo Holderness 9 Pre=Industrial England: Economy and Societ49 

1500=1750 (London 9 197bl 9 ppo 173=88o 



vc-.rietyo Bolingbrol-ce as tzpatriotis::u11 from 1723 on~·Jard.s found its 

roots b.e:r-eo In ~ letter to the Ee.rl of Orrery (July 9 9 1709) 9 he 

ontlined ar.. Jl.::J.cient pe:cspective on such 1-Ioclern d.evclopmentsg 

A neu interest has been created ot:t of thai::-

fortunes~ and a so:rt of property 9 uhich T.Jas not 

lmotm ti-Jenty years ago 9 is nou encreased to be 

a~ost equal to the terra firma of our islando 

The consequence of all this is 9 that the landed 

men are become poor and dispiritedo They either 

abandon all thoughts of the publick 9 turn arrant 

farmers 9 and improve the estates they have. leftg 

or else they seek to repair their shattered 

fortunes by listll1g at court 9 or under the heads 

of partyso In the mean while those men are 

become their masters 9 \1Tho formerly vmuld T.vith 

joy have been their servantso 
1 

This inversion of the 17natural0 order is apart from the v listing at 

courtv or electioneering in Bolingbroke 9s eyeso Eo1rrever 9 it \vas 

-------trre-Torie s--;:rho--in-~71-l-presse d--f:or---and- f.inalLy_achieY..e d. _eL_),a,n<i__ _ 

qualification of £600 poao to contest a country seat and £300 poao 

for a borougho The vJhig aim \·Jas 9 therefore 9 to validate the uhole 

·2 system of public credit as a source of propertyo 

\fua·l: the ~-Jhigs shared 1.>Jith the Tories 9 this nohrithstanding 9 uas 

the fear of an unlimited franchiseo Daniel Defoe 9 a persistent 

;lo Reprinted in The Divided SocietY: Part Conflict in En land 9 

1§24=1716 9 edited by Geoffrey Holmes and VJoAo Speck London 9 
19b7J9 PPo 135~36o 

2o See UoAo Speck 9 St_ability and Strife: England 9 1714=1760 
(London 9 1977) 9 ppo 123=26o On the significance of the \·Jar 9 

see ppo 141-42o 
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dofar::le:;,.~ cf cr8dit ;;m::l. trade 9 ua.s :1ot slotJ to reco,:;nize the prinacy of 

la.ncled prO}?erty as a qualification for political a"t2thorityo'
1 

Jolm 

Locke never G"J.ggcstGd that the le.bonrinr; poor could take an active 

1 . ., •t. 2 ro e J..n po-'-~ ~CSo lJb.at tl:e Radical Uhigs or Cor::nom-Jealthmen shared 

~::ith cost Co;.:ntry ':L'oriGs u.:J.d.er the 'l:t.Tilb:Z'ella of the la,.-:c18d interest t:e.s 

a desire to limit the tJealth and prope::.."ty of the C:rmm and the aristo= 

cracy nearest to ito The model opponents to this uere those independent 

proprietors 9 or as much Uhig propaganda termed themg Freeholders 9 uho 

ovmed just enouGh land to uithstand the hegemonic absentee landlordso 

Gay's direct link tuith the Landed Interest rests not on his 

dedication of The She-ol1erd 0 s Ueek aloneo The most popular and 

therefore successful pamphlets in the Tory campaign p:ressing for 

peace t·Jas Suift v s The. Conduct of the Allies 2 and of the Late l{:i,_nis!,E,:'£9 

in beginning and carrying on the Present ':Jar (1711) o Gay v1as friendly 

111ith Sv!ift by mid=l7ll 9 a friendship cemented by Scriblerian collabora= 

'3' tion 9 especially during the summer of 1714o SvJift 0 s line on the -vrar 

included a picture of England riven by the clash of "rnonied11 and landed 

interestso Bolingbroke 0 s influence may be seen in his active parti= 

cipation in the editing of The Examiner (November 9 1710 = June 9 1711) 9 

· ·a-~ory-period-i-calo---I:Im-reve-r9-Suift--had-on1Y-rer;entLJLSpor_ted_Jlhig__ ________ _ 

colours and indeed had sympathy t·!ith the Old Uhig ideal of mixed 

4 
government o · In The Examiner 35 (April 5 9 1711) 9 he defines the 

l.o See The Or:i)zinal Pm-Jer of the Collective Body of the People of 
~v,land 9 Examined ru1d Asserted (1702) 9 Po 18o 

. 2 o For Locke 0 s opinions and a 'lvider \"Jhig perspective on property 
qualification 9 see Paschal Larkin 9 Property in the Eighteenth 
Century (Cork 9 1930)? ppo 58=9lo 

3o See Correspondence (Swift) 9 1: 414o 

4: o See A Discourse on the Contests and Dissensions BehJeen the Nobles 
and Commons in Athens and Rome (1701) 9 in A Tale of a Tub 2 l"lith 
Other Early Harks~ 1696=1707 9 edited by Herbert Davis (Oxford 9 

1939)9 ppo 195=23 o 



'l'ory vieu ve-:.."y rr.uch in Old b11.ig terms 9 as c-;elco:::li ... "l.;; a ~uell~ragulated 

:-1ona~'chy before all other Fares of Government v o 
1 

Any attempts at 

alteration uould ul~i:ug 1 Blood c..:::d Desole:tior.. 1 to the 1:rhole islan.c'~o 

;r;i._c;ll?, huckste:rsg 1 o o o through the Cont:dvw"LC~ w"l.c'. Ct::::::n:ing o~: §_t.9~~s= 

Job}~_e:r._s 9 there hath been brought in su.ch a Complication of Enavery 

ar:.d Couzenace 9 such a r.Iystery of Iniquity 9 and such a1J. unir..telli3ible 

Jarg.912:, of Terms to involve it in 9 as uere never lmovm in ru1.y other 

2 
Aga or- Country of the tJorld 1 (Examiner 13 9 November 2 9 1710)o 

The Conduct of the Allies had dravm a picture of an nEngland;; uil.dar 

:lrnmense threat from nstock=jobbers11 and their likeo Tl1.e only 

alte:i.~11ative 1·1ould have to be the rege!lerative il1fluence of a more. 

o:reanic=xural co~unityo 

Swift's ncountryi' ethics both reflect and promote a.11 ideology of 

order against incipient chaoso As has been seen 9 r;:10st traditional 

tf.aigs uould also have done the sameo However 9 S1.>rift 1 s Tory patror1s 

had found an issue more pressingg hou to concentrate the varied Tory 

interests at-Jay from the Court/Jacobite split that 1:1as to be so 

disastrous to their fortunes from 1715 to l760o This involved 

L:-77 

-------a -certam myst·ifi-cat±on-of-the--ri-ghls -to --land.ed-pr.ope.r.ty_q,nd _ :t.h.=e,__ _______________ ~ 

manufacture of wealtho The particulars of the money market uere 

supposed a foreign language to the r'Freeholder" or 9 in Tory terms 9 

the traditionalist Anglican squirearchyo 3 Hare familiar ground 

r·o The Examiner and Other Pieces vJritten in 1 10=11 9 edited by 
Herbert Davis Oxford 9 1957 9 Po 125o 

2o The Examiner 9 ppo 6-7o 
Hhigs in The Conduct of 
edited by Herbert Davis 

See also Swift 0s description of the 
the Allies Political TractsS 1711=1713 9 

(Oxford 9 1951) 9 ppo l~l=449 5 =59o) 

3o On the other hand 9 see Addison's attempt in his journal~ 
Freeholder to counteract such Tory propaganda 9 especially his 
defence of an increase of the land tax in issue 20 (February 27 9 

1716) and his influential description of the Tory 1Fox=hunter 1 

in issue 22 (March 5 9 1716)o See Joseph Addison: The Freeholder 9 

edited by James Leheny (Oxford 9 1979) 9 ppo 121=25 9 f30=35o 



vision of endurine; rvna.tural11 propertyo Pc..st and present coalesced 9 

if oore conter"::;JOra>.ry failures to make Land become 

the desired economic j:e??a firm_c •. (such es the La.nc1 Banl~ projects o:: 

the 1690s) uere to be fo!'gotteno 

'::!.J.e ::~rospect of a Tory peace 9 i:J.c1eec1 9 even p:ro;:J::?tecl Pope to c?eate 

in his Hindsor Forest (1713) a particularly triumphant scenario fo::c 

tradeo From its most basic premises the poem portrays 9 on the other 

hand 9 a strictly limited 9 and orderly 9 gro-vrth of comrnerce 9 one deeply 

rooted in the prerogatives of 0Albion°s Golden Days' (424)o Although 

often taken to be more a georgic than a topog:r:aphica.l poem 9 the 

Royalist nuances that survive even from the supposed 1704 drafts 

have been seen as at odds 1:Jith the more democratic echoes from VirgiP s 

1 poem., Indeed 9 Pope takes over the hunting scenes and the imperialist 

bravura from this source but neglects the figure of the Freeholder/small 

farmero The Tory assertion that the creation of order is out of man°s 

control is embedded in the poem 0s very fabric 9 probably from one of 

its major influences: the Royalist Cooper's Hill (16L~2) o Here 9 the 

diversity of life is allowed as long as it eventually is made to 9agree 9 : 

all agree~ (15=16)o Industry exists as a personifications sitting 

0 smiling on the Plains 9 (41) and testifying not to the hard=1tJon freedom 

of Virgil 0 s husbandmen 9 but to the 0Peace and Plentyu that indicate 

0a STUART reigns' (42)o In both SvJift and Pope 9 Gay had powerful 

friends 9 both overseeing Gay 0s earliest 1:10rk by 17llo Their influence 

on his first poetry has often been notedo 2 · \"!hat is less familiar is 

the vie1:1 of Gay ass no less an Ancient or a Tory 9 producing his mm. 

versions of rur&~ significanceo 

lo See John Chalker 9 The English Georgic 9 ppo 72-89o 

2.o See for example the evidence of t-Jilliam Henry Irving 9 John Ga;Q_ 
Favorite of the i"Jits (IJurham 9 NoCo 9 1940) 9 ppo 37=40o 



l;.?fJ 

Gay?s interast in the pastm:·al form uas enough to characterize himo 

LJ. t~"le Scriblerian verses addressed to Oxford of Spring 9 1714 9 Gay 0 s 

couplet eT:lphasizes the artificiality of s·w.ch a tasteg 0Leave Co"L!:'ts 9 

2l.?.d hya to sir1:;_;la S:·:ai::::s~ / Uho feed E£ Flocl~ t!pon ~ Plail':s' o.l 

T~1e implied cont:c~ast betueen the public To:ry role a.11d the p:ri vate 

retirement topos is evident hereo It is also the contrast that most 

fascinates Gay during 1713 and 17ll~o This appears in a sterner guise 

in the "Epigrammatical Petition11 : "'I'o the most Honourable 'che :Carl of 

Oxford the Lord Hi~h Treasv.:rer11 (171L~) o Kerby=11iller dates this as 

June 5 and identifies it as a Scriblerian creation: 

Pm no more to converse Hith the S1!JC:,ins 

But go \·Ihere fine People resort 

One can live t'lithout Honey on Plains 

But never without it at Courto 

The petition is for money to enable Gay to join (as secretary) the 

ministryvs embassy to Hanovero This courtly badLTJ.age is not quite 

e.s,s,.J.med ,,ri th nl:l;:J.i~ence 9 for. this is Gay 9 s ~rea test oppor-tunity for 

a place in the forthcominc; Hanoverian courto Pastoral gestures are 
~-- ---·----- --·-~------------------------~-'------C-------------

seen to be polite attitudinizing compared to the less=than=polite 

exigencies of court prefermento 

Gayvs correspondence betrays no great liking for such bucolic 

serenity as he was supposed to have enjoyed at Hoor Parko A letter 

to Parnell (April=Hay 9 1714?) explores the same contrast beh1een court 

gaiety and rustic insignificance: vo Dear Doctor Pa:rnelle 9 whats all 

your Trees 9 your Meadows 9 your Streams and Plains to a walk in Sto 

1 ·o John Gay: Poetry a.TJ.d Prose 9 edited by Vinton Ao Dearing 11Jith the 
assistance of Charles Eo Beck\-Jith 9 2 volso (Oxford 9 1974) 9 1: l27o 

2 o See The Hemoirs of Martinus Scriblerus 9 po 357o 



Jc..:1ast~ s Pc..:L~lc .? clo you iiJ.ac;ir:e a ?: .. e.ce ben3~th a s:•w .. c~~r Bac:c of eqc;.e..l oooo 

value$ to Place at 1 On tl::e death of Anne in October 9 the a Court?V 

e!'Jba86Y uas r~c:alled and Gay retu:cneO. to no place or pros"l)ectso 

pretatim1o 

seers to offe~ t~e stronGest indication of party L~terest as Philips 1 s 

h1higgism is the subject and his ~;Jithholdinc; of Hower subscriptions tl~e 

paZ'ticular instance~ 0 It is to this management of PbiJ:iQ_s 9 that the 

\'JOrld O':Jes Hro 8ay 0 s Pastoralso o2 
~ ~~~;;;. 

This has been taken by Georc;e 

Sherburn amongst others to support the vieliJ that Gay 9 s intention \·Jas 

decided for himo3 As much of this critical opinion is more focussed 

on Pope and the Scriblerians 9 then it could be argued that there was 

a brief to see Gay 0 s \·mrk as in some uay silbsidiaryo Oliver Goldsmith 9 

houever 9 1;1as to conclude that 0 Gay has hit the true spirit of pastoral 

poetry 0 o 
4 

Samuel Johnson praised its reality and truth to nature5 · 

a.."l.d Pope 0 s editor l·Jarburton 9 11:1hilst once again giving full ueic;bt to 

Pope 0 s own comments 9 described the confusion enjoyed by contemporaries: 

'the object of [,the poems] tras ill understood by those who 11rere strangers 

to the quarrelo These mistook the Shepherd 0 s \Jeek-for a burlesque of 

-----------v:ir..:gil.!.s-Pastorals-o_!_~ ___ It_jj_ould__seem._t.ha.t_ Gay __ c_oJJld __ b_e _ -~p:;rop:r_i§._ted __ _ 

as either Ancient or Hodern: Ancient 9 in that Philips is the target 9 

Modern 9 in that Virgilian "Art" iso 

l -o The Letters of John Ga:z. 9 edited by CoFo Burgess (Oxford 9 1966) 9 po7o 

Correspondence 9 1: 229o 

The Early Career of Alexander Pope 9 PPo 32=33o 

The Beauties of English Poes~9 edited by Oliver Goldsmith 9 2 valse 
(London 9 1767) 9 1: 133o 

Lives of the English Poets 9 2: 282o 

Pape 9 Horks 9 edited by Elwin and Courthope 9 10 volso (London 9 

1871=89)9 1: 234o 



attempted to counter the classical heritage by recourse to a 

nationnlictic optimism centred on overt aJluBions to Spenser and 

Si~ey ana a ~ec~sting of Virgilia~ o~ ~heocritea~ materialo Adli1a 

Forsgren has Gesonscratecl hou Gayu s Uod8rn tecl:niCJ.1Ia involved an 

atten:;Jt to ccnonize 11l01:Jer11 ballad forDs and b:rir.g thew into a 

.1 
critical relation uith the more icle~J.ized 11Artn of VirgiP s A:rcadyo-

Sane of this dichotomy is a consequence of a certain crisis in the 

foroo Philipscs uork uas near to P.estoration lyric~ a 11loHez-H form 

itself 9 whereas Pope 0 s allusive range explored allusion itself ratner 

than more normal pastoral themes such as City/Count:ry or Art/Nature 

J.n., 
~:..J..L 

contrastso From Pope as Ancient perspective (as Chehmod 0 s or Ra:pin ° s) 9 

maste:.y of the pastoral uas acceptable as the first rung on a ladder 

of artistic prefermento Uhen a devotional thought struck him 9 the 

sublimities of Isaiah rather than the Pollio 1r1ere more suitableo 

Indeed the extra expressive range of the georgic provided him vJith 

an allusive afflatus that the hollow reed of the pastoral 9 the Pollio 

excluded 9 could only reach fitfullyo If the aspiring poet Hished to 

imitate Virgil 9 then it uould have been quite inappropriate to stay 

·---· ·--±n· u-windsor=shadesiLfor--±ong.o~ --- ---------~----------------- -- ···-- -- --

Therefore 9 the neo=classical pastoral 1JJas vulnerable on hJo fronts: 

from the Modern perspective 9 its artistic glitter was too bright for 

the appreciation of direct sentiments 9 and 9 from the Ancient perspective 9 

the rural hw.uility of the tcnui avena too 11 lm..r" for the greater moral 

truthso The Shepherd's Ueek is a burlesque of the Hodern form 9 

constantly undercutting the Doric plangencies l,ith more realistic 

aukt'lardnesseso Ho...,rever 9 it is by the very energy of this 11unoffic ial" 

·1 o John Gay: Poet llQf a Lo1:rer Order11 ~ 2 volso (Stockholm 9 1964) 9 

1: 143=480 

2 o See Pope 0 s fare1:1ell to Uindsor at the close of l·Jindsor Forest 9 

llo 427=34o 



[SL'..Sto t~::.at Ge.y Q.:.;v(;lo:ps a criticism of t:1.a "tJhole forw~ an c..nalysis 

very much in tha same vein as earlier mock=pastoralso 

Elegyn are consecutiveo This positioning emphasizes the nature of 

S038 of its ironyo 

11.A Toun Eclo[;Ue'1 ; '"?8:?t]1e~ o o o 11 has no such inC:.ication of pe.roclyo 

Indeecl 9 the difference is very ~uch a question of localea Panthea 

mourns for the lost affections of Alexis uho has gone to pay COU!'t 

to Galatea~ 

Beneath a Beech th 0 abandonad Virgin laid~ 

In grateful Solitude enjoys the Shade; 

There uith faint Voice she breathvd these moving Strains~ 

Uhile sighing Zephyrs shar 0 d her am 1 rous Painso 

' '1 
([llo ll=lLSJ 

The obvious sources are Idyll 2 9 the urban mime of the forsaken Simaetha 9 

Eclor.;ue 2 9 Corydon°s homosexual complaint for Alexis~ Idyll 3 9 that of 

the snub=nosed goatherc1 9 or 9 perhaps 9 Pope 0 s recent version in nsummer"o 

Gay himself t<.ras to develop the sources of 'Idyll 2 and 9 implicitly 9 

Eclogue 8 9 in his nThursday11 of The. Shepherd's ;:Jeeko vihat is. 

- ------distinctiv-e--abo-ut .!..IR.a.?lthea!! __ ia_haw_c_onsis.:ten tly_~le.giac ___ :ij: __ appears 

uhen compared to its classical sourceso It appears in Gay 0 s tvm= 

volume Poems on Several Occasions (1720) not under the heading 

1'Eclogv.es" (nearly all satires or burlesques) but under the more 

seriouG and sentimental section of nMiscellanies11 o It is also 

non=classical in its occasional indigenous toucho Beech-trees (11) 9 

vnorthern Uinds the ne1tJ=blotm Roses blast 0 (51) 9 the same roses lend 

0 grateful Fragrance 0 (71) uhilst 'yello1:1 Couslips paint the smiling 

1·o The full text can be found at Poetry and Prose 9 1: 80=83o 



Gothic of the 1 8ele~choly Cave 1 (89) of the last sectiono1 Both 

Virgil a.tld. TlJ.eocritv..s h~cl c.llcvie.ted this mood. by either a bathetic 

fra::-Je1:Jork or a cautiot1sly opti8istic 11turn11 2t the end of tne lD.C.ento 

Uhy does the Su..TJ. dart forth ~1is cheerful Ra;;rs? 

\.·Jhy do the Hoods resound uith uarbling Lays? 000 

And uhy do Groves their friendl;y Sl:ade besto,H? 

In place of the classical ironies 9 appears t~e pathetic fallacyo 

'l'he full significa.'l.ce of npanthean is 011ly apparent in its relation 

to the coopCJ1ion poema 11Ararninta17 foms the urban alternativea2 

A.ramintaus hopeless plaint for Daplmis 1 s regard intensifies the note 

of sudden infidelity a.TJ.d also highlights the glittering superficies 

of the fashionable tovmo Hare closely modelled on Idyll 2 9 Gay more _.,._ 

than once calls to mind Popeis Belinda from The Rape of the LacE (1712 9 

Gay 1 s mock=aubade is as careful to sketch in the specious 

attraction of la belle monde as Popeis: 

·rrmrl?hoe bus-rose-? ---an<i->-J.ith--his-ear ly-Bea.ms ___________ _ 

t-lak 9 d slumbering Delia from her pleasi.TJ.g Dreams; o o o 

I:Jith secret Joy she saw the Horning Ray 

Chequer the Floor 9 and through the Curtains play; 

tllo 1=2 9 5=~ j 3 

Delia Q s 1:1eddins preparations partake of Belinda v s 11religious11 toilet 

and the sylphs that maintain it: 

1~ Poet "Of a LoHer Order" 9 1: 194=95o See also Irving 9 Po 74o 

2o The full text can be found at Poetry and Pro~e 9 1: 83=86a 

3 o Compare 'I'he Rape 9 I a 13=16o 



Ylec·J to the Glass 9 and ::-_:Jractis 2 d. o 2 er her Airs: 

Her ne,:J=set Je1.rels I'Otli!.cl l1ar Rol:Je are :r_JJ.ac 2 cl~ 

So:-Jc in a 3x·i::'..lia.Dt Buckle 0:i.ncl ~.1er Faist~ 

Sm1e :-:ot:: ... J.d her r.~ecl( a ci:."cli:J.s Ligtt d.ispla:,r 9 

Sor,1e in hel" Hair diffuse a trer:1bling Ray; 

T}~e Silver Knot o 1 er:oo~:s t:1e r:echle:::t Lace~ 

And adds becoming Beauties to l:er Face: 

I3rocade·d FlotJ 1 rs o 2 er the gay ;:antoe shine 9 

And the rich Stays her Taper Shape confine; 

Thus all her Dress exerts a Graceful Pricl.e 9 

And sporting Loves surround th 1 expecting Bride 9 

[ llo 9=20] 1 

In contrast 9 hoVJever 9 Gay does not keep this playful distance from the 

emotions expressed by Aramintao Delia's beauty may have captivated 

Daphnis 9 but Araminta is more critical of urban opportunity 9 wishing 

for 0 some Retreat far from this hateful Town~ 0 (86) and where 0Vain 

Dress and glaring Equipage 1 are dismissed as 1 empty sho1:Js 2 (8?=88) o 

The contrast behveen the companion-pieces stresses the 11natural11 

melodiousness of- fhe rural scene c.nd hm1 its moral values under)._:i,e 

even urban amourso 

This example demonstrates Gay 2s ovm distrust of 9 and yet delight 

in 9 the fabric of a city's gracious livingo This same even=handed 

depiction of such glittering costume appears in The Fan (1713) 9 an 

early attempt at the mock=heroico 2 Lost in a panorama of the 

1 inconstant Equipage of female Dress' (Io 230) 9 its description 

involves seducing one's Huse: 

lo Compare The Rape 9 Io 121=48o 

2o The full text can be found at Poetry and Prose 9 1: 58=79o 

f-;.31;. 



And ;;los:Sy Eanteaus rustle in thy Verse; 

Should. J70U the rich BTocaded Suit unfold 9 

L1'1ere risinc ::C::'.oc·.ru rs 0rou sb.ff ':!ith frosted Gold; 

The dc:.zled Luse 1:Jould from her ,Snbject stray, 

And in a i·iaze of Fashions lose her Wayo 

J.C:r ·-.-:....) 

Gay fo:resees his mm poetry ensnared by the myriad of fasl:.iona'b::i..e forms 

that urban prosperity can provideo Distinction and differentiation 

are blurred; irony is the only corresponding mode that could both 

revel in its depiction and yet t·Jithhold full assento The picture 

is clearer after reading Gay 0 s Guardian 149 (September 1 9 1713) 9 an 

apparently whimsical piece 9 proposing a sustained analogy betvreen 

adorning the body t·rith costume and the sentiments uith the appropriate 

l stylea Hidden in this is a satire on the superficialities that gain 

preferment: 1Dress is gr01:m of universal Use in the Conduct of Lifeo 

Civilities and Respect are only paid to Appearancea Tis a varnish 

that gives a Lustre to every Action 9 a Passe-par=tout that introduces 

us into all polite Assemblies 9 ooo 1 (2: 459)a This irony is placed 

in a context that deliberately mitigates its saeva indignatioa 

Tliroughout 9 there is a contradiction or 9 .at .least 9 a11 ambiguit_y about 

Gay 1 s targeto Initially 9 ~n1.en concluding that the 'sciences of 

Poetry and Dress' are closely allied 9 it would seem that the trivia 

of the dressmaker's trade and genteel taste are attackedo This becomes 

less so as the paper developso Indeed there is more than once an 

ambiguous allusion to the standard authority for decorum: Horace's 

Ars Poeticaa Horace 1s advice to the Pisones had included a serious 

parallel beh;een the decorum of content and form in art 9 and the 

civilities of acceptable social behaviour 9 especially as concerns 

lo Poetry and Prose 9 2: 459=64o 



. 1 
r:.1ov.rn~ng o Gay's version hove:r:·s very naa:r to rid.ic·_,_le cf t;~.is~ 

As different Sorts of Poetry require a different 

StyJ.e; the El~g:x: terJ.d.er .::..."lcl mournful j the ~ gay 

a.nd sprightly? t~1e E·aic sublica 9 etco So must t~e 

Uid.ovT confess her Brief in the Veil; the 3ride 

frequently mal{.es her Joy and Exultation conspicuous 

in the Silver Brocade; and the Plume and the 

scarlet Dye is requisite to give the Soldier a 

Hartial Airo [2~ 461] 

Eventually 9 Gay extends this series of allusions into territory made 

more familiar by S1vift in A Tale of a Tub (170l.J-) 9 1:Jhere the original 

suit of clothes left to Peter 9 f'lartin and Jack (the original Faith) 

is embellished or destroyed through error 9 not improvemento
2 

Indeed 

Gay poses the possibility that clothes do indeed make all that is "l!lorthy 

of the fashionable r-1an~ 1A Lady of Genius vlill give a genteel Air to 

her >PJhole Dress by a well fancied Suit of Knots 9 as a judicious Hriter 

gives Spirit to a whole Sentence by a single Expression 1 o 3 · This 

particular analogy associates gentility with singularity of dress 9 

ephemera and 9 most damning 9 a failure to perceive the simple 9 essential 

forms of lifeo Tlie contrast ·behreen such urban gentility and 'tbe 

awk\-,rard Appearance of her Rural humble Servant 1 is very much to the 

disadvantage of the former (2~ 462)o 1;Jhether it is to the advantage 

of the latter is a moot pointe As \'lith many of Gay's rural references 

1 o Ars Poetica 9 llo 220-50o 

2 o A Tale of a Tub 9 PPo 48=55o 

3 o The passage continues with another parody of Horace: 0As Vlords 
grov.r old 9 and ne1:1 ones enrich the Language 9 so there is a constant 
Succession of Dress; the Fringe succeeds the Lace 9 ooo the Head 
dress receives frequent Rises and Falls every Year; and in short 9 

the VJhole Homan throughout 9 as curious Observers of Dress have 
remarked 9 is changed from Top to Toe in the period of five Yearso 1 

Compare Ars Poetica 9 llo 58=62o 



implicit frailties of I~odern life uitl:out cormnitti:'lg itself to a.11. 

enC:.orsen1el-.Lt of the c::.l tcrnati 1re o It certB.inly does not have the 

i:rr1at a corru'!Jted tc;.ste is ours 

lfnen milkmaids in mock=state 

Instead of garlands made of floJ,~Jers 

Adorn their pails l·Jith plateo 

So are the joys vJhich nature yields 

Inverted in May Fair; 

In painted cloth vJe look for fields 9 

And step in booths for airo [ ·1 llo 5=12] 

In S1·rift 1 s version the Hay Festivals of a rural culture are travestied 

by a debased "Art"o 

Gay is less guarded about the Country Interest 9 and its Ancient 

apology 9 in Rural Sports (1713) 9 a celebration of rural tranquility 

defined as a form of georgico3 · 

2 culturev 

This aspect of the poem is most 

j_~ [J 7 

certainly central to the 1720 version 9 1:1hen the sub~title of 1A Georgic 1 

was used for the first timeo The epigraph for the 1713 edition reads 

1Agrestem tenui Jvlusam meditabor Avenao Virgo 1 
9 a conflation of two 

lines from the Eclogues (lo2 and 6o8) 9 meaning 'I will woo the rustic 

lo Jonathan Swift: The Complete Poems 9 edited by Pat Rogers 
(Harmondsworth 9 1983) 9 ppo 106~7o 

2o The 1713 version is printed continuously in The Poetical \"Jorks 
of John Ga~9 edited by GoCo Faber (London 9 1926) 9 PPo 655=65o 
Poetry and Prose prints the 1720 text at 1: 41=58o 

.:3 o See The English Georgie 9 ppo 141=63 and DvJight Durling 9 Georgie 
Tradition in English Poetry (New York 9 1935) 9 PPo 72=77o 



!'.use or: slender reeC.:o 

has been preferred: 0 Securi Praelia ruris I Pandir.ms 1 (2o3)9 ( 0 l!e 

reveal the battles of the quiet countryside 1 )o Uhilst it vmuld be 

misleading to c::_aim tl'1at the t\'10 versions provide different poems 9 

Firstly 9 ·~t:.e late:r uork 

~1as less to o.o uiti1 the occasion of peace 9 sirrnalled by exte?J.ded 

cor.1parisons betueen the violence of htmting aiJ.d that of uar and 9 

secondly 9 more to do tJi th a specifically georgic modele 1 l:Jhat is 

most consistent about both is the dominance of retirement topoio 

~he countryside is a time=honoured reflection of what the city is 

not; in itself 9 if considered in isolation 9 its value is less clearo 

Indeed for Gay the inspiration is purely literaryo 

The opening section is clearly in the Happy Nan tradition 9 the 

particular example on this occasion being Pope: 

You 9 111ho the SNeets of Rural Life have known 9 

Despise th 1 ungrateful Hurry of the Tovm; 

1 Hidst t-Jindsor Groves your easie Hours employ 9 

And 9 undisturb 0 d 9 your self and tv:use enjoyo 

[1713 9 llo l-4] 

Gay 9 on the contrary 9 composes this address to Binfield from the 

'noisie town' (1713 9 ll): 'vJhere News and Politicks amuse Mankind 9/ 

And Schemes of State involve th' uneasie Mind 0 (1713 9 l5=16)o The 

persona is of one who has 'courted Bus'ness with successless Pain 9/ 

And in Attendance wasted Years in vain;' (1713 9 l3-l4)o City life 

is divisive and essentially unstable: 

l~ Chalker seems to take it as straightfor1.vard that the 1720 
version supersedes the 1713 in that the 'Changes suggest how 
he tvished the poem to be read' (po 142) o It is quite possible 
that both editions reflected different preoccupationso 



Lon8 undere;one the Drudgery of Life; 

On Courtiers Promises I founded Schemes 9 

1:!-lich still deludeci r:::e 9 :::...ilce p.;older:. Dreamso 

Tnis perso~a of the disappointed courtier is strengtnened ny several 

associationso Firstly 9 there is the small vir;nette of the 'Hural 

Haid o o o 9 I In cheerful Labour o o o 0 ( 1713 9 24 3=44) 9 a passage installed 

as the climax to the 1720 poem (410=35)o Here 9 once more 9 the 

superficiality of la belle monde is its necessary pendant~ 

Her Dress in a clean simple Neatness lies 9 

No glaring Equipage excites her Sighs9 

Her Reputation 9 Nhich she values most 9 

Is ne'er in a Malicious Visit lost: 

No !Jiidnight Hasquerade her Beauty wears 9 

And Health 9 not Paint 9 the fading Bloom repairso 

(17139 llo 255-6~ 

Secondly 9 Virgil 0 s georgic muse is a constant companion 9 helping 11Gay11 

( 

to 'wander o'er the various Rural Toil 9 I And learn the Nature of each 

di.ff 0 rent Soil; ' ( 1713 9 292=93 )_ o Lastly, taking a certain allusive 

afflatus from both Geor~c 2 and Eclogue 4, there is the panegyric 

to both peace and Queen Anne (1713 9 357=75) 9 a state of affairs to 

the advantage of rural prosperity and 9 given the Tory hopes at that 

time 9 to the disadvantage of the parasitical-professions served by 

In this light 9 Anne is accorded Pollio 0 s 

honours: 

~9 who binds the Tyrant I.:Jar in Chains 9 

And Peace diffuses o'er the cheerful Plains; 

In 1r1hom again the bright Astr.aea Reignso [1713, lL 373=75.] 



C:ayr s :z-ec'.e.ction of tl:e Geo_r_c:ics anC: ''ind.scr ~~orest c;_t:.E.li::'iecl ·che r.Jore 

heroic strains of other 11Peace 11 poetry such as Addison°s The CampaigQ 

(1713) or Tickell 0 s 1'o hi.l3 KJrr.el.lency the Lord Privy SeaL on the 

:E>rospect of Peace (1712) in order to cive more SlJace to his ccm;~.ntri 1 

l 
g_ersonao 

In Gay~s first poetry 9 therefore 9 there is a preoccupation \vith 

the e;enui.ne order of sir.rple rural lives in contrast uith the multi~ 

plicity and formlessness of the tm-m and its disruptive bellicosityo 

This ideology is very much that of the landed interest ~id is 9 

indirectly 9 Ancient in its distrust of the city1 s ephemeral influenceso 

Virgil is a competent guide to the countryman 1 s honest toil and 

prosperity in times of peaceo Fundamentally, rural culture is 

a retreat from faction and instability "t"Jhere sporting activity and 

country labour obey a seasonal providence noticed only by the elevated 

The Shepherds lveek as a Hock=Pastoral 
:g:;::.e,, :- **'*" 

One of the most palpable signs that a particular genre or tapas 

I -C)O 

no longer impresses its readers is the appearance of sustained patterns 

of parody or burlesqueo By itself 9 the fact that the more 11Virgilian11 

form of pastoral ceased to be written after Pope's own attempts could 

point to its gradual redundancyo ~1ock=forms are not 9 on the other 

hand 9 sufficient evidence of such failing sensitivityo The Rape of 

the Lock 9 JvlacFlecknoe or Hudibras are poems Hhich misapply heroic 

cadences and similes, and yet also refuse to represent these gestures 

as umvorthy idealso Houever 9 given the contemporary examples they 

1 o See Poet 110f a Lo1:1er Ordern 9 1~ 77~78 and CoAo Hoore 9 ~~~Jhig 
Panegyric Verse 9 1700=176011

9 ~9 41 (1926) 9 362=401, For a 
contrast to Gay 1 s persona 9 see almost all the poems in English 
Gratitude: Or 9 The 1:Jhig Hiscellany (1713)o 



do indeed onl~ exist as idealso 

It is '.J~r n.o means cleer tbat a mock-pastoral t·muld create the 

sase ef:fec·~ o 

has excited much critical consterns.tiono Edr:mnd Gosse celet:re..ted 

the fact that for 1 the first time since the reign of Elizabeth 9 a 

serious attempt 1;Ja.s made to thrm-J to the uinds the ridiculous Arcadian 

tradition of nyr:Jphs and svrains 9 and to copy Theocritus in his 

simplicity 1 ol Elizabeth Nitchie 9 in a close study of Virgilian 

infl11ence 9 concludes that Gay's 9 burlesr:!ues are nearer to the Latin 

than many of the serious imitations 1 o
2 

This incompatibility betueen 

the corporeal r-!odernity of a Lobbin and his voicing Ancient elegiac 

sentiments is very much the same disparity behreen Theocritean 

bucolic and the "official11 Virgilian normo 3 The clash is beh.reen 

conventions but is none the less real for all thato Recent criticism 

has stressed the Scriblerian motive behind Gay 0s worka For Hoyt 

. 4 
Tr01:JbrJ.dge 9 Gay 1 s 

1l" 11, D ,.,11· 5 . .-~ J._ J.am o .c. :t.s? 

1 a The Com 

target is exclusively Ambrose Philips and 9 for 

it is the more homely rusticity of the ballads 9 

by AoBo Grosart 9 

and Prose of Edmund S enser 9 edited 
London 9 l 2 9 3: xliiio 

2'o Vergil and the English Poets (Hew York 9 1919) 9 Po 173o See 
also RoFo Jones 9 

1 ~cloe;ue Types in English Poetry of the 
Eighteenth Century11

9 Journal of English and Germanic Philology 9 

', ('.~ 
'/-

24 (1925) 9 vJhere Gay's 1:JOrk is seen c>.s one of 'the most successful 
attempts at puttine; new 1:1ine into old bottles offered by the 
eighteenth century 1 (po 49)o 

3o See Sven l"Io Armens 9 John Gay: Social Critic (New York 9 1966) 9 

ppo 155-6L 

4 o "Pope 9 Gay 9 and The Shepherd 1 s \"leek" 9 l1'lodern Language Q.uarter ly 9 

5 (1944)9 79-88o 

5.o 11Thomas D1Urfey 9 the Pope-Philips Quarrel 9 and The Shepherd 1 s 
~11 

9 ~9 7Lr (1959) 9 203-l2o 



L:-C)2 

to support thiso Internal evidence is more chequereclo \!hat has not 

been car:.•rassecl suff::_r.iently is the possibility that Gay 0 s intention 

':Jas r..eiti1er J\.j:J.cient rear iV:odern alone 9 but in reaction to botho 

It is ee..sie:- to make out a case for Gay 0 s J~nc:.ent cotiveo f-ls 

Dea.ring c..?J.d Beckv:i tl': have shm·m 9 the t 1Proemerv is rsreatly influenced 

not just by ':L'ickell 1 s Guardi2n series and Philips 1 s 11Prefacen but 

also by Pope's ironic Guardian 40o1 The Somersetshire "Pastoral 

Balladn hacl in its turn looked back to 11EoKa 1 s 11 ~ 7Declicatory Epistle 11 a 

Furthermore 9 there are several instances of uhat is clearly ridicule 

of the Theocritean/Spenserian stre.in of pastorale The opening para= 

graph is reminiscent of Philips 1 s i1Preface1z and 1:1onders that no v:riter 

has 'hit on the right simple Eclogue after the true ancient guise of 

Theocritus 9 before this mine attenpto 1 Doubt is cast on the validity 

of Theocritean 1 simplicity 1 and its pretensions to Ancient definitivenesso 

This is manifest by the example from Idyll 5 where his 0Louts give foul 

Language 9 and behold their Goats at Rut in all Simplicity' (1: 90)a 

Spenser's shepherd names 9 'indeed right simple and meet for the 

Country 1
9 are also adopted as is his Doric 9 

1 such as is neither 

spoken b;y: the country Ivlaiden nor the c_ourtly D~e-? OQO 0 This_ 

rootless rusticity is illustrated by a satire upon the distinctly 

ephemeral self=seeking of urban life: 

Granted also it is 9 that in this my Language 9 

I seem unto my self 9 as a :r,ondon Hason 9 vrho 

calculateth his \-fork for a Term of Years 9 when 

he buildeth 1:1ith old Naterials upon a Ground-rent 

that is not his ovm 9 which soon turneth to Rubbish 

1 o Poetry and Prose 9 2: 515-18o 
is at 1: 90=126: 

The text of The Shepherd 1 s ~veek 



a;::.d P.ui;J.So For t>.is po:i.nt" no J.eason can I 

alledge ~ only deep lear:'led Ensamples [per~1aps 

Philil'ls and Spenserl having led me thereuntoo 

This opport'.lnist fr&,ud Gayu s 11She:pherd=Poet 11 see:11a :..nnocently to 

be many scholar=editors or u some Lover of S~ici_i,y 0 111ho might 

0 render these mine Eclogues into such more moderzl. Die.lect as shall 

be then understood 9 to tJhich end 9 Glosses and Explica..tions of uncouth 

Pastoral Terms are annexed' (1: 92)o The satire here is consistently 

a\·Jare of i·lodern presumptuousness in both refusing to undertake the 

representation of 11higher11 truths for a merely conventional realism 

and also investing in the fashion of the moment with as much foundation 

as a jerry=built town=houseo Such 'simplicity' of purpose comes to 

seem increasingly complex and deviouso 

There are 9 however 9 some inconsistencies in the argument that the 

91Proeme 11 is t-Jholly in the service of such Scriblerian interestso The 

most obvious problem is in explaining Gay 1 s reference to the Golden 

Ageo Hhilst appearing to side t-Jith those 1 young ~1en of insipid 

Delicacy' \vho \·JOuld confine the pastoral to Golden Age matters 9 Gay 1 s 

11Shepherd=Eoet 11 is not necessarily polarized by_ the irony into a 

Ivlodern experimenter on ne1:1 models 9 for he knmvs no Age 1 so justly 

to be instiled Golden 9 as this of our Soveraign Lady Queen ANNE 1 o 

This is an unexpected twist to the ironyo If Gay vias out to vilify 

contemporary confidence and pretension 1 he could have accomplished 

this without invoking the Queena The Golden Age could have stood 

out in stark relief against a backdrop of 0Hanners ooo meetly copied 

from the rustical Folk therein 1 ol The reference to a sovereign 

l o Gay could here have been parodying Philips's obsequious (~~d 
therefore self=seeking) optimism at Eclogue 6o 43=44o 



1:!iclely 1Je~_ievecl to ~-,_c:.ve Tory baclcuoocls interests c:,t hea.rt is 9 it ':JOulc1 

seem 9 superfluously ambivalent from the Ancient perspectiveo 

The 11Goldei.1 Age 11 and asir!!plicity11 recur as variable terms in the 

Those passac;es obviously Ancient in r1otivation 

extract 01_1.ch amusement at tl:.e 11 lmP physicali·sy of '.:::'?leocriteB.j_1 or 

Spenserian shepherds$ a:1d yet "Simplicity11 is sorr..ethinG of a.n unea.sy 

te.::'r:l to support as a basis for Golden Age a.rtificeo 

Gay adopts for the occasion may betray a fatuous confidence in British 

proc;ress but its alternative 9 the lvithdra1val into the unew=fan.gled 

Fooleries' of 'gay Gothic Garniture' such as practised by a Fontenelle 

or even Virgil in his more elevated pastoral mood 9 is hardly preferableo 

Given the undoubtedly pervasive "politenessn of the '7Shepherd=Poet u s 11 

address to the 'gentle' or 'courteous' reader 9 the 17 citizen=readern 

is constructed as Gay's complicit personae The uprudent Citizen 

journeying to his Country Farms 1 would be aghast to find his farms 

peopled by poetry's 'Court Clo~:ms 9 or Clo1:m Courtiers' o Instead 9 

he would expect 'plain dovmright hearty cleanly Folk; such as be 

now Tenants to the Burgesses of this Realme 1 o The tlfeight of Gay's 

satire is hard to trace hereo The telling use of 1 prudent 1 1:1ould 

-seem ·t·o ensure that some of- the mud thr.otrm woul_d st;!,.ck to city c}-otb.eso 

Indeed 9 "Gay" sets out to inform 0 gentle 1 city=dtvellers of rural 

conditions by setting before them 1 a Picture 9 or rather lively Landscape 

of thy OIVn Country 9 just as thou mightest see it 9 didest thou take a 

Ualk in the Fields at the proper Season 1
o 

1 
Once again 9 the one 

adjective 1properu provides some measure of commentary on the delicate 

choice of such pilgrimageso If this detail could be said to reflect 

as much on the visitor as the visited 9 then Gay's quotation from 

l o Gay's last 1vords in the 11Proeme 11 are heavily ironic in this vein: 
'Gentle Reader 9 turn over the Leaf 9 and entertain thyself with 
the Prospect of thine 0\~1 Country ooo 1 (l: 92)o 



The depiction of the 0 Su.nm1er 1 s :·iorn o o o I Among tl1e pleasant Villages 

and. Farns~ seems to support tl1e Virc;ilie..TJ. epi ,sraph frol71 Eclo2;:u.e. 2 

(213=29) 9 and yet 9 in context 9 is :?art of the description of Sata.i'1 

vieuin:; Eve and for the moment 1 stupiC.ly t;ood. rr ( 455) o ':'his se,lu·~ar~r 

effect can hardly be squared. vJith rural artifice 9 especially as Gay's 

next uords hig~1.light the patent absurdity as uell as im;·cility of 

Arcadiansg 0 ':L'hou wilt not find my Shepherdesses idly pipins on oaten 

Reeds 9 but milking the Kine 9 tying up the Sheaves 9 or if the Hogs are 

astray driving them to their Styeso iiy Shepherd gathereth none other 

Nosegays but what are the gro1:rth of our 01;m Fields 9 he sleepeth not 

under f.1yrtle shades 9 but under a Hedge ooo 1 
1 

(1: 91) 0 The British 

labourer can be part of Gay's description of rural affairs in t\JO 

distinct 1:Jayso Firstly 9 he is the l1umorous bumpkin 9 barred from 

problematic depiction by stringencies of decorum but secondly 9 his 

very 01 unofficial" liberty undercuts such convention and provides a 

graphic rebuke to hidebound urban sentimento The price of the latter 

is the deconstruction of hitherto acceptable Virgilian crafto 

Gay's country persona provides the vulnerable charm of the 

v1Prologue" to Bolingbroke as we·llo liere~11Gay" portrays l:}imsel_f as 

a player of a 'Boxen Haut-boy' (8) 9 and one who 9 on hearing of rumours 

of his Queen's death 9 breaks his 0Reed 1 (2l)o Swapping the accoutre= 

ments of a pastoral life for suitable Court garments 9 "Gay" travels 

to Court: 

Of Soldier's Drum tJithouten Dreed; 

For Peace allays the Shepherd's Fear 

Of 1r1earing Cap of Grenadiero 

lo These useful pastoral shepherds seem to be a return of the 'honest 
and laborious Plough=men 9 in no wise sure more umJorthy a British 
Poet's imitation 9 than those of Sicily or Arcadie; ooo 1 (lg 90)o 
Ho11Jever 9 the S111iftian touch in the profession of such amour propre 
immediately preceding this must cast doubt on thiso 



JJ::.deecl 9 the Co:.:ntry Inte::-est c s relief not onlJ from Lc.r.(=Te..:: bv.t f:;::om 

constricted overseas trade forms tl1e sentiments of [~Gay' s 11 message 

from the Cou:ct ( 69-71:) o Bolin:::;hroke? uho hacl recently suffered 

concerted O:?}?Osi'cion to the commercial sect ions of the 1713 Peace 9 

is thus a. particulai~ly appropriate cledicateeo 

'rl-:.e Theocri tean/Spenserian bucolic is far from being a v.realmess 

in Gay's satireo Its ambiguous purpose need not be a defensive 

tactic but a means of exposine; pasto:ral uriting altogethero 

Theocritus 1 s goatherds and shepherds were rustics innocently using 

urban 9 sophisticated genres to express impossible longings 9 c·Jhereas 

Spenser's allegory insured his Chaucerian roughness against stylistic 

avJbJard...'1esso Both of these models could be said to exploit their 

m·m dualisms a Gayv s Doric is no exception 9 and like Pope 1 s 

conclusion in Guardian 40 9 it implicitly betrays a whole tradition 

of rural idealism and nostalgia 9 expressed in plangent lyrico For 

the 11 Calendar" of Spenser's shepherds 9 redolent of Church ritual or 

astrological frame\'ITOrks 9 Gay supplies the limited scope of a "Week" 9 

not merely to ridicule the Hodern bucolic but also to emphasise hm"J 

pretentious Ancient devices uere in transforming such recalcitrant 

The series of eclogues are therefore imitative yet eventually 

,, 
originaL "Monday11

9 the 'Squabble' between Lobbin Clout and Cuddy 9 

is a burlesque of Eclogues 3 and 7; 11 \vednesday" is based on the 

first half of Eclogue 8 (with hints of l and 2) \..rhilst 11Thursday" 

is based on the second half; "Friday's" Bumkinet and Grubbinol are 

country cousins of Henalcas and 11opsus of Eclogue 5 and 9 in ['Saturday" 9 

Gay registers the more epic pastoral voices of Eclogues 6 and 4o 

These Virgilian models are rendered in a Doric abruptness with more 

than passing j_~esemblances to several of Philips's Pastoralso The 



:r:'er.,ainine; eclO(;Ue 9 •:Tuesday" 9 Tesem'oles t:1e i1cdern :Te.stoTal Ballad:1 

<iescTibed in Guard.ia.n L~Oo 1 
Each poer.1 is acco::1panied by select 

R.:n_t~ot.sti o·n ,.,,~,:i r.;1 Rupplies nore comprehensible 11:plain11 translat:i.ons 

of the csaxon° original interspersed uith some pa:callel Vire;ilian 

(etailso 

coOIYientary denies the poetry allusive rangeo A stri~dng example ca.11 

be found in fiFriday' 1 
9 the lar.1ent for Blouzelindao It is here that 

the balance is t:1ost delicate '~etueen amuse::1ent c:.:::d empathy 9 and also 

t·rhere the Virgilie.n annotation is least straightforuardo 

Blouzelindaus loss excites na~ve and plaintive anthems from 

Burnkinet and Grubbinolo Constantly the more expansive gestures 

suggested in the footnotes are straitened by more homely simileso 

The effect is often bathetico At the climax of the amoe baea.n. 

dialogue 9 the annotation becomes thicker: 

Lament 9 ye Fields 9 a.TJ.d rueful Symptoms sho1:1 9 

Henceforth let not the smelling Primrose grm·r; 

Let Ueeds instead of Butter-flm,._rv rs appear 9 

And Meads 9 instead of Daisies 9 Hemlock bear; 

For Co1:1slips s1:reet let Dandelions spread 9 

.For Blouzelinda 9 blithsome Naid 9 is dead~ [llo 83=88} 

\Vhilst the Saxon nomenclature (and indeed the conclusion of the poem) 

shaN obvious signs of burlesque 9 there are long periods t'<lhere the Doric 

rejection of Virgilian euphony is nearer to Allan Ramsayvs Scots and 

just as "pathetic"" For those vJho v..rould object that Golden Age 

flm·Jers vJere inherently comic a glance at the roses and co1:Islips of 

"Panthea" \vould provide a correctiveo 
2 

The Virgilian parallel is 

Eclogue 5 9 lines 38 to 39: Vpro molli viola 9 pro purpureo narcisso/ 

lo These allusions are illustrated at Poetl:Y and Prose 9 2: 525-27o 

"""'·7 -.-/: 



l 
Ce.rclUL'-S et 5J?inis surgi t peJ_il~.rus acv.tis: o--

tl:istle or thorn of the Latin are hardly more sounding than the Englisl1 9 

Hhich~ it j_s reasonable to suppose 9 points to a deft trru:slation 9 not 

a bur le s0,u.e o 

1\lbei t thy Songs o.re s't·reeter to cine Ea.r, 

Thal1 to the thirsty Cattle Il.ivers clec:.r; 

Or 1. 1inter Porridge to the le.'b' rin0 Yot1th 9 

Or Bunns and Sugar to the Damsel 1 s Tooth; 

Yet Blouzelinda 1 s Name shall tune my Lay 9 

Of her I'll sing for ever and for ayeo [ llo 93=98] 

Tale tuum carmen nobis 9 divine poeta 9 

quale sopor fessis in gramine 9 quale per aestum 

ciulcis aquae saliente siti.rn restin0uere vivo o o o 

ooo nos tamen haec quocumque modo tibi nostra vicissim 

dicemus 9 Daphnimque tuum tollemus ad astra; ooo 

[EcloGUe 5 9 

llo 45~479 49~50] 

Blouzelinda is a poor substitute for Daphnis 9 but then actuality 9 'the 

Prospect of thine oWr1 Country' 9 -vibuld beo Tire divinity of the poet 

in the Virgil that inspires a talent as soothing as sleep on grass to 

the ueary or the assuaging of thirst in dancing IJater is rendered by 

similes of physical detailo Gayus rustics remain stubbornly British 

and untransportable by courtly manners or heroic dictiono The 

"editor" mentioned in the 11Proeme 11 1r1ho 1.·rishes to preserve the language 

of the poems and highlight some unimpeachable classical authorities is 

not to be confused with the 11 Shepherd=Poet 11 o If the critical apparatus 

io 'In place of the soft violet 9 in place of the glistening narcissus 9 

the thistles flourishes and the sharp=spiked thorno 1 



\ ' 
\ 

na:Zve text than the editorial effort itself 9 the perha:ps fl.ncient 

q_Llcti~g of cl~a:?ter and verGe fo;r Avery pastoral gestureo ~t is no 

accident that the potential bathos of 11 failec:F 7 allusion fades afte:c 

tl1::s poir:.t ir:. tl1e pceL1o 

Blouzelincla us death 9 a passage 1:1here the Creech=like sii;Jplicity is 

a::so held in abey<>.nce~ 

W1en Blouzelind expir 0 d 9 the i1eather 1 s Bell 

Before the drooping Flocl<:: toll 0 d forth her Xnell; 

The solemn Death=\·Jatch click 1 d the Hour she dy 9 d 9 

And shrilling Crickets in the Chimney cry 9 d; ooo 

[ llo 99=102] 

Indeed 9 this is a prologue to the most unironic section of tl1e poem: 

Blouzelinda 9 s last Hords and distribution of possessions (ll3=38)o 

This alternation betv1een bathos and sentiment is part of Gay 1 s 

pose as a \vriter of bucolicso It is the Gay of the "Epigrammatical 

Petition17 
9 the Scriblerus Club Invitations and the "Prologue" to 

Bolingbrokeo ~Tnilst never serious 9 Gay's 11 cou...Tl.try" persona is 

rarely unattractiveo Only in both 11Nonday'' and 11Thursday11 would 

it be possible to say that the significance is consistently opposed 

to Philips 1 s exampleo "Tuesday" provides us \vi th an indigenous 

successor to Simaetha and Alphesiboeus in Marian and just as 

susceptible to the dramatic irony of fruitless complainto Sparabella 

in 11i-!edncsday11 appears a homage to D'Urfey 9 °thou Bard of \vond 1 rous 

Needi (17) 9 and 9 until the closinp; narratorial commentary (115-20) 9 

is every bit as inventive and knowing as her classical forebearso 

Gay 1 s most skilful amalgam occurs in 11Saturday" 9 Bowzybeus 1 s 

11Flights11 of drunken fantasyo His most obvious source is Eclogue 69 

Silenus 1 s Slllilarly drunken cataloGUe of Ovidian metamorphoses and 



For once" Gay exactly m:i.z-rors the 

prevalent rustic tone of Virgil 9 not Theocrituso In Eclor:ue 6 9 

Silem.:.s fills his son~ Hith r11:=;tj r. r1escriptions of the myths he 

ne:::1tions = fo_E__t_e (L;.3) 9 aroenta. (L~5) 9 e.r2.trum (50) 9 h:vc.cintho (53) 9 

her1Jc-.s (5L~) 9 .:s.emorum ooo saltuG (56) 9 s_t_a.bula (60) 9 mg).a (61) 9 

l 
alnog (63) 9 .floribus 9 ,SQ_io (68)o This forrr1s one half of a. 

contrapuntal duet behreen subjcct=n:.atter and form 9 for SilenusQ s 

initial druru~enness does not hinder an expansive ran~e of mythic 

knm:Jledge o These references are 9 hm·rever 9 expressed in a bucolic 

idiomo The conclusion of the poem may end in the stars but it has 

never departed from the bucolico Gay 1 s restitution of this mode 

of pastoral ignores Dryden's more consistently honorific treatment
2 

aLDd has Bowzybeus indulge himself in specifically folkloric narratives 

or rural culture = a "grounding" of the PFlightsP in effecto 

Eclogue 6 had long been a battleground for those critics pro= 

or anti= its non=pastoral sublimityo Fontenelle 11ras amused at 'honest 

Silenus 1 and his 'hearty Carouse' 9 but disturbed at the invasion of 

'philosophical Notions 1
9 especially those of 'Epicurus's System 1 o3 

Cheh;ood had tried to read Christian notions into the song and so 
lj. 

v4ndicate these drunken .!Flights~o Ga.y 0_s ir.ony _pro_c_eeds_ to __ 

recapture some of the binary attraction found in the original and 

which had been denied by neo=classic commentaryo 

Golden Age excluded physical love especially 9 
1 for all sort of levrdness 

or debauchery are directly contrary to the Innocence of the golden 

.l o For an attempt to create a cohesion in the poem 9 see EoWo Leach 9 

r:The Unity of Eclogue 6" 9 Latomus 9 27 (1968) 9 13=32o 

3'.o Of Pastorals 9 ppo 286=87o 

4·.o Dryden 1 s Horks 9 edited by Scott and Saintsbury 9 13: 334o 



descriptions and its alternative culture to stand Rapin's or 

This is certain::..y true of 1 I'1a.ture us La1.:!s u (51) 9 

ec cc;.talo.':';ue of the superstitious and proverbial instead of more basic 

truthso C\:::-a.ntei that the mode is co:uic 9 t;::e so:1orit:y of t::e forr~~ 

rescues ito Bouzybeus sing-s of: 

0°er Hills 9 and sinking Bogs 9 and pathless Dmmso 

Of Stars he told that shoot Hith shini11,g Trail 9 

And of the Glo\oi=\'lorms Light that gilds his TaiL 

The panorama of such instit.J.ctive 0La1.·rs 1 modulates into an account of 

the imr~ense variety and particularity of 9Fairs and ShovlS: (71) o 

Just as Gay 0 s Huse had felt seduced by the profusion of female dress 

in The Fan 9 it is similarly distracted (just as Silenus 0 s scattered 

song had been) from a cohesive 9 unitary expression in this display 

of country details 9 of objects not items of urban finery: 

HoH the tight Lass 9 Knives 9 Combs and Scissors spys 9 

And looks on Thimbles \vith desiring Eyeso 

O:f Lott; ries next with tuneful Note .he_ to1d_9 

\vhere silver Spoons are 1r10n and Rings of Goldo 

The Lads and Lasses trudge the Street along 9 

And all the Fair is crmvded in his Songo [llo 77-82] 

Virgil's 1 Fli~hts 1 had included the Epicurean explanation of Creation 

vihereby the forms of things v1ere a chance amalgam of separate elements 

in the inane coacta (31)o BoHzybeus 1 s song is here moulding a form 

out of heterogeneity as wello 

lo . Treatise 9 Po 67o Gay 9 however 9 mirrors exactly the passage of 
Virgilian batvdy 1.·Jhen Silenus sights Aegle (20=26) o 



version 9 & ballaO.=singero Chrcmis an6 Ene.syllos of J?clor;ue 6 had 

deme.nded songso :Silenus had responded c·Jith e.:::.. the sones of old 

Phoebus (32) o B01:rzybeus sup:ylies soZJ.gs co::rprehensi'ole to shepherds 9 

11The ChilCl.:ren in the l"!ood11 (9::.) and °Chevy=Chase11 (102) 9 ·cl:e 'oalle.ds 

lionized by Addisono As the poer;1 d.rat·JS to its close 9 there is 

scanty annotation and fee'! reminders of Virgilian precedento This 

coincides Hith less of a mock=pastoral frame\~Torlc and more of the 

guarded delight at "lovJer17 details to be found in Book I of Trivia 

(1716)o;L 

50?. 

Gay throughout the main body of "Saturday" sports 1rrith a ballad~ s 

freedom from Aristotelian or Horatian high seriousnesso Pedlars 

provide uglitt'ring Toys' (73); mountebanks and pickpockets are 

cheek= by= j 01r1l 1rri th 'Raree.~Sho1rrs' ( 89) and S1rJallous 9 bats and dormice 

demonstrate Nature's mysteries (65=66) without thereby complimenting 

the citizen=reader 1 s greater perspicacity at allo Uhat is more 9 all 

of this contemporaneity is truer to Silenus~s proverbial recounting 

of i:Jell-knovm myths than Dryden's more portentous versiono By 

remaining exactly true_J;p __ Eclogue 6 1 s loose form and occasional 

bawdiness 9 Gay is thereby demonstrating hovr U11=neo=classical the 

classical pastoral could be 9 and incidentally replacing the 11Clo1:ms" 

of the mock=pastora.l \•ri th the 11Lads a...TJ.d Lasses" of a pastoral ballad 

111ithout a.ny of the rough dialectal forms of Pope's Somerset shire 

versiono 

If The Shepherd 1 s \'leek includes mock=pastoral passages 9 it 1rJOuld 

do a disservice to its overall complexity of tone and irony to allow 

1 See especially llo 23=40 9 189=208o 



503 

·:;,,e;-:J c. c~_efinitive in.:Z:..uo:1ce o:::. recdin::;-s o:f tlce col~_ection e.s c:. 1-J~~.oJ.eo 

J~1deed such Hodern and .Ancient elements l·Jere never again so clearly 

compe.cted in. t.Y,e Rame t-Jor~-'0 By 1715 Gay 1 s d.e:piction of rural life 

., 
a~~ corres~o~dinGlY Qore didc:.ctica~ Pastoral continuit~r is ru6.ely 

disrupted by the :press=gango Dorcas~ s speech o;1 T;J.omas ::?ill:Jert 7 s 

enlistment in Act 1 9 Scene i illustrates the effective capital of 

rural life: 

Ahb w11y does nature give us so much cause 

To make kind=hearted lasses 1::Jreak the lavJs? 

(,fuy should hard lav!S kind=hearted lasses 1Jind 9 

1.fuen too soft nature dra1.r1s us after kind? [llo 98=101] 

Peascodus threatened execution in Act I1 9 scene vi is a return to The 

S~1epherc'J.U s I:Jeek 9 but in a very different keyo Blouzelinda had 

distributed her meagre possessions in a sentimental parody of Daphnis 

from _gyll lo Peascod us confrontation is '"ith a firing=squad: 

Say 9 is it fitting in this very field 9 

Uhere I so oft have reap 1 d 9 so oft have till 1 d; 

This field 9 \·!here from my youth P ve been a carter 9 

Ir in this field 9 should die for a deserter? 

The ritual leave~taking is in full viei.,_r of Corporal and soldierso Just 

as 1r1aru s rapine had so accentuated the bucolic serenity of peace in 

Eclogues 9 and 10 9 in 1715 9 Gay has it asst~e just as specific a 

political shapeo In his "Preface11
9 the Soldier and the SHain form 

synecdoches for wider ideological exposition 9 an extension of some of 

1 a The full text can be found at Poetical \nJorks (edo Faber) 9 

ppo 335=6lo For a fuller account of Gay 1 s burlesque 9 see 
Peter Lewis 9 

11Gayi s Burlesque l-iethod in The 1;Jhat D1 Ye Call nn 9 

Durham University Journal 9 59 (1967) 9 13-25o 



Aristotelian p~rity of form 9 Gay finds ~e can deco~stTuct the social 

l1ierarchies AS 1·.rel lo In re:plying to those viho 0 say the sentiments 

are not ':l:'ragical 9 because they are those of the louest country people 0
9 

he inver·cs norr::al aesthetic cateso:-ies c:uch in tl:e sane T::ay U:.e-,·~ tlc.e 

category of thief ru1.d the Great I·la,.J. are conflated in 'l'he Be_ggar~ 

Opera (l728)o Although Justices of the Peace 9 Parish Clerks or 

Er:.1bryo Ghosts do not appear in any of the Ancients 0 s plays 9 this is 

a mere nicety as Nurses often make their entranceo Besides 9 °the 

sentiments of Princes and cl01.ms have not in reality that difference 

vrhich they seem to have: their thoughts are almost the same 9 and they 

only differ as the same thougl1t is attended tJi th a meanness or pomp 

of diction 9 or receive a different light from the circv~stances each 

Character is conversant with 0 
l 

(ppo 336-37)o Addison could not 

have bettered this defence of "lotver11 poetic subject=mattero Nor 9 

L~deed 9 is this position undercut by the irony that is cast over the 

~V'hole playi as in later t.vork 9 the irony strengthens Gay 0 s hand and 

allous him to take indecorous risks by constructing novel connectionso 

Looking back on The Shepherd 0 s Ueek from 1715 tvm conclusions are 

p:Pobahleo F-irstly 9 the ballad uas-no.t inherently ridiculous to Gayo 

In a reprise of Sparabella 1 s prudent decision against suicide in 

"\1lednesday11 
9 Kitty 1 s grief at Tom 1 s enlistment is similarly qualified 

by rnelodramatic dramaturgy 9 such as the ~linging a\-;ay of the tool of 

l:er trade: a ra..l<:e a..>J.d the attendant chorus of sighs and. groanso On 

1 o The "Preface" clearly drives a wedge bet11reen pastoral characters 
and a 1Sergea11.t of Grenadiers' 9 ru1.d 9 although the °Clm·ms 1 might 
be 1 1:1horemasters 1 or the damsels 0 ui th child 0 

9 
1 a Soldier to a 

Suain is but just the same thing that a lL£![ is to his Flocks 9 

and is as naturally tallc 1 d of or introduc 1 d 1 (ppo 337-38)o 
Indeed 9 the salient re2.son 1:1hy tl1.e play cam1.ot be a comedy 
is that the plot deals t-rith 1 Inferiors trampled upon by the 
Tyranny of Po1:1er 9 a soldier sh.ot for desertion 9 and ru1. ilmocent 
maid in the utmost despair' (po 337)o 



sorae strai,shtfo:ruard. a..'1ti=•:re.r propa2;and.a~ 

Ll.d.eec1 ti1e j)2."C~1os is c;i ven 

t~1e seas ~:ere x-oe..rin3 o o o 1 ( 22=61) 9 re:;:rintec aloa.:;sice Pope? s 

:S~.oisa to A')elard in its seco::.1d eclition (1720) anC. also in Pope~s 

Hiscellany Poeos 9 2 volso (5th edition 9 1726 9 1~ 8G)o ICitt:)r is 

reprieved 9 not surprisingly 9 and not by e.ny self=defeatinc; r1prudencen 9 

but Filbert 1 s appearru1ceo Besides this 9 Gay demonstrates hovJ 

important the simple lyricism of his ballads is in establishing 

alternate moodso ITot fo:;.~ hir.l the occasional bai:Jdy of a D0Urfeya 

ICitty's lament is long enough to exhaust ru1y potential parodic reserve 

fron those uho see that the uhole situation is ludicrousa As Peter 

Leuis points out 9 The Begp;arvs Opera thrives on the dichotomy behreen 

romance and anti=rooance: 'Gay urbanizes rom~Dce and 9 in so doing 9 

makes it truly democratic= of the people 9 not of the aristocracyo 11 

The second conclusion is that Gay's use of pastoral motifs is not 

al1:1ays to enjoy the disparity betvJeen the more serious neo=classical 

rectu-irements and -the 1-1unofficial11 world_ that opens on their t;r_<wsgres~iono 

As in "Panthea" or Rural Sports 9 Gay finds a '\•Tealth of expressive 

material and also his moral touchstones from pastoral mytha A ICitty 

is not so far from a Blouzelinda or a Sparabella 9 especially v1hen 

contrasted ">lith an 1\.raminta or Pope 1 s Belinda a 

Gay 1 s Shepherd's lleek is 9 therefore 9 not merely a parody of 

Philips or D1Urfey as Trowbridge concludesa Indeed 9 in Dione: A 

2 
Pastoral Tragedy (1720) 9 the tragic effect depends upon laments 

l a John Gay: The Beggar's Opera (London 9 1976) 9 Po 25o 

2 o The full text can be found at Poetical 1Jorks 9 ppa 367=42L 
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ironic qu&lificationo 

T:rasedy of ~n is conscious of its IJodernityo Ge.~r refuses to 

lift a scene QY recourse to a battle or lo~d &~~1o On t~e co~trary 9 

uitr..ess of a hundred gua:rds I :r:is Love:rs sicb tl:eir vous o o o 9 (35=37) o 

Consec;uentlJT 9 this e.morous :pastoral uill depict ~no Eemslcir]<: boors 9 

or hoDe=bred cl01:ms 9 I But the soft shepherds of Arcad:i,_a' s 0.01.-ms 1 

(21=22)o This lyric strair. is not so much a consequence of Arcadia 9 

\·!here many dissonant details are also depicted 9 but the more enervated 

Kent of Purneyo The country is a location Hhere epic emotions are 

possible because not qualified by urban or courtly corruptiono 

Hartin Price has defined the normal mock pastoral 1 or 11 tmm 

eclo.r;ue 17 1 &.s out to depict urban noise and grime 1 in all their ugliness 9 
9 

in order to 'create a mock order that is the very denial of true 

pastoral 1 o However 9 this 'mock order' is still 'an authentic order 1
9 

perhaps the only frameuork available for the mimetic pastoralo
1 

'i'he I·iandevillian metropolis from The Grumbling Hive 9 or Knaves Turned 

Honest (1705) 9 enlarged to The Fable of the Bees (1714) is prosperous 9 

yet full of dishonestyo Once society und.ergoeB moral reform9. life _is_ 

more virtuous 9 but also stagnant and Hhere arts and crafts lie neglected: 

Thus every Part \vas full of Vice 9 

Yet the \vhole Hass a Paradise o o o 

Such vrere the Blessine;s of that State; 

2 
Their Crimes conspir'd to make them Greato 

1 o To the Palace of 1:Jisdom: Studies in Order and Energy from 
Dryden to Blake (Carbondale 9 Illo 9 1964) 9 Po lOSo 

2 o Bernard Nan deville 9 The Fable of the Bees: or Private Vices 9 

Publick Benefits (London 9 1714) 9 po 9o For an extended account 
of its influence 9 see Kramnick 9 Bolingbroke and his Circle 9 

PPo 201=4o 



of such 1'civicn gree>.tnessa In Act III 9 scene ;~i 9 the Player and the 

Be0gar debate the 'l•JOrkings of ~strict poeticc:l Justice 0 (4)o As it is 

Opera 9 the drama !'Just have ~>. happy conclv.sion 9 yet the more contrived 

E:c.tsland 9 v1ould normally be hanged 9 but 'to co:.:1l':lly ui th the Taste of 

the To'l·m 0 ( 15) 9 he must survive o 

I-I an de villia_11 o The similarity betw~en the manners of 1 high a_11d lm·! 

life 0 (18) 1r1as not observed in order to demonstrate the 11 greatness" 

of the \•!hole 9 but to demonstrate a most 11unpoetical11 justice: 0 that 

the l01;1er sort of :9eople have their vices in a degree as 1r1ell as the 

rich: And that they are punish 0 d for them 1 (23=24)o
1 

Gayvs London 

provides no uonderfully contrived fremeuork outside of bourgeois 

tastes a 

Pope 11ras to claim in his Dunciad of 1729 that The Beggar's Opera 

was 1 a piece of Satire 1r1hich hit all tastes and degrees of men 9 from 

2 
those of the highest Quality to the very Rabble 1 o In a letter 

from Pope and Gay to John Caryll of March 3 9 171L:/15 9 a similar effect 

seems to have been gained by The Uhat D'Ye Call It: 0The farce has 

occasioned many different speculati9~? in the tovm 9 some looked upon 

it as a mere jest upon the tragic poets 9 others as a satire upon the 

late tvaro v 3 
This hybridization of effect combines an apparent 

obedience to the accepted norms of the chosen form 1:1ith a clear 

indication that they are insufficient and artificial 9 if "true11
9 

then only so for the duration of the entertainment they supporto 

This is very much the case uith The Shepherd 1 s Ueeko It is accurate 

L The Beggar 1 s Opera 9 edited by Peter Le1:1is (Edinburgh 9 1973) 9 

PPo lll=l2o 

2o III 9 326 no 9 ~9 5: 190o 

3o Letters 9 Po l9o 
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pro:pose also that Gay failed to e,chieve some other designa It is 

rather the rauJ.t of ti1occ :neo-classicP.l critics c·Jho could not recoGnize 

the deep=seated a.1:1biguities of iJoth 'I'heocriteo.n w"1d Virgilia21 ot:co:!..ico 

Far from h;yrrtJ.inc a retired ease o:::- per:petually idealized. Arcadia~ bot:'l 

the }d.yll§ a.nd EclCJy~s suggest a turbulent and often rustic a.lternativeo 

Gay 1 s method in 171L:- is very oucl1 in that vein a 

Ga.y 1 s moclc=pastora.l is not the same as S~rJift 1 s or indeed Lady Hary 

Uortle~r ifonta.GU 1 Sa For S1:rift 9 Arcadian idealism is an imposition 9 as 

rural deprivation is too pressing to be veiledo 11A Description of the 

ilornin.;11 (1709) applies the cle.ssical d.escriptio frame1.vor-k to most 

disorderly ma.terialol :Setty 1 from her master 1 s bed a o o flo1.-m 1 (3) 9 

the 0 slipsl1od prentice 1 (5) and 0 Brickdust r-loll 1 (ll~) form an order 

only by reference to arto ~he same might be said of the more georgic 

11A Description of a. City ShovJer" (1710) 9 cvhere the final three lines 

intensify not only the dirt of city=life but its a.na.rchy 9 in defia~ce 

of the 11art 11 needed to survive ito 2 Both these early attempts at 

Tovm Pastorals emphasize how inappropriate Virgilia.n grace and idealism 

are in describing city lifeo The Corydons and Daphnises of Restoration 

lyric were rro such rural innocents a - \r!hen Swift resurrects c;t Corydon 

and Phyllis in his "A Town Eclogue" (1711) he situates them at the 

Royal Exchang~ in the heart of the Cityo 3 Virgil 0 s Eclogue 1 and 

its sentiments in praise of a rooted life 9 is travestied not only by 

urban references but by urban immoralityo Phyllis expects Corydon's 

baby but not his continued devotiono The catalocue of impossibilities 

lo Complete Poems 9 ppo 107=8o For a fuller account of the parody 9 

see Roger .Savage 9 "SvJift 1 s Fallen City" 9 in The \'lorld of Jonathan 
Suift 9 edited by Brian Vickers (London 9 1968) 9 ppa 171=94o 

2o Complete Poems 9 PPo ll3~14o 

3o Complete Poems 9 ppo ll5=17o 



becomes a bathetic register of all that is unmagical and ephemeral: 

COR: ',-Jhen I forget the favour you 'be.stcnred 9 

Red ~'lerrinGs shc:ll oe spc.~m~d .in Ty1::mrn Hoad 9 

Fleet .St::>eet transformecl. become a flm·rery sTeen? 

And mass be sung l·rhere operas are seeno [lL 20=23] 

VJorse still 9 Pl:lyllis discloses the existence of hJO sore children 9 one 

1 placeda at Uappin[o This adds a piquancy to the closing offer of 

Ti tyrus 1 s magnanil'!1.ity to i'leliboeus becomes highly suspect 

uhen voiced by Corydon: 

Ho1.1rever 9 you shall home l·li th oe tonight 9 

Forget your cares 9 and revel in delighto 

I have in store a pint or two of 11rine 9 

Some cracknels 9 and the remnant of a chineo[llo 61=64] 

Swift as city bucolics emphasize not only modern degeneration but hmv 

inapplicable classical touchstones prove to be in coming to terms with 

1 
the rootless ephemerality of urban lifeo This very modernity was 

a source of fascination for Gayo For Svrift the silks and manteaux 

of urban prosperity are deceitful 9
2 

ru~in to the South Sea Bubble 
-

of 17209 1tlhere the macninery of public credit att-racted the avarice 

of deluded ambitiono In Upon the South Sea Project (1721)3 the 

1 deluded bankrupt 1 ( 21) has in vievr ' 11a lord v s estate; / My manors 

2o 

This is not to say that rural life is an Arcadia for Svdfto 
See his scatoloei~al A Pastoral Dialogue (1729 9 ppo 386=88) 9 

especially llo 21=24 9 37=40o Hhen in contrast 111i th the "monied" 
interest's supposedly tasteless incursion into country property 9 

on the other hand 9 pastoral life is more idealo See A Pastoral 
Dialogue between Richmond Lodge and Narble Hill 9 \1ritten June 
1727 9 just after the News of the King 1 s Death (ppo 321=24) 9 

where Richmond Lodge 9 promised elevation to 'a high degree 1 

(16) by its v royal master 1 (15) 9 is nm,.r neglected unlike Harble 
Hill? open to purchase by 1 Some South Sea broker from the city 1 

(67) 9 which will thrive by a 'vulgar taste 1 (70)o 

See The Progress of Beauty (1719 9 ppo 192=95)o 
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~~is Teality is a stoc~<:=jO\)ber~ s 

fraud; his desire is the sure foundation of a landed estateo 

Lady I'laTy \-!ortley i-ionta.gu' s sh: tm:n eclogues (1?16? 1747) 9 on 

the otheT hand shm'l little of Gay 0 s virtuosityo 
1 

If S1·rift ~ s Nere 

oore overtly didactic 9 these are carefully satirical of fashionable 

r:~ores but not uith such a thoroughgoing purposeo A product of her 

friend.sl1ip llith both Pope and Gay 9 Lady ::ary probably urate them in 

1716 9 the same date Gay himself t·ras experimenting 1r1ith tmm eclogueso 

Pope indeed thougli.t 11Fridayrv to be Gay's 1!JOrk 9 
2 - but the version that 

appears in his Poems on Several Occasions is significantly differento 3 

Hhat marks out these eclogues from Gay's is their satirical object~ 

52.0 

courtly foibleso 11Nonday~ Roxana 9 or the Drat·Jing=roomn 9 is a prude 0 s 

lament at Hanoverian court lifeo nTuesday~ Sto James's Coffee=house 9 

Silliander and Patchr1 as also 11Thursday: The Bassette Table 9 Smilinda 9 

Cordelia" are adaptations of Eclogues 7 and 8 and 11Saturrday: The 

Small Pox 9 Flavia" is a revisit to Idyll l and Eclogue lOo The trivial 

bric=a~brac of court gossip supersedes the mythical framework of the 

classical modelso 11Hednesday: The Tete a Tete" remains closest to 

Pope's The Rape of the Lacko Dancinda 1 s impassioned expression of 

i the secret conflict ,- ('16) ·of a eourt=lady'-s mind resembles t__he 

closing vJords of 111isdom uttered by Clarissa in the Rape (V o 9-34): 

Could I forget the Honor of my Race 9 

And meet your wishes 9 fearless of Disgrace; 

[Yet] The wretched she vJho yeilds to guilty Joys, 

A r:Ian may pity 9 but he must despiseo 

~o See Anecdotes 9 1: l04o 

edited by Robert 
PPo 182-2040 

3o The full text of Gay 0 s version can be found at Poetry and Prose 9 

1: l81=85o 



2.osu:c1ption of outraGed innocenceo Strephon 9 Q cu!:'sin~ slips clo1rm the 

strater.;y is employed in 111'rida~r: Tile ':::'oilette ~ Lyclia.11 
o Here feminine 

:)y tl1e arrival of a maid 1:Ji th a ~ Bar:td. box 1 ( ?0) : 

the Co::1b aclj1.~sts :'ler Locks / And at the Play II01.~se 9 Harry keeps her 

Box 9 ( 77-78) o Only 43 lines are repeated in Gayu s version: ;:The 

Toiletteo A To11m Scl_9_g:l:l__~o Lydia17 
9 first printed in Court Poems (1716) 9 

and 9 although the theme is shared 9 it is true to say that Gay 9 s version 

oues rnuc:1 more to "Araminta" 9 a depiction of a woman spurned 9 much more 

an allusion to Idyll 2 than a mock=pastoral on the S1.-Jift modeL 

Indeed 9 Gay 1 s o;,m poetry from this collaboration 9 collected in 

the Poems on Several Occasions (1720) is similar in all but one Lnstanceo 

11The Tea~Tableo 
l 

A To1:m Eclo~11 has Doris and f.lelanthe gossip until 

the subjects of their malice arriveo All dissension is quelled by a 

game of Ombreo "The FuneraL A To11m Eclogue" travesties the elegy 

.r:.- D . 1 2 . LOr aphnls of Ec o~ue 5o Sabina sheds tears for Fidelia until 

Lucy arrives with a billet doux from 1-iyrtilloo The same tactic lies 

be-hind "The Espo-usalo A -Sober Ee-lop.;ueo Between two of_ the :t::~ople 

called Quakers11 o 3 Protestations of dissenting virtue abhor the 

couches that 1 creak vri th 1:Jhoredom 1 s sinful shame 0 ( 93) and yet such 

liberty from established form can be itself a licence just as full 

of cupidity: 'Tabitha: Espousals are but formso 0 lead me hence 9/ 

For secret love can never give offence' (l05~6)o The tovm eclogue 

in Gay 1 s hands cannot be said to be as critical of the eclogue~form 

1 o Poetr>r and Prose 9 1: 234~ 37 o 

2 o Poetry and Prose 9 1: 237~4lo 

3 o Poetry and Prose 9 1: 241~44o 



:pastoz-al innocence aG a polite pretence is no debasement of the 

coZJ.vention c:<.s . ~ c... l1L1o..:..e o tc.k.eu no 

t1_oes SclGgest t:'lat rc1ral conventions hava an attrc.ctio:c~. over c.:c.d above 

their obvious indecort~o Lady liary 1Jortley i·~ontagu c:oes not su~gest 

a consisten·c bucolic alternative to court trivia 9 trhereas tl'lis 

implicit comparison is central to the rustic shepherds and s:1epl'lerdesses 

that celebrate uithout conternplationo 

At the head of the 1720 collection is a poem 9 houever 9 \·rhich is 

oore S111iftian than the 1711:. eclocueso nTt.e Birth of the Sq_uireo 

An Eclogueo In Imitation of the Pollio of Virgil111 returns to his 

11Saturdayn but substitutes a genial 9 if loutish 9 Bm·Jzybeus uith a 

degenerate and. altogether rebarbative trTunbelly Clumsy"o Ja"'e.s 

Sutherland is not alone in being shocked by such uncustomary distaste: 

'Gayus tone is 9 for him 9 oddly uncompromising; it comes near to 

disgusto \Je may perhaps suspect that he had some particularly 

unfavourable specimen of the squirearchy in mind 9 some arrogant lout 

remembered from his boyhood years in Devonov 2 On the other hand 9 

Uilliam Irving a~t'tempts to reclaim the poem for some consistently 

unassuming and good=hearted canon presumed to be essentially that of 

Gay's spirito "The Espousal" and "The Birth of the Squire" are both 

claimed to 'contain smart touches of that Hogarthi~'l humour that has 

done so much to keep Gay 1 s fame alive' (po 143)o Gay in 1720 v;as 

not the "good-hearted" Puck of 1714o Little is recorded of Gay 1 s 

life in these years but it is safe to assume that a stipend 1:1as never 

a consistent factoro The subscription lists of 1720 9 hov;ever 9 do 

1 o Poetry and Prose 9 1: 231-33o 

2 o "John Gay" 9 Pope and His Contemporaries (London 9 1949) 9 Po 2llo 



~·!ill5.am =cent hac desigr.ed tl:.e f:co~:tispiece 9 

Lord Burlington and Lord. Cha.YJ.dos are c~Oi·m :for fifty copies each~ and 

Lords Bathurst and t·JarvJick for teno 

the na':1es of Gay is future pa trcns 9 the Duke of Queens0erJ.~y and his 
, 

duchess 9 Catherine Hydeo-'- The lists are net u...J.iforrr:ly eit~1er r;}ory 

or 1:Jhig in complexiono \lhat does appear reme.rkable is the prorJinent 

help given to the tuo qua:-cto volumes by established rural gentryo 

No names exist from the present administrationo 

Richard Boyle 9 third EarJ_ of Burlington 9 had been a. member of 

the Privy Council in 1714 9 but during the impeachment proceedings 

against Oxford and Bolingbroke in 1715 9 vras glad to take up the post 

of Lord=lieutenant of the East Riding of Yorkshireo An enthusiastic 

admirer of Palladian design 9 he 9 by 1720 9 had altered and partly 

reconstructed Burlington House 9 Piccadilly 9 along Italian lineso 

For Gay 9 Burlington frequently appears as a powerful yet unaffected 

noble 9 free of the exigencies of London poHer 9 and offering an 

alternative to bourgeois nationalismo 
::l 

In Trivia (1716) 9 ~ 

11Ualker11 of London streets reaches the Strand 9 passing dire reminders 

of the city poor and the failure of human charity (II 9 451-74)o 

Here 9 Arundel House had· given plac·e to~Arundel Street and instead 

of 'Titian 1 s glot-ring Paint' ( II 9 485) or 'Raphael v s fair Design v 

(II 9 486) hang 'the Bell=man's Song' 9 or 'The colour'd Prints of 

A similar fate had overtaken other symbols 

of Elizabethan connoisseurship; the houses of Essex 9 Cecil 1 Bedford 

and Buckingham are now no more: 

Yet Burlington 1 s fair Palace still remains; 

Beauty within 9 t·rithout Proportion reignso 
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1 o On the landed interest represented here 9 see Howard Erskine=Hill 9 

The Social I"lilieu of Alexander Pope 9 pp o 279= 317 o 

2 o The full text can be found at Poetry and Prose 9 l: l34=8lo 



Benec;,th his Eye c~eclining f~rt rnvi vcs 9 

The Uall iiJith anin;ated Pich1re lives; 

Burlington may- Gtand alo:::;.gcide Cha.."ldos; Be.tl!ur.c:;t and the others as 

evidence of a th:riving le.ndecl inte:rest 9 a hel;; to arts and ir::1prover 

of an otheruise '.Je.rren urt2n sceneo 

On turning once r.;ore to ;1The Birth of the Squirea 9 it becomes 

obvious that Gay can still remain true to his more Tory self 1:1hilst 

also pillorying a decadent and ignorant back1r10ods alternativeo 

Virgil's august homage to Pollio 9 instigator of continuity ru1d peace 9 

confronts a most umJOrthy recipient 9 1;1ar=like in his tastes ( 61=76) 

and equally disruptive in his affections (49=60)o \-Jhilst snoring 

a\"!ay 'Debates in Parliament' (76) 9 a diurnal rural round exists 9 

unchecked and still abundanto The Squire is undone by strong ale 

1 Bre1r1 1 d or when Phoebus lvarms the fleecy sign 9 I Or uhen his lansuid 

rays ~1 Scorpio shine' (91=92)o This same liquid 9 
1 0ld October 1

9 

has the pm-rer to redden 1 ev' ry nose 1 ( 14) and provide cheer and 

comfort: 

\rli th frothy ale to make his cup o 1 er~flovJ 9 

Barley shall in paternal acres grow; 

-The be-e sha-ll sip- the f-ragrant det'r from flou 1.rs 9 

To give metheglin for his morning hours; 

For him the clust 1 ring hop shall climb the poles 9 

And his ovm orchard sparkle in his bovJleso 

[ llo 19=24 J 

L o Compare An Epistle To the Ri ht Honourable the Earl of 
Burlingtono A Journey to Exeter 1720 1 Hhile you 9 my Lord 9 

bid stately Piles ascend 9 I Or in your Chis1:1ick Bovr 1 rs enjoy 
your Friend 1 [Pope] (1=2 9 PPo 203=7)o Even Exeter and 
environs provide bucolic serenity or Ancient evidence: 

How are our Shepherds fal 1n from ancient days~ 
No Amaryllis chaunts alternate Lays~ 
From her no list'ning Ecchos learn to sing 9 

Hor Hi th his Reed the jocund Valleys ringo [ llo 63=66J o 



Tb.is nataral 1"lattern alludes to the rny-thicc-.1 a.bU.l'l.c~ance of ::?o:::..lio c s neu 

ordero Characteristically 9 Gay here forsakes myth for less 11poetic11 

O.etails 9 fo:r his Squire is more rr:a.l'life8t a11d distur"oinr,~ QQ uhere is 

The clic.ax 

is the insidiously heroic tir:J1Jre of the closing lines 9 a re=casting 

of Bmvzybeus Q s drunkenness but in much darker colours reminiscent 

of Satan in Pandemoniumg 

Triumphant 9 o 0 er the prostrate brutes he stands 9 

The mighty bQmper trembles in his hands; 

Boldly he drinks 9 and like his glorious Sires 9 

In copious gulps of potent ale expireso [llo 105=8] 

The Squire's epic stature is in his capacity to hold his ale and his 

sceptre 9 the 0mighty bumper 1 o 

prelude to his extinctiono 

Tamburlaine=like 9 his triumph is a 

Conclusion 

Gay's attempt to mock the pastoral form relies on the decadence 

of the form itself 0 In its orthodox ne·o;,;-classical or? observing 

Congleton°s distinction 9 
1rational 0 form 9 the Golden Age or Rural 

Tranquility had described a quiescent and passive culture patently 

artificial yet pleasing nonethelesso 1:Jilliam Empson 9 aware of the 

necessary contradictions in the pastoral myth 9 asserts that parody 

of the aristocratic gestures tlas necessary so that their insincerity 

could be shot-m alongside the essential vmrth of the poor man 9 despite 

his ridiculousness~ 

The simple man becomes a clumsy fool who yet has 

better "sense" than his betters and can say things 



nature 17 
9 Nl1ich the coDplex mC'.J.1 needs to be 9 000 

he ic ilc. contact ;_,;i.th the r;1ysterious forces of 

our oun nc:.ture 9 so that the clovm ~;.c-.s t~::.e '.Ji t 

o? tne Unconsd_C'J.S? r,e C2.11 S'Jea~c the t2'ut:t-_ 

because he has nothing to loseo 1 

In Gay~s ca.se 9 Empson 1 s diagnosis is not quite &ccurateo I::.: Tl:e 

Beggar~ s ('-pera or T:rivia 9 it is the neuly rich 9 not the aristocracy 9 

of I"ondon \·Jho in gilded carriages ignore the noral perspectives of the 

Beegar or ~valkero Despite clothing himself here in rags ru1d accepting 

a moral advantage from their perspective 9 Gay never advances it as a 

serious locus of moral regenerationo As becomes increasingly clear 

Court manners lend themselves to the pastoral accents of Dione or 

Acis and Galatea? Pope and Philips (minus the occasional rusticity) 

are similar in this respecto I:-ielody and negligent ease are summoned 

for their lyric patinao The 'simple man° of Empson's account cannot 

participate in this 9 but he can act as an implicit reproach to urban 

corruption 9 an offshoot of a satiric tradition demonstrated in 

Juvenal's Satire lOo 

As such 9 Gay 1 s rustics are. a ..product of e:; Country ideoJogy_" In 

vain does one search for a Stephen Duck thresher or even an honest 

husbandman trucen in isolation from a wider rhetorical functiono 

11The Tea=Table11 is a clear example of thiso Sylvia 9 glimpsed in 

masquerade 9 appears a very nymph in her green dress complete \·Tith 

crook: 

An a~ 1 rous shepherd led her through the croud 9 

The nymph vJas innocent 9 the shepherd vot·J 1 di 

1 o English Pastoral Poetry (Nei.\l York 9 1938) 9 Po 14o 



So both 1:Ji thdre:·J 9 as n;ym:9h &.!."1d shepherd. must o 

[llo 23=26 J 

But all j_e urban pretenceo The force of the mock=form 1 s satire is 

Gayr s distr:J.st of the pastoral t:::-adition is not onJ.y at Theocritenn 

11simplicity11 (t·Jhich he often assur.1es for sati:::>ic capital) but also 

artificeo In his Epistle rrTo the Right Iionourable 1o!ILLIAN PULTENEY 

Esqo 11 (1720) 9
1 

the journey Gay took to France t·rith the dedicatee in 

July 9 1717 provides plenty of vulnerable Fontenellian artifice to 

undermine a Pulteney had been Secretary of \Iar 9 but had resigned 

111ith Ualpole in April 9 l717o Although his years as founder=leader 

of the \!hit; opposition to 1:Jalpole 9 the 11Patriots11 
9 lay in the future 9 

his "retired" status associates him t'.Tith Burlington and Bathursto 

Gay 0 s return to French haunts in 1719 reminds him of the pretences 

of "polite" societyo 1.·n1en ° st·reet=breathing Spring unfolds the buds 1 

(101) 9 the "naturaln consequence is Chelsea meadows overhearing 

'perfidious vo1trs 9 I And the prest grass defrauds the grazing cows 1 

( 105=6) o 1 Court ladies v thus can also sin v in open air u ( 108) g i\Jha t 

8:i.t Nith a gallant 1iJou-ld trust his spouse I Beneath the temptins shade 

of Greenwich boughs? 1 (l09=10)o Damons and Chloes are Virgilian in 

origin 9 but crucially bear no relation to the Eclogu,es 9 t·Thich can only 

exist as an empty gesture: 'But since at Court the rural taste is 

lost 9 I \P11at mighty summs have velvet couches cost!' (131=32)o Pope's 

Ancient pastorals had stressed a confidence that Virgil might live 

again on Uindsor's plainso Gay demonstrates that by 1720 the only 

assertion possible v;as that this hope '\vas a futile oneo 

~ o The full text cru1 be found at Poetry and Prose 9 1: 208-l4o 



Fontanelle? in surr.cing :ap his case fer the "tr-anquirv pastor-al? 

endorses the idealization of rural affair-s and the 'sziling' pictures 

of life on the grounds that 'A Court gives us rro Idea but of toilso~e 

in alL Could. the Scene of this c;uiet life~ with no otl-:er Busi4ess 

but love 9 be p:aced any~here but in the Country? so that no Goats or 

SheeE should be brought in? I fancy it ~auld be never the worse 9 for 

the Goats and Sheep add nothing to its Felicity v 1 To Fontenelle? 

Rapin and? indeed 9 most of the neo-classical pastoral theorists? the 

'Idea' of rural existence involved the repression of not only the toil 

and constraint of such affairs but the transference of courtly/urban 

preoccupations to a simplified frame of referenceo From a mimetic 

point of view 9 this is dot1nright deception 9 but all forms of realism 9 

however illusionistic 9 have a tincture of conventiono A problematic 

depiction of rural labour is not a pastoral undertakingo The degrees 

of more or less realistic portrayal in pastoral really involve the 

adoption of alternative conventions or literary modelso 

Augustan pastoral had recently discovered the Theocritean bucolico 

Thomas Creech's translation represented the ~ylls without much of the 

prevalent modulation from idiomatic Doric to "poetic" afflatuso In 

place of a Theocritus as ironist 9 Creech found a rustic Coan at a 

sophisticated Alexandria 9 singing in a rough-he\v.n dialect 9 yet 9 despite 

this 9 producing a new sweetness and charmo As the Idylls were often 

read after a full curricular immersion in Virgil's Eclogues 9 their 

apparent lack of artifice was of particular interest and prominence 9 



but also a d;,e.l::.er:.ge to a Eoc:aHen C:ecorwu t?:at ev:.C:en·i::ly expected 

rustics to be innately comic o 1:Jhen Lady Nary Hartley Hontagu taote 

to Pope in surprise that Theocri tus Has no 'romantic 1r1riter' but one 

t-Jho strove to give 'a plain icage' of Greek peasants (April 19 1717) 9 

the disparity beb-Jeen a Classical culture (graceful still in P,d:ria.!op::.e) 

and the Anglo-Saxons of British fields 't-Jas of crucial importance: 

The young lads generally divert themselves uith making 

garlands for their favourite larnbs 9 which I have often 

seen painted and adorned with flowers 9 lying at their 

feet 9 while they sung or playedo It is not that they 

ever read Romanceso But these are the ancient amusements 

here 9 and as natural to them as cudgel-playing and foot~ 

ball to our British swains; the softness and warmth of 

the climate forbidding all rough exercises 9 which were 

never so much as heard of amongst them 9 and naturally 

inspiring a laziness and aversion to labour 9 which the 

great plenty indulgesa
1 

Pope's reply (June 9 1717) emphasises this disparity during a highly

wrought compliment to Lady Mary" News from abroad comes as 'little 

less than_ a_ miracle 9 or extraordina~_y Visitation from another 1rJorld; 

Tis a Sort of Dream of an agreable thing 9 which subsists no more to 

me """' but which overrides 'most of the Dull Realities' of life and 

exposes a 'Young Poet's' lack of 'Romantick Ideas' (1: 406)o Turkish 

simplicity could be leisured 9 'Romantick' and yet also Classical; 

British simplicity involved the rough sports of cudgelling or football 9 

instances of incipient barb.arity and anarchy" 

1o Correspondence 9 1: 397-98" 



V:.'..::gilian pastoral ':ras a safe:-: affai:c 9 ui:eJ:>e the \cJO:rk most success~ 

fully overcame its potentially recalcitrant oattero In place of the 

original traces of allegorical satire 9 ho~:reve:r 9 it uas customary to 

represent the Eclogues as considerably more idealized than they were 

conceivecl to have been and in the face of roucb lliedieval and seventeenth~ 

century cc~entaryo The disparities explored by Virgil betueen Gallus 

and Arcadia 9 Tityrus and Melibeus or the songs of Moeris/Lycidas and 

those of Menalcas or the accents of the possessor ?gelli (9o3) hardly 

remaino Instead 9 in Dryden 1 s influential translation 9 these softer 

distinctions are subsumed under a constant desire to grant the shepherds 

the same heroism as in the homage to Pollioo The 1697 version 9 whilst 

suitably complimentary to Virgil's pre-eminent status~ also chose this 

elevated accent as part of an implicit political and religious ideology; 

to confront the new age of limited monarchy and 9 so 9 of limited 

authority 9 tdth a more enduring mythical system moulded in support of a 

Tory Royalist ethoso 

The conclusions of the first chapters emphasise how polarized the 

lj!ylls and Eclogues became in definitions of pastoralo This same 

division is still traceable 9 on the other hand 9 within each collection 9 

between Idyll 1 or Eclogue 4 ~~~-~yll 3 or Eclogue 3o For the sake of 

purifying the form and defining the formal elements necessary in 

producing a "correct" response, some consensus definition had to be 

formulatedo This disparity behreen the Doric and Arcadian proved 

difficult to solveo By 1723 9 however~ Allan Ramsay's Scots Doric and 

Furney's Anglo-Saxon Kentish had so sweetened Theocritus's example that 

he could fall in alongside Virgil 1 s "artificiality" o \>!hat had been 

sacrificed, especially by Ambrose Philips 9 was the opportunity to 

supply an alternative world for literate, yet corrupted 9 post-lapsarian 

Mano Philips's Modern bucolic might claim Theocritus and Spenser as 



lts forebears, but it manifestly appropriates them, eschewing their 

authority in practice yet quoting it in theory. Pope's eclectic 

1rrangement of allusions seeks to accomplish the opposite: to supply 

1 living testimony as to ho~ reliant contemporary culture was on its 

last and on the practice of imitation in general. Although the 

1elodiousness of both sets of pastorals seems in retrospect similar, 

:he conflicting interests that much contemporary criticism felt were 

,nvolved proves that their differences were a live issue. For Philips, 

:he classicism represented by an artificial "simplicity" seemed as 

·edundant as the love-letters of 'Classick Will' in The Freethinker 7, 

;preading more rhetorical heat than light.
1 

For Pope, the "lower" 

1ucolics of Philips resembled a Somersetshire balladeer's doggerel. 

Most relevant to the argument, however, were the opposed definitions 

1f simplicity. For Philips, the primary unmixed human emotions provided 

:he touchstone of simplicity, but for Pope, simplicity was far more a 

'ormal quality, only accessible through acquaintance with Ancient 

:lassical authors. "Longinian" sublimity could be called to witness for 

!ither conclusion and so sanction either folk-ballads or Homeric 

;randeur. No doubt, even in folk-ballads, a .rural community could be 

;tigmatized as pathetic songsters, not as Hesiodic sages, but even if 

:ountry __ lif'e____is __ ~~j.JL!l<?_t g_r~~ed serious mimetic status in Chevy-Chase, 
-- -- - ------------ -------------- ------ -

:he challenge of such Doric touches to the idea that literature was an 

~istocractic province was crucial. Emotional freedom and integrity for 

'hilips, Purney and Ramsay emerged from the occasional awkwardnesses and 

'unartistic" sentiments of their shepherd protagonists. Twentieth-century 

:riticism (much of it defined by a need to satisfy academic complexity) 

las understandably accepted Pope's view that such lyricism is barren. 

'o do that, however, is to admit also that the critical principles which 

' . The Freethinker, 1: 27-28. 
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past and on the practice of imitation io ger.eralo Although th8 

~elodiousness of both sets of pastorals seems in retrospect si~ilar 9 

the conflicting interests that much contemporary criticism felt were 

involved proves that their differences t1ere a li~e issue. For Philips 9 

the classicism represented by an artificial 11simplicity11 seemed as 
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spreading more rhetorical heat than lighto
1 

For Pope 9 the "lower" 

bucolics of Philips resembled a Somersetshire balladeer's doggerelo 

Most relevant to the arg~ent 9 however 9 were the opposed definitions 

of sirnplicityo For Philips 9 the primary unmixed human emotions provided 

the touchstone of simplicity 9 but for Pope 9 simplicity was far more a 

formal quality 9 only accessible through acquaintance with Ancient 

classical authorso "Longinian" sublimity could be called to witness for 

either conclusion and so sanction either folk-ballads or Homeric 

grandeur. No doubt 9 even in folk-ballads 9 a rural community could be 

stigmatized as pathetic_ songste~s. not _as Hesiodic sage~_9 but ~ven if 

country life is still not granted serious mimetic status in CheyY-Chase 9 

the challenge of such Doric touches to the idea that literature was an 

aristocractic province was crucial. Emotional freedom and integrity for 

Philips. Purney and Ramsay emerged from the occasional awkwardnesses and 

"unartistic" sentiments of their shepherd protagonists. T11rentieth-century 

criticism (much of it defined by a need to satisfy academic complexity) 

has understandably accepted Pope's view that such lyricism is barren. 

To do that 9 however. is to admit also that the critical principles which 

1. The Freethinker. 1: 27-28. 



e~cioTsed such lyrical simplicity were vapid o~ transpaTent acd to no 

purpose. which is an unacceptable censorship 9 given the significance 

than felt to lie in the debate. 

522 

The neo-classical pastoral had taken much of its form and themes 

from the events supposed to be natural in a situation of a shepherd 0 s 

pastoral care of sheep and his leisure-hours. ~he shepherd of several 

classical pastorals is 9 on the other hand 9 a very ambiguous fi~re. 

Daphnis is a hero as well as a shepherd; Gallus is as love-sick as an 

Arcadian. but remains stubbornly an outsider 9 whereas Simichidas is 

travelling to the country from the city when he meets Lycidas. This 

very ambiguity is 9 of course 9 one of the shepherd 0 s desirable traits 

in literature 9 for such a reference often provides Christian and socio

economic echoes. This period saw the location of pastoral sentiments 

in areas once considered unpastoral in the primary sense of the word. 

In William Diaper's Nereides: or, Sea-Eclogues (1712) and Dryades: or 1 

The Nymphs Prophecy (1713) or Moses Bro'W!le's Piscatory Eclogues, An 

Essay to introduce new rules and new characters into pastoral (1729) 9 

a time-honoured tradition was broken. New models for the pastoral 

were selected: those of Sannazaro? where the tranquility once felt 

to be tll~ main and exclusive requisite of the b_est pas_torals proved 

transportable to other pursuits. With it the central and vestigial 

prominence of the shepherd-metaphor was called into question. What the 

new models demonstrated was a lyric form no longer anchored to the 

countryside by the dictates of Ancient precedent 9 and no longer 

confronting an urban culture quite so directly. The pastoral formed 

no criticism of life here neither did it invoke a classical civilization 

as an alternative. 

In the mock-pastoral and town eclogue, the confrontation behJeen 

the two cultures was more central to the poetry. However, it must be 
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stressed thet it is o~ly as r~etorical pote~tial tta~ r~ral manners 

were included 9 as a sufficiently potent antidote to urban complacency 

a.l'ld corruption ar.cl not as a seriously entertained alternativeo City 

and court culture would benefit from an infusion of rural humility and 

clevotiono T~ere is co scggestioL that the Dancin~as or Lycias shoclcl 

actually tru<e to the countryo Indeed 9 that would be unthinkable as 

the co~ntryside ~ould not be full of obedient Strephons or Phyllises 

but Blouzelindas and Lobbin Cloutso Gay's The Shepherd's l"Jeek testifies 

as much to a distrust of 'country clotYJn6° as a renewed appreciation of 

the rural ideas of Eclogues 1 and 9 9 especially in its resistance to 

the depredations of urban sentimentality or exploitationo Gay has 

often suffered from his admirers 9 in that his Devonshire upbringing 

often assumes Hardyesque proportionso Isaac Krammick 9 1rrhose aim is to 

demonstrate the increasing currency of a Tory myth of urban corruption9 

claims Gay as a country 1rrriter: 'He never forgot his rural Devon and 

in his t1ritings Augustan humanism has its poetic rejection of urban 

civilization and its venal corruptionso In Gay, Augustan nostalgia is 

given geographical roots coo Utopia for Gay Clay] in the rural Arcadia 
'I 

outside London 9 where men and life u-rere natural and genuineo' ' Lobbin 

Clout -o~ Bowzybeus _may __ be "naturally" _fre_e and g~n1l~n?Jy_u_nambit_:iou~ 

and uncontriving 9 but they are hardly acceptable ideals at all 9 

especially when compared to a Daphnis or Lycidaso For that to be so, 

Gay chose another mode altogether: the georgic, for his Rural Sports 

and Triviao 

Whilst not directly a form of pastoral, the georgic could assume 

a similar elegiac, yet resolute toneo The first book provides an 

emphatic picture of arduous agricultural labor in constant war with 

natureo Husbandry assumes militaristic proportions2 in its unremitting 

1o Bolingbroke and his Circle, po 223o 

2o See the hints of discipline and training (99 9 210 9 220, 268), 
launching attacks (104 ff, 155), subjugation (125), conquest (145) 
and ambush (271)0 
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against the fractured ~orld of post=Caesari~/Julian Rooe f;; 
I. • 0 466=5~4) 0 

~~e body politi~ is as much an outcrop of natural disorder as drought 

or flocdo The second geoTgic supplies a more idealistic eulcgy of 

finale on the moral value and joy of r~ral life (2o 458-540)0 7.his brief 

candle is exting~ished in the third book 9 in ~hich such Saturnian idealism 

is reminded of the brute passion and destr~ctiveness of life (3o 242-83) 9 

quite capable of nullifying arbitrarily both fructus and labor (3o 517~26)o 

The fourth georgic recapitulates this conflict; on the one hand 9 it ca.~ 

re=introduce the idealism of Georgi£ 2 (the Corycian Senex 9 4o 125-46 or 

bee community 9 4o 149-218) and also threaten it with the other (AristaeusQs 

failure 9 4o 453=59 and the doomed Orphic labor 9 4o 491=522)o This 

pervasive pessimism is a robust strain9 but it is the voice of a Milon 9 

not a Bucaeuso Idealistic it may be 9 but it is inextricably wedded to 

the depiction of particularized work and less quiescent protagonistso 

Its mood is active 9 not passive 9 and its descriptive vigour (quite foreign 

to the EcloguesQs method) could blend effortlessly not only with the 

Horatian ode and descriptive poem but also with the philosophical poem 

on the Creationo
1 

In short 9 by the time James Thomson came to ~~ite his 

"Preface" to the second edition of Hinter (June 9 1726) 9 it is the 

Shaftesburian simplicity and rapture that is invoked 9 not the original 

pessimism of either the Eclogues or Georgics~ QI know no Subject more 

elevating9 more amusing; more ready to awake the poetical Enthusiasm 9 

the philosophical Reflection 9 and the moral Sentiment 9 than the Works of 

NatureoQ Such variety is best contemplated in QRetirement 9 and SolitudeQ 9 

preferably with a copy of the Qrural Virgil 0 s 0 Georgi£ as ones inspirationo 2 

1o See John Chalker~ The English Geor~ic 9 ppo 92=98o 

2o The Seasons 9 edited by James Sambrook (Oxford 9 1981) 9 Po 305o 
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in Trivia are no relatives of Thomson°s poet but Virgil 0 s sorely pressed 

yet still patriotic far~er~ Thomson attempted to marry pastoral inno~ 

cence \~ri th praise of coC'.!llercial progress as uelL Virgil gave Gay 

pastoral equipoise or alternation of accent found in Eost 9 if not all 9 

classical pastorale 

'i'he mock-pastoral uas a i.·Jay of attaining some of the Georgics 0 s 

moral dignity and outrageo As Carole Fabricant has recently observed 

of S~ift 0 s readings of pastoral innocence~ this ideal 0 could never be 

enbodied in an existing landscape ooo~ since realities could only mock 

or challenge visionary ideals coo 01 In To ~~0 Congreve (1693) 9

2 Suift 

likens his muse to 0 some bright country virgin° (215) uho has fallen in 

tnth 0 a knot of beamx 0 (216) or criticso Offended by the 0 odious smell 

and sight 0 (225) 9 such bucolic purity has to retreat 0 far in yon crystal 

call9 /Faint inspiration sickens as she flies 9 ° (228-29) until eventually 

it dieso The project of writing the mock-pastoral ~as a reneued effort 

to preserve pastoral idea~s from such faintness at the prospect of 

importunate reality 9 as in the Modern lyrical bucolico In tlriting to 

Pope on August· 30 9 1716; -St1ift-·snggests -tha-t -Gay could perhaps _turn his 

hand to 0a sett of Quaker=pastorals ["The Espousal11 ]o 0 1 believe further 9 ° 

he continues9 °the Pastoral ridicule is not exhausted; and that a porter 9 

foot-man~ or chair~man°s pastoral might do uello Or uhat think you of a 

Neugate pastoral [The Beggar's apera] 9 among the uhores and thieves there? 03 

In 1693 9 it had not been Stnft 0 s muse that had been at fault 9 but the 

0knot 0 of city beauxc Given their existence 9 on the other hand 9 pastoral 

lyricism appeared to be an insipid rejoindero \1hen Gay in 1720 parodied 

1o Suift 0s Landsca~ (Baltimore 9 1982) 9 Po 56o 

2o Complete Poems 9 PPo 67-73o 

3o Correspondence (Pope)~ 1: 36oo 
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Eclo~ 4? he attmined something of SBift 0s saeva indignatio and? indeed? 

some of Virgil 0s pertinence in Eclogues 1 and 9o 

Uith the death of the neo=classical pastoral? not only a form 

(believed to be accurately Classical) disappeared 9 but also a rallying= 

point for a particular ideal of rural oti~m and rror&l transcendenceo 

One very evident reason could have been greater acquaintance with the 

realities of rural deprivationo t~ Keith Thomas points out 9 the 

innocent shepherd 0had little justification in social fact 9 for agri= 

culture was the most ruthlessly developed sector of the economy [1600-175QJ ~ 

small husbandmen were declining in number 9 wage-labour was universal ooo 

But since it was in the city that rural profits were consumed 9 it was 

there that one found the most sophisticated society ooo 01 As it became 

rapidly fashionable (for even merchants and small businessmen) to move 

out of a dirty metropolis, classical tradition could be easily exposed, 

and with it the Ancient perspective that life and its poetic expression 

were essentially unchangingo 

It has been argued by Joseph Mo Levine that the Ancient/Modern 

debate in the Augustan period obscured the real issues fought over in 

other countries and in other ageso 2 t!hilst this may be true, it serves 

to remind us how much the Augustan fssues--were so -mucli- a part -or-their 

age and location 9 especially as regards the nervousness felt at the 

transmission of a classical cultureo Penelope Wilson has noted how, 

during the eighteenth century 9 there grew 0a confident sense of immediate 

and unresearched rapport 0 between a popular audience and the classical 

1o Man and the Natural 1rlorld: Chan in Attitudes in 
London, 19 3 9 ppo 246-47o For a fuller account of the patterns of 

ownership 9 see Jo Vo Beckett, 9~e Decline of the Small Landowner in 
Eighteenth- and Nineteenth-Century England: Some Regional Considera
tions,01 The Agricultural History Review, 30 (1982), 97-111 9 

supplemented by Bo Ao Holderness, Pre-Industrial England, ppo 27-44, 
and Co Lis and Ho Soly 9 Poverty and Capitalism in Pre-Industrial 
Europe (Brighton, 1979, revo edo 1982) ppo 100-15o 

2o 00Ancients and Moderns Reconsidered01 , Eighteenth Century Studies 9 

15 (1981-82)9 72-89o 
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1 
paste Immense scholarly activity resulted in the presentation of 

classical poetry in contemporaneous colourso The classics ~ere 

released from the academy by the academicianso Consequently 9 they 

111ere rapidly open to question as t,rell as appreciationo The pastoral 

ideal \~·as less 1:jell-served by a Trapp them a Drydeno 

These material factors are integral parts of the literary history 

of the periodo Simply quoting influences and models casts only a 

limited light on why such texts tv ere operative then and in 1:1hat way o 

By analysing the pastoral form in its contemporary ideological patterns, 

I have tried to show how contemporary historical events could be 

influential as well, not in a strictly deterministic way, but with a 

view to demonstrating the relative autonomy of literary institutionso 

This, in its turn, is perhaps not indignant enough at the deception 

practised by pastoral poetryo Raymond Williams has expressed his own 

frustration at the scholarly evasion by which the 9 confident glossing 

and glozing of the reference back 9 to an v'originalvv text shelves 

questions of moral responsibility: 'rle must not look, with Crabbe and 

others, at what the country was really like ooo let us remember, 

instead, that this poem is based on Horace, Epode II or Virgil, Eclogue 

IV; _that among __ the _high_ for names_ are _Thea cr.itus_and .. Hesio d: . the 

Golden Age in another senseo' 2 On the other hand, as Williams himself 

pointed out when questioned by the New Left Review editors, the pastoral 

myths, although promoting deception, were 'historically productive and 

therefore historically valuable 9 o3 The further judgement as to their 

1 o 11Classical poetry and the eighteenth-century reader", in Books and 
.;;T~h~e~i;:.r....;;;R~e.;:;a~d;.:;e;:.r;::s~i;::;n~E;;:i=h~t.;e,;;e=n~t~h~-,;;.C.;:;.e;::n.;:;.t~u=-r~=En==l=an~d, edited by Isabel Rivers 
(Leicester, 19 2, po 90o See also Howard Erskine-Hill on thesurvival 
and questioning of Augustanism, .;;;T.;;;h;;:;e....;.;A;;:;u;,sgu=s..;;t;;;an;;;...,;;;I=d,;;.e..;;a;,_;;;i.;;;n~En~g:;;;l,;;;i,;;;s;;;;h~L;;;;i..;;t,;;;e,;;;;,r;;;;a..;;t.;;;u.;;.r=e 
(London, 1983), PPo 234-66o 

2o The Country and the Cit~, Po 18o 

3o Politics and Letters: Interviews with New Left Review (London, 1979), 
Po 307o 
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effect on human perception is implicit i~ this study 7 for~ if such 

forms are proved not to be the effusion of an eternal human spirit, 

then their potency is undermined, their categories opened to 

reappraisal and their hold on the imagination Neakenedo As Eo Po 

T:hompson has agreed vJith specific reference to the eighteenth century: 

0To define control in terms of cultural hegemony is not to give up 

attempts at analysis, but to prepare for analysis at the points at 

which it should be made: into the images of power and authority, 

the popular mentalities of subordinationo 01 This period sees the 

disintegration of a form that had expressed eoux-tly/urban stability 

in the face of a rural hinterlando It demonstrates that aesthetic 

ideals, as 11Jell as political principles, can be monitors of 

historical changeo 

1o ''Patrician Society, Plebeian Culture11 , Journal of Social History, 
7 (1974), Po 389o 
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